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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

To the Congrem of the United States:
In cm Jiance with the provisions of the act of March 3, 1915, establishing the National Advisory Com-

1mittee for eronautk. I submit herewith the sisteenth annual report of the committee for ,the fiscal year
ended “June 30, 1930. ‘

Attention is invkl h the o ening portion of the committee’s report dea@ with the aeronautical situation
/’generally, and also to Pmt V o the report present~q a summary of progress m the technical development of

aircraft. It is gratifying to note therein, md in Chaummn beds letter of transmit+) the committee’s tiews
as to the factors that have contributed to and assure the further pro ess of aeronauts.

TI concur with the committee’s recommendations at the end of t e report regmding the f~thm develop- .__
ment of aircraft and the need for continued prosecution of scientific research in aeronautics. --

HERBERTHOOVER. ‘–
THE WHITE HOUSE,

December .4, 1%?0.
m
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LETTER OF TIWWMITTAL

NATIONALADVTSORYCOMMITTEEFOBAERONAUTICS,
Washington, D. C., Norember 18, 1$30.

MR. PRESIDENT: h compliance with the provisions of the act of Congres approved March 3,1915 (U. S. C.,
title 50, sec. 153), I have t-hehonor to transmit herewith the Sixteenth Annual Report of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1930.

The year 1930 has been one of gratifying progress in scientific knowledge referring to aviation, in the tech-
nical dem40pment of aircraft, and in the extension of the use of aircraft in the United States. The policies of
the Federal Government in supporting the study of the fundamental problerns relating to the technical develop-
ment of aircraft, and in providing airways and air na-+rition facilities, ha~e been most important factors in the
year% pmgrm.

The encouragement provided by the Watres Act for the carrying of air mafl and the transportation of passen-
gers will enable air transportation companies to gm experience with the factors which will ultimately place air
transportation on a sound economic basis. The important problems requiring solution are the improvement of
aircraft and aircraft-engine design, resulting in more eoonomical operation, and the development of improved
facilities which w-illaid in the safety and reliability of aircraft operation. The committee believes that, with the
completion of the fulkcale wind tunnel and the seapkne towing channel at its laboratories at Langley Field,
Vs., it will be in a position to undertake more effectively the solution of those scientific problems which affect the
safety and economy of aircraft.

The committee beIieves that the present policies of the Federal Government relating to the development of
aeronautics in all its branches are sound and constructive, and that in the fum support of these policies lies the
best assurance of the continued advancement and leadersKlp of Anerican aeronautics.

Respectfully submitted.
~OSEPES. AMES,

Chairman.
THE PRESIDENT,

The White Eouw, W’aahington,D. C.
v.
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SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
of the

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITI!EEFOR
AERONAUTICS

TVwmwrm, D. C., Nowzder H, 1930.

To the Congrem of the United Statm:

In accordance. with the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1915, establishing the National Advisory
C%mmittee for Aeronautics, the committee submits
herewith its sixteenth annual report for the fiscal year
1930.

The outstanding evidence of progress during the
past year has been the material increase in the opera-
tion of commercial aircraft and in the number of types
of commercial aircraft developed. Commercial avia-
tion is passing through its third .fundamentd stage
of development and is about to ~ter upon the fourth
stage. The first stage in the development of air trans-
port in this country -wasthe direct operation of the
air mail service by the Post Ofhce Department. The
second stage -was the operation of air-mail lines by
contracts between the Post Office Department and air
transport companies, and FederaI regulation “and as-
sistance under the air commerce act. The third or
present stage is the direct encouragement given air
mail contractors to develop and use aircraft suitable
for the carrying of passengers as well as mail. This
encouragement results from the enactment of the
Watres bill dur~o the Iast se&on of the C!on=~
As the fourth stage we may expect to see the carrying
of pamengers and express become the major portion of
the business of the operating air lines and the carrying
of air mail become subordinate.

A stri~o demonstration of the practical utility of
the airplane for the transportation of passengers in
competition -withexcdlent railroad service over a com-
paratively short distance is furnished by the New York
to Washington air line. On this line airplanes leave
every hour on the hour during the business day and
frequently run double or triple sections. On a numb~
of air lines the passenger rates are approximately equal
to the cost of railroad fare plus the PuIIman charge.
With increased public cofidence and support it may be
possible in some cases to operate air passenger lines
successfully at rates less than the cost of railroad
travel plue the PnUman charge. Thus w31 commer-

cial aviation come to serve in increasing measure the
demands of the people for rapid transportation and to
il.ndits true place in meeting the transportation needs
of the country.

During the past year improvement in the design and
performance of aircraft has been greater than was
anticipated. This has no doubt been largely due to
the general business depression, -which induced a
keener competition among designers and manufac-
turers to improve their product. Farsighted aircraft
and engine manufacturers, while suffering from. cur-
tailment of production, have concentrated upon the
e.ssentiaIneeds of aircraft and accomplished substan-
tial progress by the more active and thorough engin-
eering application of scientfic data produced by
aeronautical research laboratories.

!t!he aircraft indust~ is passing through a severe
period of transition, which is witnessing the elimina-
tion of many of the weaker companies and the consoli-
dation of others. This was inevitable, even without
the spur of a general depression. With mushroom
growth halted, there is promise that the overdeveloped
industry will emerge from its present condition forti-
fied by a sounder businessand economic structure, with
a more accurate appreciation of the true fieId of the
airplane, and of its possibilities and Imitations.

‘The airplane has been improved during the past year
in speed, safety, comfort, reliability, cruising radius,
and economy of maintenance and of operation. This
progress has been concurrent with growth in other re-
spects, evidenced by the foHowing comparism of fig-
ures obtained from the Department of Commerce as
of October 15, 1930, with those obtained as of Novem-
ber 1, 1929: -
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The foregoing figu;es inclicate that the groundwork
for the development of commercial aviation hns been
well laid, There has, however, been serious retrench-
ment and curtailed production in the aircraft inclus-
try, due to the general businws depression and to the
normal reaction following temporary overexpansion
in certain phases of the industry.

The increase of MN per cent in paid passengers is
a most notable development for the year 1930, and
gives assurance that the airplane is destined to be-
come an important factor in transportation. The in-
crease of l$!~ per cent in the number of different types
of-airplanes approved and of 150 per cent in the num-
ber of types having two or more engines indicates that
aircraft designers are activ~ that competition is keen,
and that the industry as a whole is trying to improve
its product. This rapid increase in number of types
may be considered. a normal and healthy sign at this
stage of the development of air transportation, and
may be expected to continue until the industry enters
the stage of standardization ancl mass production,

The continued expansion in aeronautical activities
presents many problems. The necessity for the cle-
velopment of larger airplanes, and especially large
flying boats, presents a variety of difficult problems,
the solution of which can fortunately be undertaken
promptly.

Progress has been mare not only in increasing the
size of airplanes but also in materially increasing
speed. Increased speed of air transports presents
further fundamental problems as to the structural
strength of the aircraft when operating in disturbed-
air conditions. This series of problems is one of the
most important demanding the immediate attention of
the committee, and exact knowledge i.. being obtuined
by the use of special instruments designed by the com-
mittee and instalIed on air transports with the coopera-
tion of the operating companies.

Accidents on scheduled air transport lines have been
very few. This has been due not only to physical
improvement of the airplane but largely to the exten-
sive airways, navigation facilities, and weather-report
earvice provided by the Federal Government. The
air traveler along national airways is provided by the
Government with intermediate landing fields, navi-
gational lights, signals, and communication, includ-
ing hourly weather reports. The modern airphme
operated over an established airway by a competent-
pilot is a reasonably safe means of transportation.

The number of aircraft required to meet the de-
mands of air transport lines and the military and
naval needs -would not maintain a large manufactur-
ing industry, so that the industry will remain small
unless or until the private use of aircraft is extensively
developed. Improved oper~ting technique, ground

fticilities, and aids to air navigation will go far to
promote safety on air transport lines, but will not be
sufficient to make the airplane a popular vehiclg for_ _______
private use. To bring this about there must lJcmate- ,.
rial improvement in the safety of the private airplnne
and in its economy in first cost, maintenance, and
operation.

The problems of the aircraft designer to-clay are
more difficult than ever, Formerly he had to meet”
primarily the demands of the military services for
maxi-mum performance and of the well-to-do privute
flyer, when the present pararnountifactors oEaerody-
namic safety, comfort, and economy were not so im-
portant, but to-clay he is confronted -witha variety of
problems calling for greater safety, improved control
at low speed incident to taking off and l~nding, higher
speed in flight, i]icreawd comfort, less noise and vibra- –
tion, and generaI reduction in cost without reduction .
ir~airworthiness requirements. At present there is no
revolutionary principle nor startling invention in sight
which will materially improve the airplane. In all
probability development will be gradual and will be
determined largely by the resuks of persistent and
we~-organized research. In the long run that country
may be expected to lead in the development of the air-
plane that most effectively and persistently attacks the
fundamental problems of flight. Because of the far-
sightedness rmd liberal support of the President an~ -~.
of the Congress of the United States,~uipment of
great value for scientific research has been assembled “” ~
by the committee at its laboratories atLmlgley I?ickl, --
Vs., including the full-scale wind tunnel, the variable-
density wind tunnel, the propeller research tunnel, and -” ‘
the seaplane towing channel, which are unique and do -
not exist in operating form up to the present time in
any other laboratory in the world. This equipment
makes possible the thorough scientific investigation of
the problems that mean most to the development of
aircraft.

The first major investigation conducted in the pro-
peller research tunnel led to the development of the
u N, A, C. A. cmv~ing,” which, by decreasing the air
resistanceof air-cooled engines, has the effect either of
materially increasing the speed of the airplane or of
decreasing fuel consumption. In recognition of this
contribution to progr~, the Collier trophy was
awarded to the committee by the hrational Aeronautic
ksmiation ancl was formally presented by President ._
Hoover at a brief ceremony on the White House
grounds on June 3, 19~0, before a small but distin-
guished gathering of aeronautical authorities,

The CoUier trophy is awarded annually by the Na-
tional Aeronautic Association ‘( for the greatest
achievementin aviation in America, the wdue of which
has been thoroughly demonstrated by actual use dur-.,. — ..

.
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@ & pr~edbg year.” Senator Hiram Bingham:
president of the National Aeronautic &sociation:
opened the ceremony. by explaining the history and
status of the Collier trophy and read the citation of
award. President Hoover, in presenting the trophy to
Dr. Joseph S. &nes, chairman of the National Ad-
~isory Committee for Aeronautics, commended the
committee on the scientific research -which had. de-
veloped the cowLing. Doctor Ames, in accepting the
trophy on behalf of the committee, said in part: “A
scientist receives his reward from his own work in
l.)eIievingthat he has added to human lmowledge; but
he is al-waysgratified when his -work is recobtized as
good by those competent to judge.”

This annual report is submitted in five parts. Part
I describes the organization of the committee, states its
functions, outlines the facilities available under the
committee’s direction for the conduct of scientific re-
search in aeronautics, explains the activities and
growth of the Office of Aeronautical Intelligence in the
collection. analysis?and di=eminat ion of scientific and
technical data. nnd presents a financial report of es-
penditu-resduring the tlscrdyear encled June 30, 1930.

In Part II of this report the committee describes its
misdlaneous activities, including the study of aircraft
accidents, the consideration of aeronautical inventions
and desi=a=l its relations with the aircraft industry,
and its cooperation with other governmental agencies.

In Part III. the committee presents reports on thi
major results of its fundamental work in the form of
reports of its stand.@ technical subcommittees on
aerodynamics, po-iverplants for ajrcraft, materials for
aircraft, and problems. of air navigation, which in-
clude statements 6f the organization and the functions
of each and of the promgess of in-instigations con-
ducted under their general cognizance in governmental
and private laboratories.

In Part )?7 the committee presents summaries of tho
Technical Reports published during the past year, and
enumerates by title the Technical A“otea, Technical
31emorandums, and Aircraft Circulars issued.

In Part V the committee presents a summary of
progress in the technical development of aircraft.
The report closes with a reference to the important
factors that hare contributed to the advancement of
American aeronautics.

.—-
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PART I

ORGANIZATION

FUNCTIONSOF THE COMMITTEE.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

waa established by act of Congress approved March 8:
1915 (U. S. C?,,title 50, sec. 151). The organic act
charged the committee with the supervision and direc.
tion of the scientific study of the problems of fight
with a view to their practical scdution, the determina-
tion of problems which should be experimentally at-
tacked, and their investigation and application to prac-
tical questions of aeronautics. The act also authorized
the committee to direct and conduct research and
experimentation in aeronautics in such laboratory or
laboratories, in whole or in part, as may be placed
under its direction.

Supplementing th~prescribed duties of the commit-
tee under its organic act, its broad general functions
may be stated as follows:

First. Under the lavv the committie holds itself at
the service of any department or agency of the Gov-
ernment interested in aeronautic for the furnishing
of information or assistance.in regard to scientific or
technical matters relating to aeronautics, and in par-
ticular for the investigation and study of fundamental
problems submitted by the War and Navy Depart-
ments with a view to their practhd scdution.

Second. The committee may also exercise itsfunc-
tions for any individual, firm, association, or corpora-
tion within the United States, provided that such
individual, firm, association, or corporation defray the
actual cost involved.

Third. The committee institutes research, investiga-
tion, and study of proble~ which, in the judgment of
its members or of the members of its various subcom-
mittees, are needful and timely for the advance of the
science and art of aeronautics in its various branches,

Fourth. The committee keeps itself advised of the
progrew made in research and experimental work in
aeronautics in all parts of the world, particularly in
England, France, Itlily, Germany, and Canada.

Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to
the attention of the various subcommittees for consid-
eration in connection with the preparation of pro-
grams for research and experimental work in this
country. This information is also made available
promptly to the military and naval air organizations
and other branches of the Government and such as is
not confidential is immediately released to university

4

laboratories and aircraft manufacturers interested in
the study of specific problems, and also to the public.

Sixth The committee holds itself at the service of
the Piesident, the Congress, and the executive depart-
ments of the Government for the consideration of
speciaI problems which may be referred to it.

By act of Congre~ approved July 2, 1926, and
amended March 8, 1927 (U. S. C., Supp. 1, title 10,
sec. 810r), the committee was given an additional func-
tio~ This legislation created and specified the
functions of an Aeronautical Patents and Design
Board, consisting of an Assistant Secretary of War,
an Assistant Secretary of the Navy, and an Assistant
Secretary of Commerce, and protided that upon favor-
able recommendation of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics the Patents and Design Board
shall determine questions as i% the use and value to
the Government of aeronautical inventions submitted_______
to any branch of the Government. The legislation
provided that designs submitted to the board should .
be referred to the National Advisory Committee for
bronautics for its recommendation and this has served
to impose upon the”copunittee the additional duty of
considering on behalf of the Government all aeronau-
tical inventions and designs submitted.

ORGANIZATIONOF THE COMMITTEE

In accordance with the provisions of the act OL
Congress establishing the committee, as amended by
~ctapproved March 2, 1929 (U. S. C,, Supp. HI, title
~0,sec. N51a), the National Advisory Committee for
keronautim consists of 15 members appointed by
:he President, as folIovvs: Two members from the
War Department, from the office in charge of mili-
;ary aeronautics; 2 members from the Navy Depart-
ment, from the office in charge of naval aeronautics;
b representative each of the Smithsonian Institution,
:he United States Weather Bureau, and the United
States Bureau of Standards; and not more than 8
~dditional persons acquainted with the needs of aero-
nauticalscience, either civil or military, or skilIed in
leronantical engineering or its allied sciences. The
aw further provides that all members as such shall
[erve without compensation.

On August 13, 1930, Brig. Gen. Benjamin D. Fou-
ois, United Statm Army, submitted his resignation as
Lmember of the committee on account of his relief –
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from duty as chief of the mat6riel division of the
Air Corps, and under date of September 10, the Prem-
dent appointed Brig. GerL Henry C. Prattj General
Foulois’s successor as chief of the matfriel d~vkiort,
to succeed him as a member of the committee. Gen-
eral Pratt executed the oath of office on September
~o, 1930,

The entire committee meets twice a year, the annual
meeting being held in October and the semiannual
meeting in April. The present report includes the
activities of the committee between the mum-d meet-
ing held on October 24, 1929, and that held on October
23, 1930.

The organization of the committee at the close of the
past year was as follows:

Joseph S. &nes, Ph. D., chairman, president of
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Ifd.

David W. Taylor, D. Eng., vice chairman,
Washington, D. C.

Charles G. Abbot, Sc. D., secretary of the
Smithsonianrestitution.

George K. Burgess, SC. D., Director of the
Bureau of Standards.

William F. Durand, Ph. D., professor emeritus
of mechanical engineering, Stanford lh.iver-
sity, California.

Maj. Gen. James E. Fechet, United States Army,
Chief of the Air Corps.

Harry F. Guggenheim, 11. A., American ambas-
~dor to Cuba.

William P. 3facCracken, jr., Ph. B., ‘iVashing-
ton, D. C.

Charles F. Marvin, 11. E., Chief of the Weather
Bureau.

Rear Admiral William A. 310ffett, United
States Xavy, Chief of the Bureau of Aero-
nautk, h’avy Department.

Brig. Gen. ” Henry C. Pratt, United States
Army, chief of the matt?riel division, Air
Corps.

S. W. Stratton, SC. D., Massachusetts Institute
of Tecbnolo~, Cambridge, 11sss.

Capt. John H. Towers, United States Navy,
Aesiatant Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department.

Edward P. Warner, 3L S., editor of “Aviation.”
Orville Wright, SC.D., Day-ton, Ohio.

MEETINGSOF THE EXl?IEE COMMITTEE

The semiannual meei%g of the entire committee
was held on April 24, 1930, at the committee’s head-
quarters in Wasbin@on, and the annual meeting on
October 23,1930, also at the committee’s headquarters.
At these meetings tie recent progress in aeronautical
research was reviewed and some of the priricipal prob-
lems of aeronautics were discussed. &l.rninistratiTe

reports of the secretary, Mr. John F. Victory, and of
the director of the 05CS of aeronautical intelligence,
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, were also submitted.

At both the annual and semiannual meetings de-
tailed re@.s of the research work being conducted by
the committee at the Langley MemoriaI Aeronautical
Laboratory, Langley Field, Hampton, Vs., were pre-
sented, and charts and photographs were exhibited
showing the methods used and the results obtained in
the more important investigations.

The election of officers was the concluding feature of
the annual meeting. The officers of the committee
were reelected for the ensuing year, as follows:
Chairman, Dr. Joseph S.” Ames; vice chshman, Dr.
David W. Taylor; chairman executive committee, Dr.
Joseph S. &nes; vice chairman executive committee,
Dr. David W. Taylor.

THE EXECUTIVECOMMITV’EE

.—

For the purpose of carrying out the work of the Ad-
visory Committee the reggationa provide for the elec-
tion annually of an executive committee, to consist of
seven members and to includs in addition any member
of the Advisory Committee not otherwise a member
of the executive committee but resident in or near
‘iVashington and giving his time wholly or chiefly to
the special work of the committee. The present or-
ganization of the executive committee is as folIows:

Joseph S. &nes, Phi D., chairman.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., vice chairman.
OharIes G. Abbot, Sc. D.
George K. Burgess, Sc. D.
Maj. Gen. James E. Fechet, United Statea

Army.
William P. McCracken, jr.
CharIee F. Marvin, M. E.
Rear &bniralWWIiam A. Moffett, United States

Xavy.
Br& &n. Henry C. Pratt. United States Army.
S. TV. Stratton, SC.D.
Capt. John H. Towers, lJnited States Navy.
Edward P. Warner, 31. S.
Orville Wright, SC.D.

—

The execmti~e committee, in accordance with gen-
eral instructions of the Advisory Committee, performs
the functions presaibed by law for the whole com-
mittee, administers the affairs of the committee, and
exercises general supervision over all its activities.

The executive committee has organized the neces-
sary clerical and technical stds for handding the work
of the committee proper. The total paid personnel of
the committee numbered 254 empIoyees on June 30,
1930, comprising 40 in TVashington,211 at the LangIey
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field,
Vs., and 3 at the office of the technicaI assistant in
Europe, Paris, France. General responsibility for tie

—

.-—
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execution of the policies and the direction of the activi-
~ ties approved by the executive committee is vested in

the Director of Aero&utictd Research, Mr. Gtiijge ~,
Lewis. He has immediate charge of the scientific and
technical work of the committee, being directly respon-
sible to the chairman of the executive committee, Dr.
Joseph S. Ames. ‘Ilhe secretary, Ml. John F. Victory,
is ex officiosecretary of the executive committee}directs
the administrative work of the organization, and exer-
cises general supervision over the expenditures of
funds and the employment of personnel,

SUBCOMMITTEES

In order to facilitate the conduct of its work the
executive committee has organized the following
standing committees with subcommittees as indicated:

Aerodynamics-
Subcommittee on airships.
Subcommittee on aeronautical research in

universities,
Power plants. for aircraft.
Materials -for aircraft—

Subcommittee on metaIs.
Subcommittee on woods and glues.
Subcommittee on co~erings, dopes, and pro-

tective coatings.
Subcommittee on aircraft structures.

Problems of air navigation—
Subcommittee orAproblems of communication.
Subcommittee on instruments.
Subcommittee on meteorological problems.

Aircraft accidents.
Aeronautical inventions and designs.
Publications and intelligence.
Personnel, buildings, and equipment.
Governrnimtal.relations.

The organization and work of the technical com-
mittees on aerod~amics, power phmte for aircraft,
materials for aircraft, and problems of air navigation
are covered in the reports of those committees in Part
HI “of this report, while the activities of the com-
mittee on aircraft accidents and the committee on
aeronautical inventions and designs are included in
Part II under the subjectx of the study of aircraft ac-
cidents and the consideration of aeronautical inven-
tions, respectively.

Statements of the organization and functions of the
administrative committees on publications and intelli-
gence; personnel buiIdings, and equipment; md gov-
ernmental relations follow:

COMMITTEEONPUBL1CATIONSANDINTELLIGENCE

FUNCTIONS

L The collection, classification, and diffusion of
technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautics, in-

OOMMIT!L’EE FOR AERONAUTICS
-——

cluding the results of research and experimental work
done in alI parts of the world.

2. The encouragement of the study of the subject of
aeronautics in institutions of learning,

& Supervision of the office of aeronautical intelli-
gence.

4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign 05ce in
Paris. “

ii The collection and preparation for publication
of the Technical Reports, Technical Notes, Technical
Memorandums, and Aircraft Circulars of the com-
mittee.

ORGANIZATION

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman,
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, vim chairman.
Mise M. M. Muller, secretary.

COMMITTEEON PERSONNEL,BUILDINGS,AND
EQ~IPMENT

FUNCTIONS

L To handle all matters relating to personnel, in-
cluding the employment, promotion, discharge, and
duties of all employees.

2. To consider questions referred to it and make
recommendations regarding the initiation of projects
concerning the erection or alteration of laboratories
and OffiCeS.

3. To meet from time to time on calI of the chair-
man and report itnret.ions and recommendations to the -
executive committee.

4. To supervise such construction and equipment
work as may be authorized by the executive committee,

ORGANIZATION

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor, vice chairman.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin.
John F. lTictory, secretary.

———.

COMMITTEEON GOVERNMENTALRELATIONS

FUNCTTONS

L Relations of the committee with executive depart-
ments and other branches of the Government,

2. Governmental relations with civil agenciw.

OBGANIZATTON

Prof. Charles I’. IMarvin,chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
John F. ~lctory, secretary.

QUARTERSFOE COMMITTEE

The headquarters of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics are located at the rear of the. -
eighth wing, third floor of the Navy Buildingt
Eighteenth and B Streets NW., Washington, D. C!..”
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INTER1OR VIEW, SEAPLANETOWING CHANNEL, NOVEMBER 1, 1930
SHOWING TOWING CARRIAGE RAIIS IN PLACE AND WATER IN TANK. 2,050FEET LONG

NOTE REFLEcTION IN THE WATER OF ROOF CON~RUCXION
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THE VERTICAL WIND TUNNEL
FOR 1NVESTIGATIONOF SPINNING CHARACTERISTIC= OF AIRPLANES . .—
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in close proximity to the Army and Navy air organi-
zations. This space has been officially assigned for use
of the committee by the Public Buildings Commission.
The administrative office is aIso the headquarters of
the various subcommittees and of the Office of Aero-
nautical Intelligence. Through the cooperation of the
War Department and of the Shipping Board, and
with the approval of the Public Buildings Commis-
sion? an additional 1,520 square feet of office space in
the h’av-y Building -wasmade available to the commit-
tee in October, 1930. This has given tempora~” refief
from a condition of congestion which had impaired
the efficiency of the. organization. This additional
space makes a present total of 8,914 square feet of
office space occupied by the committee in Washington,
and will enable the committee for a time to discharge
its functions more effectively.

Field stations of the committee are the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field,
Hampton, Ira., and the oflice of the technical assistant
in Europe, located at the American Embassy in Paris.

The scientific investigations authorized by the com-
mittee are not alI conducted at the Langley 31emorial
Aeronautical L@xatory, but the facilities of other
governmental laboratories are utilized as viell as the
laboratories connected with institutions of learning
whose cooperation in the scientific study of specific
problems in aeronautics has been secured.

THE LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL
LAJ30RATORY

The Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory is
operated under the direct control of the committee. It
is located at Langley FieId, Va.7 on a plot of ground
set aside by the ‘iVar Department for the committee’s
use, The laboratory vvas started in 1916 coincident
with the establishment of Langley Field.

The laboratory is organized with six divisions, as
follows: Aerodynamics division, power plants division,
technical service division, fright operations division,
property and clerical division, and a new hydrodynam-
ics division. The laboratory is under the immediate
direction of an engineer in charge, Mr. Henry J. E.
Reid, subject to the general supervision of the officers
of the committee.

During the past year -work -was be=gunand sub-
stantial progress was made in the construction of the
ful~-scale wind tunnel and of the seapkme channel.
The new vr”mdtunnel where completed will have an
oval-shaped throat 60 by 80 feet, which will permit
the testing of full-sized airplanes. It is expected that
this tunnel will be in operation during the summer
of 1931. The photograph taken h’o-iember 1, 1930, and
reproduced herewith sho~s the character of the
external structure.

The nevv seaplane charnel will be 2,050 feet long
and it is expected it will be ready for the testing of sea-
plane floats and flying-boat hulls during the summer
of 1931. This is the first equipment of this character
that has e~er been constructed, and is solely for the
purpose of imrestigating the characteristics of seaplane
floats and boats. ‘l%e great length of the channel is
necessary to provide for the high speed which is re-
quired for tests of this character.

The construction of a nevv permanent brick hangar
-withrepair shop and facilities for taking care of air-
planes ussd in flight, recently authorized by Congress,
will be started in the.spring of 1931.

The War Depart ment has assigned to the committee
additional space on a suitable part of Langley Field
for the erection of the full-scale wind tumel, for the
seaplane channel, and for the new hangar to replace
the present steel hangar, which must be removed to
make -way for extensive military improvements to the
fieId.

There are at pressnt nine structures comprising the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, which,
with the two additional structures to be completed
during the fiscal year 1931, will make a total of 11
structures, as follovis:

1. A research laboratory buikling containing admin-
istrati~e offices, technical library, physics laboratory,
photographic laboratory, and headquarters of the -rari-
ous divisions

2. An atmospheric wind-tunnel building, in which
the 5-foot wind tunnel of a standard closed-throat
type has been replaced by more modern equipment.
In the space formerly required by the 5-foot tunnel
has been built a modern closed-return tunnel with an
open rectangular throat ‘i by 10 feet, and a vertical
tunnel with closed return and an open throat 5 feet
in diameter. These two pieces of equipment are to be
used in a comprehensive study of the problems of con-
trol and spinning characteristics of an airplane. In
addition to the abo~e equipment the building now
houses a 6-inch open-throat wind tunnel for inatru-
rnent and wind-tunnel studies, and a 6-inch refriger-
ated tunnel for the “ktudyof ice formation on aircraft.
More et%cientuse of space has also provided room for a
-workshopand 05ce for the staff operating the ttmnels.

8. A variable-density wind-tunnel building, housi~~
the variable-density wind tunnel and a jet-type high-
speed wind tunnel which utilizes the waste air from
the variabledensity wind tunnel.

4 and 5. Two en=tie dynamometer laboratories of a
semipermanent type equipped to carry on investiga-
tions in connection with power plants for aircraft. In
addition to the usual dynamometer equipment and
shqgle-cylhder test engines for studying both cnr-
bureted and Diesel oil en=gines,there is equipment

.
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suited to the study of supercl.mrgersand the cooling of
engine cylinders, and to the study of fuel sprays by
means of special high-speed photographic equipment.

6, A service building containing an instrument labo-
ratory, drafting room, machine shop, woodworking
shop, and storeroom.

‘7. A propeller r-arch tunnel, in which testsmay be
made in a 20-foot air stream at 100 miles per hour.
This equipment permits the full-scale testing of pro-
pellers, fuselages, and landing gears.

8. An airplane hangar with a repair shop and facili-
ties for taking care of airplanes used in flight re-
search, This will be replaced by a new han=mr, as
stated above.

9. A combination heating plant, storehouse, and
garage.

10. A new full-scale wind tunnel, described above.
11, A new seaplane channel, described above.
Items 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, and 9 are located on plot 16.

Items 7, 10, and 11 are located within two blocks of
the laboratory headquarters, and item 8 is located on
the flying field.

Recognition by the Government of the necessity of
satisfying the increasing demand for new and accurate
knowledge on the fundamental .probkms of flight has
made possible the development of the Langley Memo-
rial Aeronautical Laboratory as an efficient research
organization numbering 211 employees at the close of
the fiscal year 1930. The work of the Iaboratmy is
conducted without interference with military opera-
tions at the field. Iri-fact, there is a splendid spirit of
cooperation on the part of the military authorities,
who by their helpfulnws in many ways have aided
the committee materially in its work

THE OFFICE OF AERONAUTICALINTELLIGENCE

The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence was estab-
lished in the early part of 1918 as an integral branch
of the committee’s activities. Its functions are the
collection, cla*ification, and diffusion of technical
knowledge on the subject of aeronautics, including the
results of research and experimental work conducted in
all parts of the world, to the military and naval air
organizations, aircraft manufacturers, educational in-
stitutions, and others interested. It is the 05cia11y
designated Government depositary for scientific and
technical reports and data on aeronautics.

Promptly upon receipt, aIl reports are analyzed,
c1assi6ed, and brought to the special attention of the
subcommittees having cognizance and to the att@ion
of other interested parties through the medium of
public and confidential bulletins. Reports are dupli-
cated w-herepracticable and distributed upon request.

C!onfldential Lndletinsand reports are not circulated
outside of Government channek.

The records of the committee show that there has
been a continuous increase in the distribution of tech-
nical publications. During the year 14,984 written
requests for reports were received in addition to a
large number of telephone and personal requests and
76,262 reports were distributed upon request.

The technical publications were distributed as
follows :

Committeeand subeoumitteemembere__—————
.—

2,652
LangleyMemorialAeronauticalLaboratory_-_—...- 2,065
Parisof3keof themmlnittea.-------____ -_-__— 6,MI.
ArmyAir CorIm--_----_-._— 2,036
NavalAir Servfce,includingMarineCorps----------- 8,760
Manufacturers-----—-— — — ------ ----- . 20,974
Educationalinstitutions-----——. u ’106
Bureauof Standards--------.----——- (US .-
M1scelIaneous-_----_-——_———_—--——_ 57,166

Total distribution-——-- 112,010

The above figures incIude the distribution of 38,786
Technical. Reports, 19,785 Technicnl Notes, 82,086
Technical Memorandums, and 10,919 Aircraft Circu-
lars of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. Part m of this report presents the titks of .._
the publications issued during the past year, the dis-
tribution of which is included in the foregoing figures. ._

To handIe efficiently tl~e work of securing and ex- _____
changing reports in foreign countries, the committee
maintains a technical assistant in Europe, with headq-
uarters at the American Embassy in Paris, It is his
duty to visit the government and private laboratories,
centers of aeronautical information, and private in-
dividuals in England, France, Italy, Germany, and
other European countries and endeavor to secure for
America not only printed matter which wou~d in the _
ordinary course of events become available in this
country but more especially advance information as to
-work in pro=messand technical data not prepared in
printed form, which would otherwise not reach this
country. John Jay Ide, of New York, has served as
the committee’s technical assistant in Europe since
April, 1921.

FINANCIAL REPORT

The appropriation for the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. for the fiscal year 1930, as
carried in the independent offices appropriation act
approved February 20, 1929, was $l&?77#O0. Of this
amount, $5,000 was later transferred to the appropria-
tion for printing and binding, fiscal year 1930, by
first deficiency act, fiscal year 1930, approved March
26, 193KI,to provide funds for the increasingly lar=w
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number of Technical Reports being issued by the com-
mittee, leaving a balance of $1#72#10 in the regular
appropriation. In addition, the sum of $208,000 was
made available for the fiscal years 1929 and 1930 by
swond deficiency act, 11.walyear 1929, approved March
4, 1929, for the construction of a seaphme channel,
making the total appropriation for 1930 in effect
$1,488,000, under which the committee reports ex-
penditures and obligations during the year amounting
to $1,477,984.73,itemized as follows:

PereonaIaerviees.. $532,!205.13
Suppliesand matefils----- 37,59s.00
Uonununicationservice- 1,431.43
Trmel expenses—_ 16,lm. 59
Tmnmortatlonof ttlings---- 729.22
Fmnlshlngof electrfcity- 10,443.4s
Rent of office (Paris)_— 960.00
Repafreandalterations__— 5,474.90

Speeialinvestigationsand reporte——— $4&Ooo.oo
Equipment_—_ 300,349.30
Structuresand parts------ 27,055.m

Iilxpenditures- L 477,w 73
Unobligatedbalance 10,015.27

Total---- L43%OO0.00

The appropriation for printing and binding for 1930
as carried in the independent offices act approved
February 20,1929, was $15,000, which, with the $5,000
transferred from the regular appropriation, made
avaiIable the amount of $20,000, out of which
$19,996.65 was wended.

The appropriations for the &c.al year 1931 total
$1,321,000, which inchdea $375,000 for the completion
of the full-scale vvind tunnel and $60,000 for the con-
struction of a hangar.
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PART 11

GENERAL ACTMTIES
----

STUDY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

In response to request of the Air Coordination C6m-
mittee?, consisting of the Assistant Swretaries for
Aeronautics in the Departments of War, Navy, and
Commerce, the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics organized, in March, 1928, a special com-
mitteemanthe nomenclature, subdivision, and classifi-
cation of aircraft accidents, to prepare a basis for the
classification and comparison of aircraft accidents,
both civil and military. This committee made a de-
tailed study of the problem, and as a rwult drew up a
chart for the analysis of accidents, cumbining consid-
eration of the immediakrcmses, underlying causes,
and results of accidents. This chart, together -with a
detailed explanation, was published in October, 1928,
as Technical Report No. 308 of the NationaI Advisory
Committee for Aercmauti~, entitled “Aircraft Acci-
dente-bfethods of halysis/’ and was officially
adopted for use by the War, Navy, ancl Commerce
Departments.

On completion of this report- the special committee
on the nomenclature: subdivision, and clatication of
aircraft accidents was discharged, and a new standing
committie on aircraft accidents was appointed with
the same personnel as the special committee, to con-
sider from time to time questions which might arise as
to the interpretation of the method of analysis and
suggestions as to changes, tw study the information
obtained from the accident analysis, and to discuss
such other problems relating to aircraft accidents as
might appear desirable or as might be brought be-
fore it.

The present membership of the committee on nir-
craft accidents is as follows:

Dr. George K“ Burgess, Bureau of Standards;
chairman.

Lieut, Harold Brand, United States Army Air
Corps.

George W. Lewis, National Advisory C!au-
mittee for-&ronautics.

IV. Fiske MarshaII, Aeronautics Branch, De-
partment of Commerce,

Lieut. C!mnnimder Frank D. Wagner, United
States Na~, 13ureau‘of Aeronautics.

10

Lieut. Frank T. ward, United States Navy, “‘ ‘=
Bureau of Aeronautics,

Hon. Edward P. Warner, editor of ‘(Aviation.”
‘Lieut. Lyman P. Whitten, United States Army “”

Air Corps,

The initial meeting of the committee on aircraft
accidents was held in March, 1929, for the purpose of
studying the personnel factor in aircraft accidents.
Analyses of aircraft accidents by the War, Navy, and
Commerce Departments indicated that about 50 per .
cent were chargeable to errors of the pilot, and it
seemed desirable that this phase of the problem be
given careful study. Representatives of the medical
personnel of the naval flying service, the Army Air
Uorps, and the Aeronautics Branch of the Department
of Commerce were invited to attend this meeting, as
we~ as subsequent meetings, and assisted in the dis- ._
cwsaion, in order that the physiological and psycho-
logic@ reactions of the pilot might be given adequate
consideration,

In ‘Rinnectioi-vvith the discussion of the problem of
personnel in reIation to accidents it was agreed that ~‘_ __
practical experience with the analysis chart and &.6ni-
tione in Report No. 308 showed the need for cla~ifica-
tion of a. number of the definitions. The committee
accordingly undertook a revision of this report.

Statistical information was presented by the repre- ‘-”
sentatives of the three air organizations, respectively,
indicating a number of important fticts with regard to
the accidents problem.

One of the most importqnt of these facts was that
there ii a definite relation between the accident rates of
groups. of pilots on the one hand and the average total
flying experience and average annual flying practica
of those pilots on the other. Other information of
importance which these statistics revealed .~vasthe fact
that a very large percentage of spins and stalls result
fatally; that “ poor reaction” on the part of the pilot
is a frequent underlying cause of accidents; and that ...
in one group .of accidents covering a considerable
period of time the pilots who had been involved in
fatal accidents had, in the preceding year or two, had
about three times as many accidents of a minor char-
acter as other pilots, indicating the desirability of dis-
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qualifying pilots who have a series of minor accidents
at short intervals.

AU these phases of the accident problem were given
careful consideration in the meetingg of the committee,
and while no definite recommendations as to the
physiological and psychological quesiions mere made
by the committee, it is believed that tie discussions of
these questions in the meetings ha~e been of consider-
able wdue to the representatives of the three services
in their study of the accidents problem in their re-
spective organizations.

The committee is greatly indebted for ~aluable as-
&tance to ‘the f ollotig former members, who have
since been relieved from membership upon their res-
ignation or transfer to duty outside of Wtwhinm@oq:

Lieut. J. D. Barker, United States Army.
Lleut. Charles R. Brovcc+ United States Navy.
Edward P. Howard, Aeronautics Branch, De-

partment of Commerce.
Lieut. D. B. PhiIIips, United States Army.
Lieut. Commander L. C. Stemxw} United States

Yaw..
The follovr~m representatives from the Go-iernment

organizations concerned have aLw contributed greatly
to the work of the committee:

Dr. L. H. Bauer, Aeronautics Branch, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

Dr. H. J. Cooper, Aeronautics Branc& Depart-
ment of Cammerce.

Commander R. G. Davis (3L C.), ~nited States
>Tavy.

P. Edgar, Aeronautic Branch, Department of
Commerce.

Lieut. COL L. M. Hathamay (M. C.), United
States &my.

F. J. Martel, Aeronautics Branch, Department
of Commerce.

Lieut. Commander John R. Poppen (3L C.),
United States Navy.

E. R. Strong, Aeronautics Branch, Department
of Commerce.

Starr Truscott, National Advissry Committee
for Aeronautics.

The re~ision of Report No. 30S has been completed
during the past year and pub~=hed as Technical Re-
port Xo, 357, “Aircraft Acciden&31ethods of Analy-
sic,” superseding the earlier report. The revised
r~por~ includes, in addition to the accident analysis
chart and definitions prepared by the special commit-
tee with a number of the dehitions clafied, a brief
statement of the organization and -work of the special
committee and of the committee on aircraft accidents
and statistical tables giving a comparison of the types

]f accidents and csuss of accidents in the military
iemices on the one hand and in civi.I aviation on the
]ther, together with explanations of some of the
important differences noted in these tabks.

CONSIDERATIONOF AERONAUTICALINVENTIONS

By act of Congress approved July 2,1926, a Patents
and Design Board -was created, and it vras provided
that upon recommendation of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics the board shouId deter-
mine questions as to the use and value to the Govern-
ment of aeronautical inventions submitted to the Gov-
ernment. By act of Congress appro~ed March 3,
1927, the act of July 2, 1926, was amended in such a
manner as to limit the board to the consideration of
such cases as -werefayorably recommended to it by the
hTationalAd~isory Committee for Aeronautics. This
relfeved the board of the burden of considering cases
which were Unfmorably recommwited by the comm-
ittee, but at the same time it made the N’ational Ad-
visory Committee for Aeronautics responsible for the
6naI disappro~al of the large majority of the cletices
submitted as applications for awards.

In order to discharge the duties de-rolving upon the
committee under this Legislationa committee on aero-
nautical in~-entionsand designs -wascreated, the pres-
ent membership of which is as follo-ivs:

Dr. D. W. Taylor, chairman.
Dr. George K. Burgess, vice chairman.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin.
Capt. John H. Tovmrs, United States Navy.
J. F. Victory, secretary.

Inventions and desi=gnssubmitted are considered by
the Director of Aenmmutical Research. The commit-
tee on aeronautical indentions or designs co~=iders
only such imentions or designs as are presented by the
Director of Aeronautical Research or are recom-
mended for committee consideration by any other
member of the National .-il~ismy Committee. The
Director of Aeronautical Research is authorized to
submit his unfavorable recommendations direct to the
Aeronautical Patents and Design Botarcl, but any
favorable recommendation must be considered and
made by the committee on aeronautical in-mnt.ionsand
designs

Under the preeent procedure carefuI consideration
is gi~en to uII in-rentions and desi=~s submitted, The
Aeronautical Patents and design Baord and the Na-
tional Ad-iisory Committee for Aeronautics are work-
ing in harmony and the burden of considering large
numbers of in~ention is placed so as to reduce the
demands on the time of the members of the committee
on aeronautical in-rentionsand designs and of the mem-
bers of the Aeronautical Patents and Desi=g Board
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to the consideration of submissions which have re
ceived competent preliminary examination and ar(
deemed worthy of further consideration.

The Aeronautical Patents and Design Board ha
been in operation four years, During the past yea:
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic
has received a little over 2$?00 letters relating to in
ventiona. Approximately 1,000 of these represented
new submissions. The majority of these cases, bein{
addreesed to the committee, were acted on by direc
correspondence -with the submitters. In 97 caee
which were submitted to the Aeronautical Patents anc
Design Board the committee prepared individual re.
ports as to the merits of the particular invention o~
design for the action of the board.

RELATIONSWITH THE AIRCRAFI! INDUSTRY

In 1926 the National Advisory Committee for Aero.
nautics established the policy of holding at its labora.
tory at Langley Field, the Langley Memorial Aero,
nautical Laboratory, annual conferences with repre-
sentatives of the manufacturers and operators of air-
craft. The purpose of these conferences was to give
to aircraft manufacturers and operators an oppor.
tunity to become acquainted with the facilities for
aeronautical research at the committee’s laborator]
and also to atlord them an opportunity to make sug
gestions to the committee as to aeronautical research
problems of interest to the industry which in their
opinion the committee is especially equipped to solve,

In accordance with this policy, the Fifth Annual
Aircraft Engineering Research Conference was held
at the committee’s laboratory on May 18, 1980. me
committee was represented by its officers, members of
the main committee, and the members of its commit-
tees on aerodynamics and power plants for aircraft.
The conference was presided over by Dr. Joseph S.
Ames, chairman of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

At the morning session the principal investigations
under way at the laboratory, both in aerodynamics and
power plants, were explained by the engineers in
charge of the work, and &arts were exhibited showing
some of the results obtained.

Among the more important aerodynamic in-w&iga-
tions outlined were the determination in the W-foot
propeller research tunnel of the drag of various parts
of a cabin monoplane; study in the propeller research
tunnel of the interference effects between an engine
nacelle with N. A. C. A. cowling, propeller, and wing;
determination of the effect .of a locked or idling pro-
pelIer on the lift of a -wing; investigation of the inter-
ference effects between wing, fuselage~ and landing
gear in various monoplane combinations; studj of the
effect of fillets between wing. and fuselage on a Iow-

wing monoplane; study in the atmospheric wind tun-
nel of the pressure distribution over a wing with &f-
ferent degrees of twist; determination in flight of the
pressure distribution over the wings of a Douglas mail
airplane; study of the water-pressure distribution on
seaplane hulls in landing; investigation in the pro-
peller research tunnel of a typical metal propeller
over a large range of pitches and with various typical
combinations of fuselages and engines; study of the
spinning characteristics of airplanes, including the
nerodpamic forces and couples and the inertia forces”
and couples as principal factors in the spinning prob-
lem; determination of the effect of various modifica-
tions of the N, A. C. A. cowling on performance, aero-
dynamic characteristics, and engine temperatures, ““–

The principal power-plant projects described were
those relating to the development of a fueI-injection
type of engine for aircraft, and to the development of
aircraft engine superchargers. Among the f uel-injec- ~ ,=-.
tion investigations were the effect of the position of
the injection valve stem on the coefficient of discharge;
the effect of orifice-Iength diameter ratio on fuel spray
penetration; method for the determination of in-
stantaneous pressures obtained in the fuel-injection
line during a sin#e injection cycle; and study of the
design of combustion chamber for obtaining proper
distribution of fuel in the cylinder of an aircraft
13iese1type engine. The supercharger investigations
incIuded the determination of the characteristics of the
Roots type supercharger and a study of the compara-
tive flight performance of the Roots type and the
exhaust-driven turbocentrifugd type supercharger. ‘-

At the cbse of the session, the representatives of
the industry were conducted on a tour of inspection
of the committee’s laboratories, and the research equip-
ment -wasshown in operation.

The afternoon session was devoted to the discussion
of the problems of commercial aeronautics, and %2
suggestions as to investigations to be conducted by the -
comm&e were made, chiefly by representatives of the “-
industry. Many of these problems were already a
part of the committee’s research program, Among the
problems discussed were the shape of the fusdage as
Mected by the wing and engine Iocation; the position
~f the engines in multi-engined biplanes and mono-
planes; study of the air flowover an airplane in flight;
investigation of the mass distribution of the airpIane;
nvestigation of the sources of noise in aircraft; in-
vestigation of jet propulsion.

The 22 suggastiona presented at the conference have
tince been carefully considered by the committee on
lerodpamics or the committee on power plants for
Lircraft, and three of them-the study of the cowling
md interference of engines in tandem, the inveAiga-
ion of the sources of noise @ aircraft, and the study—— --
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of jet propulsion-have since been added to the com-
mittee’s program of research, the first two for investi-
gation at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory and the third at the Bureau of Standards.

COOPERATIONOF AR31Y AND NAVY

Through the personal contact of the heads of the
&my and Navy air organizations serving on the main
committee and the frequent personal contact on the
subcommittees of their chief subordinates who have
to do with technical matters in aeronautics, there has
been accomplished in fact not only a coordination of
aeronautical research, which is the major function of
the committee, but also a coordination of experimental
engineering activities of the services and an exchange
of first-hand information, comment, and suggestions
that have had bene.tkial effects in both services. The
needs of each service in the field of aeronautical re-
search are discussed and agreements invariably reached
that promote the public interests. The cordial rela-
tions that usually follow from frequent personaI con-
tact are supplemented by the technical information
service of the committee’s 05ce of Aeronautical Intel-
ligence, -whichmakes avdabIe tie latest =ien~c dafa
and technical information secured from all parts of the
world. Although there is a healthy rivalry betvveen
the Army and Navy air organizations, there is at the
same time a spirit of cooperation and a mutual under-
standing of each other’s probIems that serve to prevent
unnecessary duplication in technical developments in
aeronautics.

Much of the fundamental research work of the com-
mittee has grown out of requests received from the
Army and Navy for the study by the committee of
particular problems encountered in the services, and
in connection with this work the committee desires to
give special recognition to the spIendid spirit of co-
operation of the two .Sertim with the committee.
Both services have placed at the d@saI of the com-
mittee airplanes and engines required for research pur-
poses and have otherwise aided in e~ery practical -way
in the conduct of scientific investigations by the com-
mittee. Without this cooperation the committee could
not have prosecuted succedully many of its investigat-
ions that have made for progrew in aircraft develop-
ment. The cmn.mitteedesires especially to acJmowl-
edge the many courtesies extended by the Army au-
thorities at Langley Field, where the committee’s
laboratories are located, and by the naval authorities
at the Hampton Roads N’aval Air Station.

INVESTIGATIONS UNDERTAIIEN FOR THE ARMY
AND THE NAVY

& a ruIe research programs covering fundamental
problems demanding solution are prepared by the tech-

nical subcommittees and recommended to the executive
committee for approval. These programs supply the
problems for investigation by the LangIey Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory. ‘When, however, the ArIuy
Air Corps, the Naval Bureau of Aeronautic-s, or the
Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce
desires speciaI investigations to be undertaken by the
committee, such investigations, upon approval by the
executive committee, are added to the current research
proagrams

The investigations thus under conduct by the com-
mitteeduring the past year for the Army and the Navy
may be outIi.nedas foIlows:

FOB‘lXE~ COHPSOF‘rHEAH=

Investigation of pressure distribution and ac-
celerations on pursuit-type airplanes.

Acceleration readings on the PW-9 airplane.
Investigation of pressure distribution on obser-

vation-type airplane.
Investigation of tail-surface loads in maneuvers.
Wind-tunnel investigation of biphme celluk.
Study of ice formation.
Iives&Uation of velocity distribution in plane

of propelIer disk.
Investigation of cowIing for protection of gun-

ners and pfiots from air currents.
Determination of moment coeilicients and hinge

moment codicients for di&mmt tail surfaces.
Determination of aileron hinge moments versus

rcdling momds for various types of aiIerona
and wins

Irrrestigation of wing flutter.
I&estigation of the flat spin.

FOR‘IHEBUREAUOFAHltO~AUTI~OF‘rHB~AVYDEPA~

Investigation of water-pressure distribution on
seaplane hulls.

Investigation of the forces on seaplane floats
under landing conditions.

Comparative teatsof rubber and oleo type land-
ing gears.

Investigation of aerodynamic Ioads on the
U.S. S. Los Angek

Deceleration tests on the metal-clad airship
Zilfw?.

Study of design factors for metal propellers.
Investigation of methods of improving wing

characteristics by control of the “ boundary
layer.”

Ice formation on aircraft.
In~estigation of comparative aerodynamic re-

sistance of riveted and bolted construction.
Investigation of effect of sags in *C surface.
Iimstigation of windshields and fairings for

protection from air currents.
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Investigation of flight-path characteristics.
Investigation of autorotation.
Development of solid-imjection type of aeronau-

tical engine.
Investigation of application of compression igni-

tion to air-cooled engine cylinders.
Development of aircraft engine supercharger,
Effect of supercharging highly heated inlet air

on performance of carburetor type engine.
Study of effect of different degrees of super-

charging with several compression ratios.

COOPERATIONWITH STATE DEPARTMENTABROAD

The committee has cooperated with the Department
of State by making available the services of its tech-
nical assistantin Europe, Mr. John J. Idej for attend-
ance as unofficial observer or technical adviser on
behalf of the United Stat&s at several international
air conferences abroad. Acti~m under special authori-
zation of the State Department in each case: Mr. Ide
represented the Utited States unofficially at the Ninth
Congress of the Comit&Juridique International de
l’Aviation at Budapest, Hungary, September 29 to
October 8, 1930, and the sixth kessionof the Interna-
tional Technical Committee.of Aeronautical Juridical
Experts at Budapest beginning October 6. Mr. Ide
has also been designated by the Department of State a
delegate on the part of the United States to the First
IMernational Congress on Aerial Safety to be held at
Paris December 10 to 23, 1980.

THE DANIELGUGGENHEIMF~D FOR TEE PROMO-
TION OF AERONAUTICS

The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of
Aeronautics, organized in January, 1926, with de*
of gift totaling $2,500,000 from the late Mr. Daniel
Guggenheimj terminated its existence as of February
1, 1980. Thanks to the inspiration of .Mr, Guggen-
heim and his leadership, the fund was one of the most
important factors in accelerating the development of
aviation during the years 1926 to 1929, and American
aeronautics is greatly indebted to him. The purposes
of the fund were to promote aeronautical education
throughout the country, to assist in the extension of
aeronautical science, and to further the de~elopment
of commercial aircraft. During its four years of ac-
tivity the character of its work changed to meet the
changing needs of aviation.

The relations between the Guggenheim Fund and
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
have always been cordial, and were strengthened in
1929 by the appointment of Mr. Harry F. Guggen-
heim, president of the fund, as one of the three addi-
tional members of the committee authorized by act of
Congrws approved March 2, 1929.

The work of the Guggenheim Fund in the field of. _
education in aeronautical engineering has been out-
standing. Financial assistance has been given to the.
Akssachusetts Institute of Technology, the Georgia
School of Technology, the California Institute of
Technology, the Uni-rersity of Washington, Lelrmd
Stanford University, the Harvard University Grad-
uate School of Business, and the University of
Michigan for instruction ancl experiment in aero-
nautical engineering. ~~r. Daniel Guggenheim had._ . .
pre-riously established the Daniel Guggenheim School .,
of Aeronautics at NTewYork University. In addition,
the fund has established an airship institute at Akron,
Ohio, under the joint direction of the city of Akron
and the California Institute of Technology, and has
made a grant for equipment-and instruments to Syru-

-.

cuss University for special courses in aerial photo-
graphic surveying and mapping. The fund has also
organized a committ~e on elementary and secondary
aeronautical education.

The Guggenheim Funcl made a contribution endown
ing in part the Guggenheim chair of aeronautics at the_. ––
Library of Congress for the organization of a corn-
plete aeronautical library. This post is filled by Dr.
A. F. Zahm. The Guggenheim Fund also made pro-
vision for the preparation of an encyclopedia of
aerodynamic theory and experimentation under the
direction of Dr. W, F. Durand. In recognition of the
efforts of the National Aeronautical Association, the
Guggenheim Fund made contributions to that patri-
otic organization’s work in the promotion of private
flying. Other important undertakings of the fund
-were to demonstrate a method of safe fog flying, by
meags of special instruments; to study the penetra-
tion of light through fog; and to develop a rubber
‘( overshoe” for the prevention of ice formation on an
airplane in flight.

ln ‘order to assist in the promotion of safety in air-
craft the Guggenheim Fund, conducted a safe-aircraft
competition, which was announced on April 20, 1927,
and closed on October 31, 1929. Twenty-seven entries
of airplanes were received, butonly 10 actually under-
went tests for the competition, and of these only 2,
the Curtiss Tanager and the Handley Page slotteil-
wing airplane, successfully passed the qualifying tests
and -weresubjected to the final safety demonstrations.
The competition was won by the Curtiss Tanager, and
the prize was awarded on January 6, 1930. It is be-
Ueved that the safety features demonstrated by the
competition will be of value in the further dewJop-
ment of airplane design. -.

COOPERATIONlWTE BRITISH AERONAUTICAL
RESEARCKCOMMITTEE

The coo@ration which has been maintained for a
number of years between the British Aeronautical Re-
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search Committee and the h’ational Ad-risory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics has been continued during the past
year. Doctor Ames, chairman of this committee,
visited Europe dur@m the summer of 1930, and at that
time discuesed with the British committee many of
the more important problems of aeronautical research.
He aIso ~isited the mmions laboratories in which in-
vessi=mtions are being conducted under the.direction of
the Aeronautical Reeeru-chCommittee? thus obtaining
first-hand information on their activities. One of the
members of the Aeronautical Research Committee,
Prof. G. I. Taylor, visited the Langley 31emorial Aero-
n&uticalLaboratory in October, 1*29, where he saw the
work in progress and offered a nnmber of helpfuI
.sWtions.

At the suggestion of the British Air Ministry, ar-
rangements were made in 1928 for an eschange of
instruments used in flight research for comparison of
the results of fIight tests conducted by the British com-
mittee and our committee. In accordance with these
arrangements, the committee tested at Langley Field a
force-recording rudder bar and a force-recording con-
troI’stick received from Great Britain, and forwarded
to Great Britain in exchange a 3-component record-
ing accelerometer. The report on the tests made at
the Royal Aircraft Establishment on the X. A. C. A.
accderometer indicated a very favorable comparison
of this instrument, both in calibrations and in flight
tests in a Hawker HornbilI airplane, with the R. A. E
accelerometer?the mash-mm error noted being only 2
per cent.

The British committee has manifested considerable
interest in the rwearch equipment at the La@ey
31emorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The variable-
density wind tunnel has proved of speciaI -due in the
study of scale effect, and the Aeronautical Research
Committee is now engaged in the construction of a
mind tunnel of this type. The British committee is
ako contemplating the construction of a full-scale
wind tunnel, realizing the value of such a tunnel in
cases where fuII-scaIe resuks are important and actuaI
flight tests -wouldbe particularly difficult or expensive.
In connection with these projects, this committee has
cooperated by supplying information as to details of
cmufruction and operation.

During the past year this co&ittee completed in
its variable-density wind tunnel testaconducted at the
request of the British committee on modeIa suppIied
by that committee, of the A. D. 1 -wing section and of
a Hawker HornbiII airplane using this wing section.
These tests were made for comparison with the results
of British wind-tunnel tests and of flight tests con-
ducted at Faimborough on the full-sized airplane, in
which unusual stabiIity and control characteristics had
been noted at high angks of attack. The report on
these tests has been forwarded to En@nd, and -iviI1

be pnbIished by the British committee. These tests
show fairly close agreement with the ~aht test results
ss to fhe lift codicients of the wing, and give further
eviderice of the unusually high stability and control
characteristics of this airfoil section tit low speeds.

EXHIBIT AT SEVILLE I2JTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION

Upon invitation of Hon. Thomas E. ChunpbeIl,
Cormnlsal“ -.oner generalj Coremission of the United
States of Junerica, the Iiternational Exposition at
Seville, Spain, the National Adrisory Committee for
Aeronautics entered an eshibit as a part of a compre-
hensi-re-exhibit entered by the Government of the
United States in the exposition at Seville. The cost
-was defrayed from a speciaI appropriation made by
the Congress for participation of the Government of
the United States.

New working modds of the variable-clensity wind
tunnel and of the propeIler research tunnel were con-
structed from funds albtted to the committee by the
commissioner general. Arrangements for the commit-
tee’s exhibit were under the direction of Mr. John l?.
Yictor-y, secretary of the committee, who served as
contact officer for the exposition. Mr. Chester W.
Hick, assistantmechanical engineer at the committee’s
~kdmratoryat Langley Field, lTa., -was dettiihxl for
speciaI duty at Seville, in connection with the installa-
tion, maintenance, explanation, and return of the com-
mittee’s exhibit.

The exposition opened May 9,1929, and closed June
21,1930. In addition to the two working modeIs men-
tioned abcmea selection for the Setille exposition was
made from the eshibits prepared by the committee for
the Sesquicentennial Exposition at Philadelphia in
1$26. The committee’s exhibit comprised five work-
i~mmode@ one show case containing airplane modds
and aeronautical instruments, a set of modeIs show-
ing in relief the p~sure distribution on the surfaces
of airplanes and of airs~lps, and 1S charts showing
the methods of conducting various irmestigations vvith
the unique research equipment at the committee’s lab-
oratories. Tbe five working models mere: (1) The
controI system of an airpIane; (2) why an airphine
flies-a ph@cal demonstration of the variation of
lift alon~ the chord of an airplane wing showing aIso
the difference in Iift of the upper and under surfaces
of the same wing; (3) the variable-dem=ity wind tnn-
nel; (4) the propeLIer-reseati tunnel; (5) a model
shomin~ the effect of a rotating cylinder in an air
stream and illustrating the principle invol~ed in the
Flettner rotor ship.

Reports received indicate that the Spanish public
and visitors to Seville from many nationsl including
the United States, -were interested in the demonstra-
tions of equipment and methods used by the commit-
tee in the conduct of aeronautical research, and mere

.
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pleased with the exhibit
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as a whole. Sufficient data ] Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Mr. John
were included to make the exhibit of interest also to
technically trained visitors, and particularly to those
connected with aeronautical activities.

Upon the termination of the exposition the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was awarded a
grand prize, and diplomas of honor were awarded the

F. Victory, contact officer, and Mr. Chester W. Hicks,
representative of the committee in charge of its ex-
hibit in Spain. Upon return of the committee’s ex-
hibit to Washington it was reinstalled in the Nationtil
Academy of Sciences Building, where it is availablo
for inspection of the public.



PART III

REPORTS OF TECHNICAL

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS

0RGAi4_IZAlTOX

The committee on aerodpamics is at present com-
posed of the following members:

Dr. David W. Taylor, chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Bureau of Standards.
G. G. Bud-ivig,Aeronautiei Branch, Department

of Commerce.
Lieut. W. S. Diehl (C. C!.), United States Navy.
Lieut. Albert C. Fou& United States Army,

mat&iel division, Air Corps, Wright Field.
Maj, C. W. Hoxard, United Stat= Army, ma-

t&iel diwision,Air Corps, Wright Field.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commit-

tee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Prof. Charles F. Marvinj Weather Bureau.
Lieut. Commander A. C. Miles (C. (2.), United

States Navy.
Hon. Edward P. Warner, editor of “Aviation?’
Dr. A. F. Zahn, Division of Aeronautics, Li-

brary of (!on=gress.

FONCTIONS

The functions of the committee on aerodynamics are
as foIlows:

1. To determine what problems in theoretical and
experimental aerodynamics are the most important for
investigation by governmental and private agencies.

2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the re-
search work inToIved in the in-restigation of such
problems.

3. To act as a medium for the interchange of infor-
mation regarding aerodpamic instigations and de-
velopments in progress or proposwd.

4. To direct and conduct ressrch in experimental
aerodynamics in such laboratory or laboratories as may
be placed either in -wholeor in part under its direction.

5. To meet from time to time on call of the chair-
man and report its actions and recommendations to the
executive committee.

The committee on aerodynamics, by reason of the
representation of the Various organizations interested
in aeronautics, is in close contact with all aerodynami-
cal work being carried out in the United States. The
current work of each organization is therefore made
lmown to all, duplication of effort being thus pre-

rented.

COMMYIT’EES

Mso all research vvork is stimulated by the
prompt distribution of nevv ideas and new results,
which add greatly to the efficient conduct of aerody-
namic research. The committee keeps the research
workers in this country supplied with information on
European progress in aerodynamics by means of a for-
eign representative, who is ~ ~OSCtouch ~th aero-
nautical activities in Europe. This direct information
is supplemented by the trandation and circulation of
copies of the more important foreign reparts and
mt.icks.

The committee on aerodynamics has direct control
of the aerodynamical research conducted at Langley
Field and of a number of special investigations con-
ducted at the Bureau of Standards. The aerodynti-
cal investigations,undertaken at the Washington Navy
Yard, the mat6riel division of the Army Air Corps at
Wright Field, and the Bureau of Standards are
reported to the committee on aerodynamics.

subcommittee ox AIRS-S

In order that the committee on aerodynamics may
be kept in close touch with the latess developments in
the field of airship design and construction and that
research on lighter-than-air craft may be fostered and
encouraged, a subcommittee on airships has been
organized under the committee on aerodptim, the
membership of which is as follows:

Hon. Ed-ward P. Warner, editor of ~’Atiation~’
chairman.

Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, vice chairman.

Dr. Karl &mstei.n, Goodyear-Zeppelin Corpora-
tion.

Capt. Karl S. ktater, United States &my,
mat4riel diwision, Air Corps, Wright FleId.

Commander Garland Fulton (C. C.), United
States Navy.

George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).

Ralph H. Upson, Red Bank, N. J.

During the past year the subcommittee on airships
has kept in touch with the proba= of airshp ‘.@-,
~estigations on the program of the committee’s labora-
tory at Langley Field. These instigations are the’
study of airship forms, and especially of a*p-
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appendages, in the variable-density wind tunnel, in-
cluding the determination of the drag, cross-wind
forces, and moments at various angles of pitch and
yaw and different rudder and elevator settings on a
model of the ZRS–4 airship; the investigation in the
20-foot wind tunnel of the effect of appendages on air-
ship hulIs, including tests of an aiaip model about
40 inches in diameter with various protrtions, such
w water-recovery apparatus, cars, propeller mount-
ings, fins, and rudders of different contours; the study
of the forces on an airship entering a hangar, includ-
ing the construction.of models of two tyl)es of hangars
and the measurement of the forces and moments on
an tiirship model in various positions with respect to
the hangar and the direction of the wind stream; and
the investigation in flight of .~eceleration on the metal-
clad airship ZMC–t? to determine its drag charac-
teristics.

As the subject of the structure of the atmosphere,
especially ~erticaI air currents and gustiness, is of par-
ticular importance in connection with the operntion
of arships? the subcommittee has continued its consid-
eration of these problems with the cooperation of the
subcommittee on meteorological problems of the com-
mittee o,n problems of air navigation.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH IN UNIVERSITIES

In order to coordinate the aerodynamic research
work undertaken by the various institutions of learn-
ing and to aid in improving the courses in aeronautical
engineering and in promoting the study of aeronautics,
a subcommittee on aeronautical research in universi-
ties has been organized under the cotilt,tee on aero-
dynamics.

The membership of this subcommittee is m follows:
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Wenther Bureau,

chairman.
Han. Harry l?. Guggeiiieim.
Prof. Alexnnder Klernin, New York L-niversity.
Prof. E. P. Lesley, Stanford University.
George W. L“ewi~ National Advisary Commit-

tee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Prof. Clark B. Millikan, California Institute of

Technology.
Prof. F, W. Pawlowski, University of Michigan.
Prof. Richard H. Smith, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology,

The functions of the subcommittee on aeronautical
research in universities are as folIows:

1. To consider aeronautical problems with a view
to the initiation and conduct of aeronautical research
by educational institutions, and in connection there-
with to prepare programs of. sugg@ed lines. of re-
search intended to supplement existing research pro-
grams and to develop and train personnel for the

OOMMIiTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

conduct of scientific research in aeronautics along
origigal lines.

2. To seek through interchange of ideas to improm
the courses in aeronautical engineering and“to promote
the study of aeronautics and serology in educational
institutions.

3. To meet from time to time on call of the chair-
man and to report its actions and recommendations t.o
the committee on aerodynamics.

A meeting of the subcommittee on aeronautical re-
search in universities -washeld at the Langley Memo-
rial Aeronautical Laboratory on June 20, 1980. The
topim Imder discussion at this meeting included tl!e... ._._
equipment, courses of study, and methods of teaching
at educational institutions and the difficulty of secur-
ing satisfactory positiona for the large number of
students desiring to take courses in aeronautical engi-
neering. In connection with the meeting the members
of the subcommittee mnde a tour of inspection of the
facilities and activitiw of the laboratory. There vms
disctiion of the desirability of an arrangement
whereby the National Advisory Committee, through
its laboratory at Langley Field and other contacts,
would s~~gest to the educational institutions relatively
sjmple research problems that would be suitable fur
students) theses. It was agreed that consideration __
would be given during the current year to the fcnmm-
lation of a plan whereby more important resermclm<
could be undertaken by members of the staffs of the
various educational institutions.

Investigations under way during the year at the
rarious institutions represented on the subcommittee
were described and discussed.

(7aZfom&z Institute. of Technology.—The work
under way at the California Institute of Technology
included the development of a special apparatus for
the study of the flow in the boundary layer; inwstig~i-
tion of thin sheets for monocoque fuselages; study of
the application of the elastic theory k ddng +k~

stability of monocoque structures; calibration in wind
tunnels; investigation of compressible fluids at veloci-
ties above that of sound; study of the general theory
of biplanes; and development of an analytical formula
for the prediction of performance.

Mawwhwetti Imhlute of Technology.—At the ‘-”-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology -workhas been “”” -
conducted on the investigation of tail-plane loads,
with a ~ievr to the development of a more satisf~clory
design load formuln; investigation of the shea”r
stren@h of duralumin sheets, in connection with mono-
coque fuselage construction; development of a hot-wire
turbulence indicator; study of the comparative results __
of the Munk and Joukowski wing theories; and a new
method for the determination of the three rotary coef-
ficients on an airship or airplane.
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Univer&ty of Michigan .—Among the projects -which
have been under way at the University of Michigan
are the de.si=~of a wind-tunnel balance especially for
use in experiments with slotted win=-; study of the
buckling of thin plates in connection with monocoque
fuselage design; study of the characteristics of hori-
zonttil stdilizing surfaces; and experiments with a
model of a bridge truss to determine the effect of wind
upon structures.

Nezo York Uniuertity.-At Xwv York University
work has been done on the irmessigation of wing &ft
characteristics; investigation of the interrehdion be-
tween the aerodynamics and thermodynamics of air-
cooled engines; in~estigation of airplane windshields;
investigation of the Sa~onius rotor; and investigation
of the ground hanclling of airships at an angle of 90°
to the wind.

Stanford ~nivertity.-The aerodynamic problems
undertaken at Stanford University included an in-
vestigation of airplane landing speeds and an inves-
tigation of discontinuous air flow around simple quad-
ric cylinders, while the following studies in aircraft
structures hare been carried on: Bending tests of
metal monocoque fuselage construction; theoretical in-
vestigation of various methods of determining the tor-
sional stressesin a box ~~; and study of metal truss
wing spars.

M-G= MFMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

Stability and controL—The problem of increasing
the safety of aircraft continuas to be of paramount im-
portan+ particularly in connection with commercial
activities. Accident reports still indicate that the ma-
jority of accidents are connected with forced or bad
landings and the tendency of airplanee to spin in the
very attitude where they should be most easily con-
trolled; i. e., at the low air speeds and high angles of
attack likely to be experienced in forced landings. It
is therefore etident that airplanes are too dificult tc
Iand, particularly in cases where the landing is forced.
One of the greatest fields for increasing safety is,
therefore, the improvement in stability and control
throughout the entire possible range and the reduction
of the space required for landing.

In connection with a program of research the aim
of which is to increase the safety of aircraft, it became
apparent that there was little dtite knowledge of
just what conventional present-day airplanes actually
tend to do in situations vvhich are thought to precede
most accidents. The worst of them situations, it was
generally a=greed,are: (1) Iln an attempt to stretch a
glide in a forced landing, the airplane is stalled, and
(2) in a take-off, particularly a steep one, the engine
fails suddenly at a Ioti aItitude. Simple flight tests on
a wide variety of commercial and miLitary airplanes
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showed that the staled glide, when combined with a
slight turn, was in most casey followed by a spin. In
the tests representing engine failure in a steep i%ke-
off, however, all of the airplanes which have neither -
very high -w@ loading nor very high drag could easily ._
be put into a normal flat glide without 10SSof altitude.
These tests therefore Iead to the conclusion that by far
the most dangerous situation is that of the staIled glide
(which might also occur after engine failure in take-
off), and emphasize the desirability for, research on
satisfactory stability and control up to the highest
angks of attack -whichit is possible to obtain in flight.

A brief immstigation has been made on an airplane
in -which the elevator control was limited to prevent
stall and the effect on the performance was determined. “
Without any appreciable sacrifice in performance or
controllability, it was found posible to limit the con-
trol so that an accidatal stall during normal operation
-was impossible. However, by using considerable
power it was still possible to staII deliberately. This
work is to be continued on other airplanes.

A study has been made to establish the method of
measurement necesary to evaluate the stabihty char-
acteridics of an airplane, and a pro=m has been
drawn up for a flight investigation of both longitu-
dinal and lateral stability and the factors affecting
these, particularly at IO-Wspeeds. The flight tests for
this inwitigation are now k progress. Tests -were
completed in the atmospheric wind tunnel to deter-
mine the effect on stability of twisting a wing and
the effect of charge in profile along the span. Pres- “”
sure distribution measurements were made on a wing
of uniform section and one having a thick high-lift
section at the root, chan=@g to a thin @ion of the
same chord at the tip. TI\e chan=tig section was
found to decrease the maxirmun instability, and vmsh-
out was found to have the same effect. The results of
this work are being prepared for publication.

The results of an investigation of the pressure dis-
tribution over the surfaces of two airfoils arranged in
various biphine combinations have been analyzed from
the standpoint of Iateral stability. It was found that
stagger has the @ect of decreasing the range and
rnagitude of maximum instability, and that decal~e
has a similar effect. A report. on this -workis in prep-
aration.

Spinning.-Progress in the study of the spin prob-
lem has been greatly hindered in the past by a lack of
quantitative knowledge of the motion of a spinning
airplane. There has recently been developed a method
by which all the physicaI quantities neceesary for the
complete determination of the flight path-motion,
attitude, forces, and couple-f a fully developed spin
can be made in flight. It is poasible now to make
changes to an airplane and measure the resulting
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changes in its spinning characteristics, thus providing
a direct solution of the question as to which factors
most affect the spin. Using this method3 an investi-
gation h~ been made on one airplane in which the
efect of change of mass distribution along the longi-
tudinal axis and the change of longitudinal balance
were studied. While the res-dts of the work show that
changes in either produced a definite change in certa”in
of the spiR characteristics, it was not possible with the
changes permissible_@ this particular airplane to pro-
duce a dangerous spin. As a result, however, there has
been made available a valuable fund of quantitative
data on spins which should a&st materially in the fur-
ther study of the problem in the wind tunnel as well as
in flight. The investigation is being continued on an
airplane having initially much less satisfactory spin-
ning characteristics. In this case changes of mass dis-
tribution about the tluw axw of the airplane are to be
investigated, to be followed by changes of longitudinal
balance and later by modifications of the control sur-
faces and in the geometric proportions of the airplane.

At the same time the method is being extended to
include the measurernentxof the physical quantities
necessary for completi determination of the elementsof
the entry into and recovery from the spin. In the spin
investigations and likewise any of the dynamic condi-
tions of fight, in order to compute the dynamic forces
md couples occurring, it is necessary to how the mass
characteristics of the airplane. For this reason the
practice of measuring the moments and ellipsoids of
inertia of all airplanw used in flight investigations has
been continued. Accurab data have no-iv been ob-
tained on 12 airphys. This information is being
assembledfor publishing for the information of others,

It has been known for some time that side dip is
accompanied by a tendency to roll, but the extent of
the rolling moment due to side slip -was not appre-
ciated until brought out by some recent tests made in
the atmospheric wind tunnel, making use of an auto-
rotation dynamometer. Foui wing systems were
tested at angles of yaw (or side slip) up tu 20°, and it
was found that in the normal autorotation range of
angks of attack the rolling moments due to side slip of
5° to 20° were roughly of the same magnitude as thow
due to rolling, making the total tendency to roll about
twice as great as without side dip. A-ho, for three
monoplanes tested, the rates and ranges of autorota-
tion were greatly increased by side slip, but for an
unstaggered biplane they were only slightly affected.

Maneuverability.-The collection of quantitative
data on the maneuverability of airplanes which it is
expected will tit in deilnite criteria for maneuver-
abili~ and the factors which affect it has been con-
tinued. Reports on the maneuverability of two pur-
suit airplanes have now been completed. Also an
investigation has been completed in which di’ves and

pull-outs of dives were performed on three different .. . . .
service fighter airplanes, each airplane being flown .
by three different pilots in the normal manner em-
ployed in diving bombing maneuvers. In each case
cunti.nuousrecords were made of the accelerations air
speeds, and control mo~ements, and such other data
obtained as are necessary to estabhsh the flight path
of the airplane throughout the maneuver.

From the maneuverability data obtained on the
pursuit airplanes mrmtionedabove it has been possible ._.
to establish for pursuit airplanes an empirical rela-
tion between the altitude lost in recovering from a
dive, the maximum acceleration encountered, and the . .
air speed. This has been found useful in establishing
the minimum safe altitude for starting the recovery
from a dive without excessive loads on the airplane.
Since the maneuverability measurements all include
accelerations, they protide a valuable fund of informa-
tion when analyzed from the structural loading stand-
point.

StructwaZ deaigm-The investigation of the prob-
able external loads which come into play on aircraft
structures in flight, as well as their distribution, still
constitutes a major portion of the work of the flight ‘
research section. A report on the magnitude and dis-
tribution of the”aerodynamic and inertia loads on a
pursuit type airplane in a wide variety of maneuvers
has been completed and is now in prows of publica-
tion. bother investigation covering the distribution
of aerodynamic loada over the fuselage of the same
airplan~ has also been completed and the results arc
now -W published. In this latter investigation it
was found that aerodynamic loads on the fuseIage are,
in general, of stich character that neglecting them al- .,,.,
together, as in currentpractice, results in conservative
design.

A report on the water pressure distribution on a
boat type seaplane has also been completed and pub-
IiShed, completing an investigation of water pressures ....
at landing on a series of single-float, twin-float, and
boat type seaplane~

An investigation of the pressure distribution on an
airplane -wirg fitted with a systematic series of wing
tips is now- in prog~, results having thus far bc~ .._ - ..-
obtained on three tips of seven to be tested. The
resulti obtained on the first tip have been published
as a Technical Note. In this investigation it is hoped
primarily to determine the effects of changes in tip
plan form on the load distribution, so that arbitrary
increases in the design stresses,as no-ivrequired in the
rules to allow for uncertain loads, may safely be
removed. It is further hoped to establish the best
form of wing tip consistent vvith structural require-
ments; that is, to determine the form which will pro-
duce the lemt severe stresses in the structure in the
critical loading conditions.



The technique of measuring pressure distribution in
flight has been greatly improved in the wing-tip inves-
tigation} so that for the first time results of such meas-
urements are of sufficient accuracy to fully warrant
conclusions as to the effect of smalI changes.

A study is being made of all of the available in-
formation on probable applied load factors with a
view to formulating a more rational method for de-
termining these loads for a given design than has
heretofore existed. This study in-rol~es a number of
flight investigation=, -which are now in prose% to
.@n further Imowledge of the several e.1’ementswhich
ha-re a bearing on probable applied load factors. Of
these, an investigation of terminal velocities under
various conditions of engine operation has been com-
pleted. CaIcuIated terminal velociti+ with propeller
drag properly taken into account, have been found
to check the measured values with suflic.ientaccuraq
to justify their use in connection with one phase of the
~tab~~~t of probabIe applied loads. The con-
sideration gi=rento the load-factor problem has led to
the belief that the proper de+p load factors for
transport and cargo-carrying airplanes may be de-
pendent on the loads resulting from atmospheric dis-
turbances. For the purpose of establishing these
loads (and also the magnitude of the vertical currents
causing them), the laboratory has developed a special
recording accelerometer suitabIe for use in transport
airplane=, and has made arrrmg-=ts with owr~t~g

companies whereby these accelerometers are carried
in regular operation, the records, with other perti-
nent information, being retuimed to the laboratory for
analysis By this investigation it is be.Lievedfiat
sufficient information wilI be obtained on the magni-
tude of the vertical currents actually encountered in
transport operations to make possible the recommenda-
tion of new load factors for the design of transport
airplanes. In. this same connection, a study is in
progres of all avaiIable meteorological information,
in order to determine from another source the &&-
acter of air currents which will cause appreciable loads
to be imposed in flight.

Pressure distribution data obtained in the past are
being further analyzed for the purpose of establishing
design requirements for special parts of the airplane
structure? such as the tail surfaces and the leacl.@
edges of the wings, as weu as to estab~sh better metho-
ds for determining the proper load and moment dis-
tribution to use in the design of the primary structure.

The pressure distribution tests on twisted wing mod-
els in the atmospheric wind tunnel have contributed
information of value to the structural designer on the
effect of twist and sweepback on the distribution of
load along the span.

Since an airplane must be designed to withstand
the shocks incurred in landing and taxying, a saving

in structural weight is effected by incorporating suit-
~ble shock-reducing devices in the Ianding gear. For
the purpose of determining the most suitable types of
landing gearsl investigations have been made of the
shock-reducing and shock-absorbing qualities of sev-
eral different types of ohm and rubber-cord landing”
gea=, and aIso of low-pressure air wheels. The in-
vestigations consisted of dynamic (drop) and tight
tests of each gear, the dynamic tests b.ehqgmade on an
apparatus wpecial.ly constructed for this work, while
the flight tests were made with the gears installed
upon the airpkmes for which they -weredesi=aed. The
resndts of the investigation of the shock-absorbing
ability of two gears, an ohm and a rubber-cord type,
both desibgnedfor use on a pursuit airplane, have been
published. A report on the tests of air wheels has
also been prepared for publication. The air wheels
were found to be comparatively ineffective as shock
absorbers. Twts of gears for a trai-nin@ype airplane
are in progress.

The study of means of preventing the formation of
ice on aircraft continues to be important from the
standpoint of safety. The investigation of surface
coatings in the refri=&rated wind tunnel reported last
year was followed by some tests on a model of the rub-
ber” overshoe” developed by Dr. W. C. Geer in coop-
eration with the Guggenheim fund. The overshoe
worked quite -#l in the tunnel, causing the ice to
break off about as rapidly as it formed. The use of
heat from the engine exhaust to elevate the tempera-
ture of the leading edges of the wings is now being
investigated.

Aerodynamic inter ftwen~ and cZrag.-The study of
aerodynamic interference during the past year has
dealt principally with practical problems for which a
solution might prove to be of immediate practical
value. hong these problems are: The cowlirg of
air-cooled engines; the interference between w+ngs
and fuselages and between wings and engine nacelles,
including propeller interference effects; the iriterfer-
ence between struts and wings; and the interference
between the hull and the external parts of an airship.
The investigation of such problems often provides
much-needed and valuable information for immediate
use, as in the case of the cowling of air-cooled engines.
Furthermore, such investigations indicate the lines
along vvhch it will be most profitable to carry on more
extensive investigations. Investigations of a more
fundamental nature are also to be conducted. Com-
binations of simple objects will be tested, with a view
to investigating separately the different ways in which
it is possible for one body to interfere with the air
flow over another.

During the past year the laboratory has continued
its investigation of the low-drag cowling for air-coded
engines, and has made a study of a series of ring
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cowlings, one of which was polygonal and arranged
so that the angle of incidence of its surfaces could be
varied. These cowlings were installed and tested on
the Curtiss XI?7C-1 airplane, using various combina-
tions of fuselage shapes, in order to cover a wide
range of conditions. During these t@s information
was obtained on the dlects of cowling shape and
angle, and fuselage shape on the high speed of the
airplane, climb, kmding speed, and engine tempera-
tures, The information obtained has been prepared
for two reports, which will be published during the
coming year.

Little data are available concerning the interference
effects arising from wing-brace struts as used on the
familiar Iow-wirg and high-wing single-engined cabin
monoplane. In order to obtain data which -would in-
dicate in a general way the importance of such inter-
ference effects, tests were made in the variable-density
tunnel on an airfoil with single and tandem sloping
struts on both the upper and the lower surfaces. The
results indicate large adverse interference when the
struts are placed on the upper surface and the same
effect to a less degree when they are placed on the
lower surface. The adverse interference of tandem
strutmm the lower surface was found to be much Iess
in proportion to the drag of the struts themselves
than in the case of a single strut.

Another investigation of the same type in the varia-
ble-density tunnel consisted of testing combinations of
a tapered wing and a fuselage of the type used on the
Lockheed airplanes. High, medium, and low wing
combinations were investigated, including also the
effects of fillets between the fuselage and the wing in
the low-wing position. The drag and interference of
a landing gear on the high and low wing combinations
were also determined. In regard to wing-fuselage in-
terference, the high-wing combination was found the
more efficient, The lovv-wing combination had in-
creasingly more drag as the angle of attack and lift
were increased. The use of ~ets tended to improve
this condition without, however, reducing the mini-
mum drag.

An extensive investigation of the mutual effects of
vvinbm,nacelles, and propellers has been planned at the
request of airplane manufacturers and is in progress
in the propeller research tunnel. The first series of
tests, using a thick wing and a cowled radial-engine
nacelle with a tractor propeller, has just been com-
pleted. The ~m has a chord of 5 feet. A 4-foot pro-
peller is driven by an electric motor and the input
power measured electrically. The nacelle interference
and propulsive efdcjency were determined for 21 posi-
tions of the nacelle -withreference to the wing. A re-
port is being prepa~d giving the results of this part of
-the program. Considering the effects on lift, drag,
and propulsive efficiency, a naceIle located so that the

propelIer is about 25 per cent of the chord duectly
ahead of the leading edge of the wing appears to be
most satisfactory for cruising and high speeds and a
position just above the leading edge is very poor.
The complete program wiN include further tests with
a thinner wing section, a series of nacelle positions
with a pusher propeller, and another series with bi-
plane vvings. Tests are also contemplated -withtandem
propellers.

KI.%)27 an investigation of the drag due to the vari-
ous parts of the Sperry Messenger airplane was carried ,
out with interesting results. A similar series of tests
has now been made of the drag of the engine, fuseIage,
landing gear, tail surfaces, and other parts of a l?air-
child cabin monoplane. The resdts have been pub-
lished as a Technical Note. The largest single item of
drag was that of the radial air-coded engine, The
landiig gear also showed a high drag, The drags of
the tail surfaces, turtle back, and open cabin windows ___
were small.

Air8hip&- There is an evident neecl for further in-
formation on the drag of airships, and in spite of the
fact that wind-tunnel data are at best unsatisfactory
because of the low Reynolds Numbers at which they
must be obtained, it has been deemed advisable to in-
clude an airship invwtigation in the programs of the
variable-density and propeller research tunnels as welI
as in that of tha flight research section.

Tests in the variable-density wind tunnel on a model
of the new Navy airship Zl?&~ and on a model of-
smaller fineness ratio have been completed. The tests
include the determination of lift, drag, and moment__ ._
coefficients at various an@es of pitch, both }vith and
without control surfaces and cars. The remdts have
been analyzed, and a report is being prepared which
will include also the results of a previous series of
airship-model tests in this tunnel.

At the request of the Navy Department it is planned
to carry out in the propeller research tunnel a pro-
gram of tests on a }h-scrde model of the new nirship
ZIW-&, and equipment is in preparation for this. In
addition to measuring the drag under various condi-
tions, it is planned to conduct a thorough investigation
of the pressure distribution over the hull and fins and
to measure the forces and moments on the fins.

The full-scale drag of an airship ctin be determined _
with reasonable accuracy in flight from the variation
of the speed with time in deceleration runs in which the
airship is propelled entirely by its own momentum,
Deceleration tests have been conducted on the Navy
metal-clad airship ZMC%2 and a TO class and TE
CISSSairship during the past year, The information
thus obtained on airship drag, together with previous
data of this kind, has been collected and prepared in
the form of a report on airship drag as affected by
fineness ratio. An investigation has been made also
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of the turning characteristics
airship.

Airfoil stic?ieg.-In order to
knowledge of the aerodynamics
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of the metal-clad

extend the general
of bodies, and mw-

titularly-of airfoils, the- effects of chan~g the”dy-
namic ScaIe or Reynolds Number have been instig-
ated. This work is of value not only because it leads
to the development of more efficient bodies but it
makes poasible the intel@ent use and correct interpre-
tation of some of the data from low-scale atmospheric
tunnel tests. It is no-iv possible to reach rdatively
high values of the Reynolds Number in airfofi testing
:~t the laboratory in three different ways: b the
variable-density tunnel, the propeller-research tunnel,
and the high-speed tunnel, respectively.

A study has been made recently to compare the
~erodynamic characteristics of several airfoils as ob-
tained from tests in ~erent atmospheric wind tun-
nels (including the variable-density mind tunnel at a
pressure of one atmosphere) with those from the pio-
peller research tunnel, and from the variable-density
tunnel at higher Reynolds Numbers. The result of
~his study indicates that the discrepancy between the
profile drag of airfoils as obtained from low-scale
testsin different tunnels maybe greater than the differ-
ence between the profle drags of two very diflerent
airfoils tested in the same tuimel. There is some dis-
crepancy between the results of the large-scale tests,
hut it is relatively smalI, and the results are consistent
in indicating systematic deviations from the low-saale
results.

An instigation of the &ect of scaIe on the distri-
bution of pressure over airfoils has been completed and
the results have been published. This investigation
was carried out in the variable-density wind tunnel,
and comprised the measurement of the pressures on
several airfoils at both a 1O-Wand a high dynamic scale
or Reynolds Nrumber. Concurrent with this investi-
gation, a study was made of the character of the
forces acting on an airfoil. This resulted in the devel-
opment of an approximate method by which the force
distribution along the chord of any normal airfoil
may be predicted for all attitudes within the viorking
r~ge if the distribution at one attitude is ~owno

In connection with the subject of scale efhet, it is
viorthy of note that excellent agreement was re-
cently obtained between the maximum Iift coei%cient
of an airfoil measured in the variabIe-density tunnel,
and that of a complete airplane measured in flight.
The fight measurements,which were carried to about
5° beyond maximum lift, were made on the Fairchild
cabin monoplan~ and the tunnel tests were made on
the (ltittingen .3S7airfoil, -whichis the section used on
the airplane,

h investigation of the effects of compressibility on
the aerodjnmrnic characteristics of airfoiIs is proposed

for the high-speed tunnel. A recording balance has
been completed du&O the -yearand is ready for final
calibration.

The results of a series of pressure-distribution tests
made in this tunnel chiefly to check operation, using a
nmderately thick propeIkr section, show reduced nor-
mal force coefficients as the speed is increased beyond
0.6 sound velocity, and the pressure diagrams indicate
a type of flew at high speeds which is somewhat similar
to the flow at normal speeds but at high angles of
attack.

The investigation of several very thick airfoil sec-
tions suitable for the inner portions of tapered airfoils
and propeller blades has been extended. The part of
the investigation mentioned in last year’s report dealt
with the ef%ct of the scale of the test on discontinuities
in the airfoiI characteristics near maximum lift. The
investigation has been extended by making tests to
compare the characteristic of the airfoils at a large
value of Reymolds Number and by conducting more ex-
tensive tests on a new metal model of one of the air-
foils to investigate the effects of polish and higher air-
stream turbulence and to extend the scale range to
10VW values of Reynolds Number. The tests have
been completed and a report is bting prepared.

The investigation of the effect of thickness and of
the shape of the mean camber line on airfoil char-
acteristics has been continued. seven airfoils of a
large family which were designed for this investiga-
tion have been constructed and tested. These airfoils,
of various degrees of thicknees and camber, were found
to be asgood as,and in some instances better than, some
of the best of the commonly wd sections. Other air-
foils of the family are now being constructed. The
investigation will be extended later by developing
additional airfoila having a different distribution of
thickmess and diflerent mean camber-line shapes.

Three tapered airfoils suitable for monoplane con-
struction, based on the C1ark Y and Gtittingen 398
sections, have been tested in the variable-density tunnel
and compared vvith the U’.S.& 45 tapered airfoil.
Both airfoils show a higher maximum lift than the
U.S.A. 45, the G?Wi.ngen 398 being highest, but they
alm have a sl.ightly higher minimum drag. The aero-
dynamic characteristics of the tapered airfoils are
almost as good as those of the rectangular airfoils
from which they were derived.

b order that the rcsmlts of all airfoil tests made
in the variable-density tunnel and previously pub-
lished in a number of separate reports may be made
available for ready reference, they have been reduced
to a standard form and published in a single report.

Propellem.-lkvestigatiov previously conducted in
the propeller research tunnel have given valuable in-
formation on the various factors affecting pro@ler
design. In order that this information maybe readily
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used by desibwers,a series of working charts has been
prepared and published, making the solution of a
practical problem in propeller design very simple.

A question of some importance to propeller design-
ers is that of the effect of the airfoil shape. Tests
have been conducted in the propeller research tunnel
on three propellera having sections of the standard
R.A.F. 6 modified and three having the Clark Y sec-
tion. There -werethree thickness ratios for each sec-
tion. The six propellers were tested at several pitch
settings, and the results incorporated in a report now
in process of publication. At low pitch settings the
Clark Y section appeared the best, but this advantage
disappeared at higher pitches. At the pitch settings
normally used the R,A.F. 6 section shows an advan-
tage in eficiency at the slip ratios corresponding to
conditions of climb and take-off.

The question has been raised as to the effect of a
. locked or idling propeller on the landing speed of an

airplane, particularly when the propeller is located in
front of the wing. Tests recently completed indicate
that the locked or idling propeller has a negligible
effect on the lift, but that an uncowled radial air-cooled
engine may have a very appreciable effect.

Ohange~ in e@pment.-h order that wind-tunnel
experiments on autorotation and spinning may be
more effectively carried out, there has been constructed
during the past year a vertical wind tunnel having a
fi-foot open throat.. The autorotation dynamometer
previoudy used in the horizontal atmospheric wind
tunnel has been modified to permit vertical operation,
and airfoil tests with this equipment are now in prog-
H. Preliminary work on the design of a spinning
balance for this tunnel has progressed to a stage where
it seems fairly certain that a satisfactory piece of
kquipment can be built.

The old 5-foot horizontal tunnel has been replaced
by a tunnel of the open-throat-type, having a rectangu-
lar air stream 7 by 10 feet. This tunnel is now under-
going preliminary air-flow surveys and the balance is
being installed.

The variable-density tunnel was operated for a time
with an open throat, but difficultiesarising from -ivind-
age on the balance have led to the replacement of the
open throat by a removable closed throat. Since it was
not considered necessary when this tunnel was de-
signed to operate at various air speeds, the tunnel was
arranged to be driven by a synchronous motor. It has
been found in recent months, however, that owing to
varying loads on the lines of the local electric com-
pany from whom power is purchase% there have been
variations in frequency vihich have produced very an-
noying fluctuationsin air speed. It was decided, there-
fore, to repIace the synchronous motor with a direct-

COM3HTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

current motor with means for speed adjustment and a
separate motor-generator set to furnish the current. . .
This equipment is now being installed.

The construction of the full-scale tunn~l, which has-
a throat 30 by 60 feet, is progressing in a satisfactory
manner, and the indications are that the tunnel will be
in operation within a few month.%

BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Win-D-TUNNELhwmmcmzolw.-l”he aerodyntimic ‘“-”
work at the Bureau of Standards has been for the
most part along certain Iines of fundamental research
which are briefly described under the following sub-
heads:

Effect of .turbdence in wind-tunnel mum.aure?nen6%—
The report on the effect of turbulence in wind-tunnel
measurementswas completed and published as Techni-
cal Report No. 342. This report shows the correla- ‘“
tion between measurernentaof the forces on spheres
and airship models and the magnitude of the average
fluctuation in air speed as measured by the hot-wire
anemometer. The results are interpreted in terms of
the boundary layer theory.

Tranw%m ~ron~ Zaminar to turlndent #low.-’hehe
transition from laminar to turbulent flow has been
studied in some detail for the case of a thin flat plate
placed parallel to the wind. The measurements were
made in the 9-foot wind tunnel, which is the tumel
havingthe least turbulence. The transition was found
to occur at a Reynolds Number of the boundary layer ‘“-
of about 5,Eio0,a vaIue considerably higher than that .
found by Burgers and by Hansen. The high value is
to be attributed to the low turbuknce of the wind-
tunnel air stream. Measurements of the fluctuations
of air speed near the plate are in progrcas, and some _
interesting results have been obtained, but the work
has not yet reached the stage of publication.

Reduction of tuTbtde~e in wind tunnels.—A study
has been made of certain methods of reducing the tur-
bulence in wind tunnels. The effects of modifications
of a honeycomb in the front end of the worki~~ sec-
tion and of adding a room honeycomb were fuund to
be comparatively small. It appears that the most .—
effective method of securing, lo-iv turbulence is by the
use OKentrance cones with large area reduction with _
the honeycomb located in the low-speed section. A
report on this work is being prepared.

i7huracteri8tic8of air~oils at high 8peed8.-Measure-
ments of the characteristics at high speeds of airfoils
which are segments of cylinders have been completed.
It has been found that sections of this shape are dis-
tinctly more efficient at speeds near and above the
speed of sound than the R. A. F. or C1ark Y sections.
A moderate degree of rounding of the sharp edgea
does not materially change the characteristics and is
in many instances beneficial.
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Rolling and yawing munwnt8 due to ailerone—1’he
results of measurements of the rolling and yawing
moments produced by ailerons of various chords and
spans on 10 by 60 inch models of Clark Y and U. S. A.
27 wi~~ sections at large angles of attack have bee~
published as Technical Report No. 343.. J1easure-
ments of hinge moments on these ailerons have been
made in cooperation with the Aeronautics Branch of
the Department of C!ommerce and the Xational ~d-
visory Committee for Aeronautics.

&rmKAuTIc lssmmwxr h?mzsmcamoxs.-The in-
vestigations on aeronautic instruments ha~e all been
carried on in cooperation with the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the lSavy Department and the National Ad-
visory Committee for Aeronautics.

Temperature coq)%ient of elastic moduli.-l3xperi-
mental work has continued on Me determination of
the temperature coefficient of the elastic modnli of
diaphragm and spring materials for aircraft instru-
ments in the temperature ra~~e from —50° to + 50° C.
A ne~ method is being used in which the change with
temperature in the deflection of a helical spring both
in twist and in extension is obser~ed. ~ second sp~a
of the same material is coupled to the spring under
test in order to balance the effect of elastic errors such
as drift. Each .qn-ing is immersed in a liquid bath
in order to control the temperature. A report which
will be issued as Technical Report h70. 358 has been
prepared on the results which were pre-riouslyobtained
by means of a torsional pendulum.

l%tion of ~“vot8.—The dependence of the friction
of steel step and shoulder-bearimg pivots in brass bear-
ings upon the finish and the wear of the pi~ots has
been under investigation. Suitable apparatus has been
perfected for this purpose. In the wear teas the fric-
tion was measured during the course of running the
pivots with the axis vertical at a speed of about &e
re~olution per minute. A report is in preparation. A
report by A. Jaquerod, L. Defosiez, and H. bfiigeli,
entitled “ Experimental Research on the Friction of
Pivots:’ was translated and isued as Technical Memo-
randum No. 566.

Report on speed meaeW’ement.-A summary of the
present status of the measurementof speed on aircraft
has been practically completed. It includes two prin-
cipal sections, one on the measurement of air speed
and the other on the measurement of ground speed.
The differential pressure, windmill, and hot-wire
methods are conssdend in the first section, with em-
phasis on the differential pressure method and more
particularly on the Pitot-static form. The theory of
the Pitot-static instrument is given fully, inchding
complete calibration tables and charts. TypicaI indi-
cators and recorders are described. Their perform-
ance and problems connected with their installation in
aircraft are disc-d.

InGe8tigat’ion of dtzm@ng @uid8.—b~ost of the pro-
gram of extending to –50” C. the low-temperature
limit of the visoosity data published in Technical Re-
port No. 299 has been completed. Data were obtained
during the year on the viscosity of about 36 pure
Iiquids and solutions in the temperature range from
–50° to +30° C., and also on the chemical stability
and corrosiveness of a number of the liquids. The
teststo determine the value of hydroquinone, ~—naph-
t.hoi,and diphenylmnine in preventing the auto-oxida-
tion of linseed oil and poppy-seed oil continue in
progress. Further efforts were made, in close coopera-
tion -withthe Bureau of Aeronautics and the manufa~
turer, to&da more suitable liquid for use in the bdl-
type inclinometer. These fially resulted in an in-
crease in the clearance between the bail and tube and
in the uss of a solution of mineral spirits and a clock
oil for the damping liqtid. These liquids are readily
obtainable, are noncorrosive, and soluble in each other
in all proportions. ii report is in preparation.

~iap~ragm inve8tigaiion.-Except for editorial
vror& the revision of the paper entitled, ‘tThe Evalu-
ation of Elastic ‘Afterworking for hstruments with
lNastic Elements;’ has been completed. The methods
of evahmt.irg drift or creep, recovery, and elastic lag
in aircraft instruments depending on the deflection of
an elastic element, are giv~ in detail, following Boltz-
mann’s theory. General conchsions of value to the
instrument en=tieer are included.

Pweent atatua of a&mv@tion &etruments.-The
report on this subject which was prepared at the re-
quest of the committee on problems of air navigation
has been approved by the members of the subcommit-
[se on instruments and has ken submitted to the above
committee.

Irwhwment meohambn demgn.—The report on the
fundamentals of instrument mechanism design has
been under revision during the past year.

Vi?wation board.—The construction of the nonmag-
netic vibration board has been completed and is now
in use for testing aircraft instruments. The Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy and the Army Air Corps
now specify a vibration test in vvhich aircraft instru-
ments are subjected to a &cular harmonic vibration
which has a double amplitude of one thirty-second
inch in a plane 45° from the horizontal and fre-
quencies ramging from 1,000 to 2,000 per minute. In
view of this requirement a number of instrument man-
ufacturers have constructed SiroiIar vibration boards.

Electric reet%tarweth.mnometer.+lm instrument of
this type for measuring free-air temperatures was de-
veloped a number of years ago. Successive mcdels
have since been constructed, each embodying desirable
rehments in the design. A new model was com-
pleted during the past year upon which it is planned
to standardize.
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Swpended-head air speed m.4er.-An instrument oi
the commutator-condenser type has been constructed
for use on the airship Log Angeles -ivhichis a distinct
advance over older models. An automatic voltage
regulator has been provided which operates in the
range from 11 to 14 volts with an accuracy of better
than 0.5 per cent, A modified electric circuit and a
galvanometers of greater sensitivity are used, which
permit reduction of the electrical capacity from ? to 1
microfarads. The reel has been provided with a brake,
as weIl as the usual positive stop.

WASHINGTON NAVYYARD

The -wind-tunnelequipment at the Washington Navy
Yard consists of an 8 by 8 foot closed-circuit type,
which is continuously employed on current design work
for the Bureau of Aeronautics. During the past year
the old 4 by 4 foot N. P. L. type -windtunnel has been
&m.antled for replacement by a larger tunnel capable
of testing airplane models, The new tunnel now
under construction is to be of the closed-circuit type
with a circular test section of about 6-foot duuneter.
When completed it will be used, like the 8-foot tunnel,
on current design problems, although, as in the past, a
hmited amount of general research investigation will
be done.

Airplane modelg.—During the past year 28 model
airplanee were given complete tests in pitch and yaw.
Many of these modeLewere given additional tests to
determine the effects of various mollifications, such as
changes in tail surf~ces, fairings, wing arrangement,
etc. The completion of the new wind tunnel will
enable the extension of this work to cover thorough
investigation of current designs.

A&~oi18.—Routine tests have been made on 12 air-
foil sections during the year. Eleven of these sections
belong to the Navy series and the other was submitted
by a commercial airplane company. One of the new
Navy sections appears to have such unusually desir-
able characteristics that additional tests me being
made on a slight modification.

Control 8urface8.—With one exception the tests on
control surfaces have been a part of the routine
airphine-model tests noted above. In this case an
unusual type of aileron was tested for rolling and
yavv~a moments, which were not eutlicientlyimproved
to justify its use,

~adiator8.—Two full-scale sections of wing radi-
ators were tested for drag ~gd cooling properties
under various conditions of flow rate, flow direction,
and cooling fluids. Another mode~ completing this
series, is to be tested in the future.

The tests on airship power cars with Venturi-cowled
radiatom have been completed. It appears that the
use of a good cowling -will reduce the radiator drag
more than 50 per cen~

MATtiEL DIVISION, ARMYAIR CORPS

Wind tunne,%.-The wind-tunnel equipment at
Wright Field consists of two wind tunnels, a 5-foot
tunnel and a high-speed tunnel 14inches in diarnetcr,
both of the N. P. L. type. Most of the investigations
at Wright Field are conducted in the i%foot wind
tunnel, which was mo~ed from McCook FMd,

Routine te8t8.—Routine wind-tunnel tOSbhaVe been
made of models of the X27B+ XA-7, XO-31, and
XP4 airp1ane9.

-.

Wheel d~ag.—Tests -weremade on full-sized vrheels
and tires to obtain a comparison between the drag of
a Musselman wheel 22 by 10 inches and a conventional
wheel and tire 80 by 5 inches. Wooden models of
varioui streamline wheels were also tested.

Slotted whg.-Tests were made on a model of u
Clark Y wing fitted with an automatic leading-edge
slot to determine the angle of attack at which opening
occurs. An experimental multiple-slot model wing
was also tested.

lh8elage 8hape8.—A series of drag teds was made
on a model of the ~–l airplane, Variations were

—

made in the f usehge f airings and location of the . .._.
radiator, Tests were also run on the model with open
cockpit and with enclosed cockpit.

Tad eurfaces.-The investigation of the characteris-
tics of the horizontal tail surfaces of a ~~-scale model
of the AT-6 fuselage w-ascontinued, a hmger stabilizer
being used with and without balanced elevator.

Airpkrne 8k&—Drag tests were run on full-sized . ...
skis for pursuit airplanes to determine the best aero-
dynamic shape.

Revolving ZOOpantmna,—A revolving loop antenna. ____
was given a mechanical test in the tunnel to determ~ne .. .
its drag and rotational properties.

Landing light&-&rphme landing light models
were installed at various locations on a model airplane -..
and teals made to determine the position for minimum
drag,

Infim”te 8pan ?m”ng.-The characteristics of a G6t-
tingen 436 model wing which was arranged to simu-
late i-nthite span conditions were cktermined.

Ring cowl.—Ring comIs of various shapes were _. _
tested for drag on a model of the XO-1~,

Moto%ed observation balloon.-The lift, drag,
pitching moments, and yawing moments of a motor- ___
ized observation balloon model were measured.

Drag of eatemal ?m?nh—~fodel bombs were in-
stalled in various arrangements and with varying
amounts of clearance between bombs and between
bombs and fuselagq on a model of the XA-7 airplane
and tested for drag.

Perfomnce calculation metiio&-Several methods
for computing airplane performance and for deter.
mining the basic data required for use with the per-
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forrnance methods were investigated and checked
against fight test data. A greater amount of com-
parative data will be necessary in order tQ arrive at a
decision on the beat method.

Shock ab80rhr8.-Characteriatics of oil flow
through orifices under high pressures as encountered
in oleo shock-absorber desi=m were investigated. A
special 6-foot stroke oleo leg was used in this inve&iga-
tion in connection with the recently developed time-
deflection recorder.

This apparatus was also used in routine impact testa
on different makes of shcwk absorbers and tires,
whereby the instantaneous accelerations of the masses
and the efficiency of the shcwk absorbers were accu-
rately determined.

A new maximundoad recording accelerometer was
also developed which is used in the laboratory and also
on airplanes during flight and Lu.ding.

REPORT OF C031311TTEEON POWER PIANTS FOR
AIRCRAFT

ORGANIZATION

The committee on power plants for aircraft is at
present composed of the following members:

Dr. S. W. Stratton, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, chairman.

George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics, tice chairman.

Henry M. Crane, Society of Automotive Engi-
neers.

Prof. Harvey N. Davis, Stevena Institute of
Technology.

Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Bureau of Standards.
Carlton Kemper, National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics.
Capt. E. R. Page, United States Army, ma-

t&iel division, Air Corps, Wright Field.
Commander C. A. Pownall, United States Navy.
Prof. C. Fayette Taylor, Massachusetts Ihsti-

tute of TechnoIo=~.

m-c’rIoxa

The functions of the committee on power plants for
aircraft are as follows:

1. To determine -whichproblems in the field of aero-
nautic power-plant research are the most important
for investigation by governmental and private agencies.

2. To coordinate by counssl and suggwtion the re-
search work involved in the investigation of such
problems.

8. To act as a medium for the interchange of infor-
mation regarding aeronautic power-plant research in
progres or proposed.

4. To direct and conduct reseamh on aeronautic
power-plant problems in such laboratories as may be
placed either in -wholeor in part under its direction.
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5. To meet from time to time on calI of the &air-
man and report its actions and recommendations to
the executive committee.

By reason of the representation of the Army, the
Navy, the Bureau of Standards, and the industry upon
this subcommittee, it is possible to maintain close con-
tact with the research work being carried on in this
country and to exert an influence to-ward the expendi-
ture of energy on those problems whose solution ap-
pears to be of the greatest importance, as well as to
wroid waste of effort due to unnecessary duplication
of research.

The committee on power pknta for aircraft has
direct control of the po-iver-plant research conducted
at Langley Field and also of special investigations
authorized by the committee and conducted at the
Bureau of Standards= Other power-plant investiga-
tions undertaken by the Army Air Corps or the Bureau
of Aeronautics are reported upon at the meetings of
the committee on power plants for aircraft.

IA.?.?- ~E?dOU AEIIOXAUTICALIASOEATORY

CoMI?RESarorT-IcmmoNEmm”m.ane of the great-
est detriments to the use of aircraft by the pubIic as a
means of transportation is the present liability of air-
craft to burn if crashed during a forced landing.
AIthough the latest aircraft are built Iargely of metals
which are he resistant, the gasoline used as fuel and
the high operating temperatures of some parts of car-
buretor engines are factors which contribute directly to
the ~ hazard. It is for this reason that the com-
mittee has continued the ressarch to dewdop power
plants for aircraft which wjll reduce the fire hazard by
using fuels of low volatility. The factors which mili-
tate against the use of engines operating on low-
~ohdile fueIs are their levier power output per cubic
inch of displmement and higher maximum cylinder
pressure compared with present gaaoIine en=gines. The
various investigations undertaken by the committee on
the compression-ignition en=tie are directed>therefore,
toward increasing the speci6c power output of this type
erq$ne and stilI maintaining low maximum cylinder
pressures.

Analysis of qcle efi&na”e8.-Since the effect of
such variables m maximum cylinder pressure, compres-
sion pressure, and compmion ratio on the cycle effi-
ciencies of compression-ignition engines can not be
readily determined from engine tests because of the
large number of variables which must be controlled, it
has been necessary to develop methods for calculating
the theoretical effect of these factors. A general
method of calculating the cycle efficienciesof compres-
sion-ignition engines operating on the dual combustion
cycle is being de~eloped. The calculations are to be
based on the complete combustion of 1 pound of fuel,
which will vary the composition of the -working fluid
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at different points in the cycle. The thermal capacity
of the mixture is to be regaided as a function of tem-
perature and composition. A report on this general
method of calculating cycle diciencies is being pre-
pared for publication.

A graphical method of determining the cycle effi-
ciencies based on the general method is also being
developed. These graphs will make it possible to de-
termine readily all factors of the cycle if the suction
pressure and temperature, Compression ratio, maxi-
mum cylinder pressure, and quantity of excess air
present are given. The graphs will be applicable to
the Otto and Dies& cycle as well as to the dual com-
bustion cycle. A report on this method of calculating
cycle efficiencies is- being prepared for publication,

Cona&c8tionc@n.ber investigation-lntegraJ type.—
The investigation of the effect on engine performance
of the distribution of the fuel by means of multi-orifice
nozzles throughout a combustion chamber with little
or no effective air flow has led to the adoption of the
principle of proportioning the areas of the individual
orifices to the volume of air served by the fuel spray
from each orifice. This resulted from observation
with nozzles having orifices in only one’plane. To de-
termine the extent to which this principle should be
followed, a nozzle has been tested which was desibgned
to have 16 orifices in three phnes. This nozzle was
constructed by drilling two orifices at a time, and en-
gine performance tests were made after each pair of
orifices was added. These bats indicate that there is
no advantage to be gained by following the propor-
tion principle to such an extent as to make the con-
struction of the nozzle too complicated.

With the object of increasing the degree of air move-
ment in this combustion chamber a special throat was
installed to direct the air flow in such a manner that
an air swirl would be induced iri the combustion cham-
ber. The tests under these conditions showed that the
cost of produci~~ the air flow. was a 85 per cent in-
crease in the friction horsepower and an 8 per cent
decrease in vohunetric efficiency. The increase in com-
bustion efficiency obtained did not offset this penalty.
These testshave shown that this type of cylinder head
is not suitable for use with a high degree of air flow
nor for the intelligent study of the effect of air flow
on combustion as evidenced by engine-performance
data,

This engine has aIso been used for an investigation
of dual-rate injection. An anal@s of the theoretical
dual combustion cycle indicates that the fuel charge
Aould be injected slovrIy at first and rapidly after
combustion has been started, With a set of orifices of
constant mea controlled by a single stem, the obtaining
of a wide variation in injection rates is impossible.
For this reason an injection valve was designed and
tested having two concentric stems each controlling a

separate set of orifices. Since there was a difference in _ __
opening pressure of the valve stem, it was possible to
have one set of orifices start injection at a lower pres-
sure than the other. 13y the use of different rates of
plunger displacement it was possible to make the pri-
mary injection lead the main injection from 3° to 90°
of crank angle as observed with the oscilloscope,

The nozzles used were each similar to a single-rate
nozzle for purposes of comparison. One type of noz-
zle placed the primary sprays in the relatively cool
outer part of the combustion chamber to determine
the effect of henting a part of the fuel charge befure _
the main injection took place. The other type placed
the primary sprays across the valve heads to create
a superheated area into which the main jets were dis-
charged. Neither type of nozzle gave any better per-
formance than the corresponding single-rate nozzle,
and the perf orrnance of the engine became better as
the lead of the primary sprays was reduced; that is,
as they approached the single-rate condition. Thus,
in this work to date, there has been found no evidence
of any advantage in dual-rate injection.

Combu&ion - chamber investigation— Pwcombus- ‘“-
tion-chambm i!ype.-The investigation of the veloci-
ties and direction of air flow in the precombustion
chamber led to the design and testing of a precombus-
tion chamber of a spherical shape instead of the pear
shape formerly used. The higher air velocities, due to
less interference with the air flow, gave higher rates of .:
pre.sure rise, higher maximum cylinder pressures,
and greater sensitiveness to injection timing,

—
The

experimental work with the present engine has shown
that, with high velocities of air flow, the deagee of . .._
atomization of the fuel as it enters the precoml.mstion
chamber has little effect on engine performance and
~hat the timing of the injection must be maintained
within a ~ery limited range for best operation, These
teds also indicated that with the present engine it “- _
would be difficult to investigate the variables control-
ling the type of combustion obtained with the pre-
combustion chamber. A new single-cylinder test en.
gine has been obtained with which to continue the
work on cylinder heads having precombustion cham-
bers. This new ~~ine will make it possible to con-
tinue this investigation with more speed, and to test
&greater number of precombustion-chamber designs.

FueZ-injection 8y&ms.-The invwtigation of the
pressure variations in a common-rail fuel-injection
rystem in which the source of pressure is at some dis-
tance from an automatic injection valve has hen com-
pleted and the results presented in the form of a Tech-
tical Report. The instantaneous pressurw at the dis-
:harge ofice were determined by analyzing the stem-
[ift records of the injectmlve, It was found that
n such an injection system pressure wrmes did occur,
Outthat theie pressure wives could be controlled in a
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manner advantageous to the injection of the fuel. The
instantaneous pressures at the discharge orifice vvere
found to be independent of the speed at vvhich the
injection system was used. In addition it was found
that the length of the injection tube in inches in such
a systemshould be twice the maximum injection period
in ten-thousandths of a second in order to obtain a
constant pressure of injection.

The investigation of the time lag between the re-
lease of preesure in the injection system of the
~..& C. A. spray photography equipment and the ap-
pearance of the jet from the discharge orifice has been
completed. The resuh have been presented in the
form of a Technical Note. It was found that the time
lag varied directly with the length of injection tube,
increased with an increase in injection valve opening
pressure, decreased with an increase in injection pres-
sure, and remained independent of initial prem.re in
the injection tube, providing the injection pressure was
considerably in excess of the initial pressure.

Following the in-wstigation of the common-rail fuel-
injection system an investigation of a pump fuel-injec-
tion system -wasstarted. The same method was used
for determining the instantaneous pressures at the dis-
charge orifice of the fuel-injection valve. The ex-
perimental work has been completed. It was found
that variations from QA to 34 inches in the length of
injection tube had little effect on the injection charac-
teristics. Injection-valve closing pressures had con-
siderable effect on the characteristics. Increasing the
closing pressure increased the instantaneous press-
but decreased the injection period. When the injec-
tion-tube diameter was increased it was found that
there mas a tube diameter which gave the maximum
injection pressures and that this tube diameter was
of a size comparable to the dimensions of the fuel
pump. The throttle sett~~ had no effect on the in-
stantaneous pressures up to the time when cut-off
occurred. Th~ use of a check valve between the pump
and the injection tube was found to be extremely imp-
ortant, since without it the injection -wasdifficult to
controL

A theoretical analysis has been made of the instan-
taneous pressures delivered by a fuel pump and the
analysis checked against the experimental data.
L-sing Sass’ adaptation of the AIIievi theory of viater-
hammer, it vias found that the theoretical pressures
checked the experimental pressures reasonably well.
A theoretical investigation was also made of the effect
of injection-tube diameter? and the results of this in-
vestigation are being prepared for presentation as a
Technical Report. .

The investigation of the effect of the ratio of orifice
length to cliameter on spray characteristics has been
continued. The 0.014 and 0.040 inch orifices have been

hwxkigated for ratios from 0.5 to 4. It was fo~d
that the Yariation of rate of spray penetration -was
materia~y a@ected by the ratio of orifice length to
diameter. As the ratio was increased ~m 0.5 the
penetration at the end of 0.001 second first decreased,
reaching a minimum, and then increased. The experi-
mental data indictded that m&mum penetration with
the 0.040-inch orifice was reached at a ratio of 4, while
-with the 0.014-inch orifice the penetration was still
increasing at this ratio. The results obtained indicate
that the same effects are obtained whether straight or
helically grooved stems are used, although the effects
are 1- marked with the helically grooved stems.
This information is beimg prepared for presentation
M a technical note. The investigation is being con-
tinued to include ori&e diameters of 0.008,0.020, and
0.030 inch for ratios of hmgth to diameter from 0.5 to
10. Injection pressures from 2,000 to 6,000 pounds per
square inch and chamber pressures from 60 to 250
pounds per square inch are being used in the inves-
tigation.

In conjunction with the investigation of the effect
of orifice lergt.h-diameter ratio on spray character-
istics the effect of this ratio on the coefficient of dis-
charge has also been invwtigated. It has been found
that the coefilcient is not affected for ratios from 0.5
to 4. The investigation included the effect of the
enter@ edge of the orifice on the coe%icient. It was
found that with sharp entering edges the coefficient
could not be controlled, but varied for different or&e
diameters and different back pressures into which the
Iiquid was discharged. men the entering edge of
the orfice vvas beveIed to 60° and aIl the cor-
ners sIightIy rounded, the coefficient remained practi-
cally constant at 0.94 for Reynolds Numbers over
2,000, regardless of the orifice diameter or the back
pressure into -whichthe fuel was discharged. This in-
formation has been prepared for presentation as a
Technical Report. The investigation of the coefbient
of discharge is being continued for ratios of 0.5 to 10.
The discharge presures are being varied from 500 to
6,000 pounds per square inch and the back pressure
into which the discharge takes place from atmos-
pheric pressure to 1,000 pounds per square inch.

,E%gz”ne &uficafmv.—The laboratory has continued to
& a mod~ed Farnboro indicator for composite
pressure-time cards of test-engine cycles. Some addi-
tional changes hare been made in the recording mech-
mism which allow each card to be calibrated accurately
as to both time and pressure as the card is being gen-
erated by the engine.

The balanced-pressure, diaphraaa-type maximum
cylinder pressure indicator has been redesigned as a
more compact unit which will be easier to sertice and
leas likely to leak or to burn out the inner smmort
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in case of a diaphragm failure. Two of the redesigned
units are now in service on the test engines at the
laboratory.

INCREASEIN ENGINEPo~m—Two-whwke oycti in-
vestigatizm.-To investigate the possibilities and limi-
tations of increasing the specific power output of air-
craft engines by using the 2-stroke cycle and fuel
injection with an air-cooled cylinder, a single-cylinder
test unit of this type has been degigned and con-
structed and is now undergoing preliminary power
tests.

This enegineuses an N. A. C. A, Universal test engine
base with a Liberty air-cooled cylinder. Both valves
in the cylinder head are used as exhaust valves and the
air enters through ports in the cylinder vvalI. About
these ports is a manifold with directing vanes, which
by adjustment causes the air to flow into the cylinder
either radially or tangentially. Air for charging and
scavenging is furnished by a separately driven Roots-
type supercharger, Air for ceding the cylinder is sup-
plied by a propeller-type blower. The cylinder is
equipped with thermocouples, and a continuous record
of temperatures is made by a multiple-recording
pyrometer.

The fuel may be injected into the cylinder just above
the intake ports or it may be injected directly into the
combustion chambw. Diametrically opposed holes are
provided m that injection is directed against the spark
plug in the combustion chamber or fuel maybe injected
from both sides of the cylinder simultaneously. The
fuel-injection pump is of the port-control type espe-
cially desiamed for high-speed operation. The fuel-
injection valve used at present is automatic, with a
spring-loaded stem and a nozzle having opposed ori-
fices which give a spray that is very finely atomized
and is ahnost flat and circular in shape. The fuel-
injection system may be used with either gasoline or
Diesel oil.

Inve8tig&”on of wperchargirzg at iva%ua compre8-
There are two methods of increasing thea’on Patio8.—

power output of present carburetor engines which are
being investigated, , The first is by increasing the
compreasicmratio and the second is by supercharging
at a low compression ratio. Increasing the compres-
sion ratio has the advantage of giving higher thermal
ticiency. The amount the compression ratio can be
increased for commercial engines, however, is Iimited
by the ditTicultyof obtaining a sufficient quantity of
nondetonating fuels, Increasing the compressionratio
is further limited by a rapid increase in maximum
cylinder pressure. This increase in pressure9requires
i.hatthe weight of the engine cylinders and reciprocat-
ing parts must be increased or the reliability of the
engine will be decreased. Supercharging at low com-
pression ratios has the advantage that a high power
output can be obtained with a low maximum cylinder

pressure. With this method both the power output
and the reliability of the engine can be increased
without additional weight.

The engine tests for this research were conducted on
an N. A. C. A, Universal test engine using a Roots
supercharger to boost the pressure at the carburetor.
A range of compression ratios from 3.5 to 7.5 and car-
buretor pressures from atmospheric to approximately
12 inches of mercury above atmospheric were used.
Benzol was used as a fuel so that the tests would not
be complicated by detonation. The maximum cylinder
pre.ssuraswere indicated by a balanced-pressure dia-
phragm-type indicator similar to that developed by
the Bureau of Standards, Inclicator cards were taken
with the I?arnboro electric indicator.

At a compression ratio of 6.5 and with the maximum
cylinder pressure limited to 903 pounds per square _. ...
inch it was possible to obtain a brake mean effective
pressure of 195 pounds per square inch at 1,500 r. p. m.
with a carburetor pressure of 40 inches of mercury.
The specific fuel consumption was 0.50 pound per
brake. horsepower per hour. Supercharging to 42
inches of mercury at a compression ratio cd 4,5 gave a
brake mean effective pressure of 181 pounds per square
inch and a maximum cylinder pressure of only 600
pounds per square inch. The corresponding fuel con-
sumption was 0.59 pound per brake horsepower per
hour. A report of this investigation is being prepared
for publication.

Investigation of valve timing.—The laboratory test
work in connection with the valve timing of super-
charged and unsupercharged engines has been com-
pleted. The best valve timing was determined for a
single-cylinder test engine having a 5-inch bore and a
7-inch stroke when operated unsupe~charged at sea _~ _. ~
level and under conditions of inlet and exhaust pres-
sures corresponding to those of a supercharged engine ___
at altitud~ from Oto 18:000feet. In the first part of
the investigation the timing of the inlet and exhaust
valves was varied independently and performance
measurements taken for each setting. This was fol-
lowed by measurements of performance for the best
valve timing, obtained by varying each factor until
there was no further increase in power. The tests were
conducted at speeds of 1,200 and 1,500 r. p, m, The
effect of compression ratio was determined by operat-
ing with different valve timings at compression ratios
of 4.35, 5.35, 6.35, and ‘7.35. A Technical Report pre-
senting the results of this in~estigation has been
prepared for publication.

Cooling e-g of ftnned cy&der8.—The de-
velopment of an aircraft engine capable of delivering
1,000 horsepower is one of the present needs of both
the military services and the air transport companies.
Although the radial air-cooled engine has been de-
veloped to give over 600 horsepower, it is generally
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believed that for the larger power output the air-
cooled cylinders -willnot be capable of efficient cooling
and it will be nec==ary to use liquid cootig. HoTv-
e~er, the present design data relative to the efficiencies
of ~-ariouatypes of b for the cooling of engine cylin-
dem are mea=nr. h investigation has therefore been
undertaken to determine the maximum quantity of
heat which can be efficiently dissipated from finned
metal cylinders to an air stream.

The efficiency of a gi-ren design of h will be deter-
mined by measuring the electrical ener=q dissipated
as heat to the cooling air. A satisfactory electrical
heating unit and separately heated guard rings ha-re
been developed for each fined ted specimen. A Ven-
turi-type wind tunnel having a 30-inch throat and a
maximum velocity of 100 miles per hour has also been
constructed for this research. Work will shortly be
started on the testhg of the tied cylinders.

suPmcEURGEB hiw,xcmAmoxdo%zparaf& peT-

fornz.mweof wperchaTger8.-The analysis of available
data to determine the comparative performance of
superchargers has been completed. The superchargers
were compared on the basis of power required to com-
press at a detlnite rate and on the basis of net engine
power developed at altitude depending on the type of
supercharger used. The performances of geared cen-
trifugal, turbocentrifugal~ Roots, and vane type super-
chargers vvere imestigated for altitudes from O to
40,000 feet. The results of this investigation show
that for altitudes up to 20,000 feet, -when suitable
methods of control are employed, there is very little
difference in superchargers from the point of view of
net engine power. For altitudes over 20,000 feet, ho-w-
ever. an engine de~elops more povver vvhen equipped
vit h a turboceptrifuggl supercharger than with any
other type. The Roots supercharger, owing to its
inefficient type of comprkon at high altitudes, gives
the lowest e@ne power. The control ueed on a geared
centrifuge-1 supercharger is -iery unsatisfactory from
the point of vie-ivof power when compared with that
of the Roots or turbocentrifugal supercharger.

The tur50centrifugal supediarge~.—A report has
been prepared and published comparing the perform-
ance data obtained with a mowed PH–-fM2 airplane
povvered with a Liberty engine. This airplane was
first equipped with a Roots type supercharger and
later with a turboceutrifugal supercharger. It was
found that the rate of climb and ceiling were practi-
cally the same with the two superchargers, but that as
the altitude of operation -wasincreased the turbocen-
trifugal gave the higher s~d. The difference in
speed between the two types of superchargers n-
creased gradually, reaching 20 miles an hour at an
altitude of 21,000 feet.

~eara?ace tedg of Roots eupercfia?’ger.-Flight and
laboratory tests of the N. A. C!. A. Roots type super-

charger have shown that the clearances between $he
impellers and the case greatly influence the discharge
air temperatures and the performance characteristics
of this type of supercharger. Tests are now in prog-
ress to determine the ma=titude of this effect. In
these tests the discharge and intake air temperatur~
power requirements, slip speed, and the change in
clearance with speed and pressure difference will be
determined for the useful range of speeds and pres-
sure difference, with five differtmt tip and end clear-
ances ranging from the minimum practical to approxi-
mately 0.025 inch. The supercharger has been
mounted on a test stand and an air-measuring system
installed. Thermocouples have been provided to ob-
tain temperature measurements at 12 points on the
case. Electrical indicators have also been made and
installed for measuring the clearances.

Tests are now in pro=- to determine the per-
formance characteristics of a Roots type De Palma
supercharger. The supercharger has been tested at
speeds of 500, l,OMl,1,500,2,040, and 2,5(N, with pres-
sure difference of 3, 6, 9, 121and 15 inches of mercury.
The tests wiII be continued at higher speeds. Thess
tests will be of interest in that the clearances are much
leas than ha-re yet been tried for this type of super-
charger. Steel impellers are used in an aluminum
case instead of the magnesium alloy impel~e= uss in
the N. A. C. A. Roots type. A Technical Note will be
prepared showing the comparative performance of the
N. A. C. A. and De Palma superchargers.

B~EAU OFSTAPiiABDS

Supemharging of aimraft engines.-Altitude-cham-
ber performance tests of a Curtiss D-u en=gine
equipped with a Reds type supercharger having a
rated altitude of 5,00) feet at 2,000 r. p. m., were made
for the Army Air Corps. Power and friction runs
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were made at four engine speeds and under conditions -
corresponding to altitudes from sea level to 25,000 feet.
Tests of the same eugqlneequipped with a geared cen-
trifugal superchar~~ having” a critical altitude of ‘-
15,000feet at 2.300 r. p. m. are now in progress.

Sea-1evel .=- s of the Curtiss D-I-2 erggineat carbu-
retor air temperatures ranging from 15.0C. to 100° C.
gave resul& in fair agreement with the usual”correc-
tion formula which assumesthat indicated horsepower “”
varies in-rerseIyas the square root of the absolute tem-
perature (see.Technical Report No. 190 of the National
Ad~isory Committee). However, the increase in indi-
cated horsepower -whenthe carburetor air was cooled
from +15° C. to – 20° C. -was somewhat less than
would be predicted from the above reIation. Tests
-werealso made vviththe pressure in the altitude cham-
ber reduced to correspond with various altitudes but
with sea-level pressure maintained at the carburetor
intake and in the exhaust manifold. With the cham-
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beratmaxhnum altitude the engine developed about
2 per cent less tlmh normal sea-level power, indicating
that approximate altitude tests under supercharging
conditions tend to give abnormally high results.

Phenomena of com.buetion.-some 3,500 photo-
graphic records of the progress of the gaseous explo-
sive reaction as it occurs at constant pressure in a soap
bubble used as a bomb have been analyzed to deter-
mine the effect of pressure on the rate of reaction.
The experimental data, covering a variety of pure and
composite gaseous fuels and a range of constant pres-
sures from 100mm. to 2,650 mm. of mercury, show that
for a charge of given proportions the linear rate of
propagation of the reaction zone within the explosive
gases is constant and independent of pressure, and that
as a result the rate of molecular transformation is pro-
portional to prem.re. A report presenting these re-
sults and discussing the characteristics of the explosive
reaction as they apply to its technical and industrial
applications as a source of power, will soon be pub-
lished by the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics under the title, ” The Gaseous Explosive Reac-
tion—The Effect of Pressure on the Ratemf Propaga-
tion of the Reaction Zone and Upon the Rate of
Molecular Transformation.”

Papers on related subjects by R. Duchene and R.
Wendlandt have been translated and issued as Tech-
nical Memorandums Nos. 547, 548, 558, and 554.

Comlndion in an engine cylinder.-stroboscopic ob-
servations of the movement of the flame and simulta-
neous measurements of the development of pressure
in the combustion chamber of a single-cylinder test
engine have been made over a wide range of operating
conditions and with a variety of pure hydrocarbon
gases as fuels. The results of these tests are being
analyzed and a detailed report covering the work on
gaseous fuek is in preparation. Meanwhile, the en-
gine is be@ equipped to burn liquid fuels and tests
will be resumed under conditions permitting normal

. burning and al’so under conditions leading up to and
causing detonation. A number of special cylinder
heads have been constructed for use in studying the
effect of combustion-chamber shape and number and
location of spark plugs on flame travel and pressure
developmmt.

Tinnperature8 and pre88ure8k an ahwaft engine.—
Pressure rnemurermxits made with a balanced-dia-
phragm indicator on a single-cylinder variable-com-
pression Liberty test engine have not appeared suffi-
ciently reliable to warrant the making of a large
number of indicator diagrams for careful analysis.
Instead, efforts have been directed toward the attain-
ment of more precise and significant diagrams. A
study of ~’motoring” cycles, during which pressures
repeat very consistently from cycle to cycle, is being
made as a check on possible errors in the indicator

and in an effort to accowt for certain ilIogical-appetir-
ing exponents of compression and expansion which
have been obtained. A search for the cause of the
wide variation in explosion preesures from cycle to
cycle found in all engines and for possible methods of
ehninating this variation is also in progress.

.—

Efleot of spark charaoter on i.gnitim ai5Wy.—In
continuing the study of spark ignition, requested by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
and the h7avy Department,” the relative effectiveness ‘–”
of ignition sparks was compared by determining the
amount of chemical reaction which takes place when
different sparks are passed through an explosive mix-
ture of oxygen and hydrogen at low pressure and
@id-air temperature. Spark character was altered
by va~ing the electrical constants of the ignition
circuit. The rwults are presented in Technical Re-
port No. 359, entitled “An Invwtigation of the Effec-
tivenms of I=mition Sparks.” The amount of reaction
occurring when magneto sparks are passed through
very lean mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen at at-
mospheric pressure is now being studied. In this case,
at least, it .is found that gap length has more effect
on the amount of reaction per spark than considerable
changes in resistance, inductance, or capacitance, To
measura spark character more precisely a cathode-ray
oscillograph will be required,

Apparatus has been installed for testing the relia-
bility of shielded ignition harnesses for aircraft en-
gines when subjected to water spray, in accordance --

with the proposed requirements of the Department of
Commerce. A few shielded harnesses have been sub-
mitted to this test, but further development work is
requi~ before the routine testing of ignition shield-
ing equipment can be undertaken.

Gmeoua fuek for air8hip engine8.—Tesk of pure
gaseous fuels in a single-cylinder variable-compression
Liberty test engine were financed by an industrial
concern through the National Research Council. Runs
were made at full throttle and 1,000 r. p. m. to deter- “
mine relative power, economy, and antiknock value;
also mixture-ratio and spark-advance requirementsfor
the following fuels: Methane, ethane, propane, ethy-
kne, and propylene. For gases of the piraffin series
the tendency to detonate decreasesas the weight of the
molecule decreases, no detonation being obtainable
with methane even with an excessive spark advance at
the highest compression ratio available (13: 1). Gases
of the olefln series are inferior to those of the parat%n
series,but all of the gases tested are far superior to gas-
oline in antiknock value, The relative power obtainable
from the several gases is, roughly, equal to the relative
heating values for unit vohunes of” correct” mixtures
of air and fuel Maximum-power mixture-ratio and
spark-advance requirements differ more for ~ous
than for liquid fuels.
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Ejfect o# air humidity on engine perfovmance.—
Further en=tie tests, covering a range of humidity
from 1 to 80 mm. of mercury pressure of water vapor:
support the hypothesis that moisture in the air acts
merely as an inert diluent in reducing enbginepovvgr
if detonation is absent. The effect of humidity on de-
tonation was also studied and water vapor vvasshown
to exert an antiknock eifect in addition “to its dih.wnt
action. Some methods of lmock rating appeared to be
affected more than others by changes in humidity.

In connection with this work, which -wasrequested
by the Navy Department, it became necessary to in-
clude a study of methods of measuring humidity and
a modified psychrometer has been de-ieloped which
shows much higher precision than the standard types
of psychrometer.

Taper lock in airplane fuel W8tenw-Laboratory
work on the vapor pressures of numerous representa-
tive aviation gasolines led to a general relation be-
tween distillation data and vapor pressures which
made possible a prediction of the conditions under
which vapor lock would occur. To test this relation
flow experiments -were made with a variety of gaso-
lines in typical airplane fuel-feed systems over a con-
siderable temperature and pressure (altitude) range
in each case. The okserved conditions for vapor lock
were in good a=~eexnentwith the conditions predicted
from the general vapor-pressure relation. In gravity
feed systems the flow was found tQbe affected by such
deai=gnfactors as bends, constrictions, and changes in
cross-sectional area. With a gear fuel pump the flow
vma affected by height of suction Iift, minimum lift
being desirable. In the case of airplane carburetors
the size of vent on the float bowl was found to be im-
portant. If the vent is too emall, pressure -will be
built up in the tloat bowl when vapor lock occurs, with
resultant ergine stoppage due to overrichnesa. There
is probably an optimum size of vent for each type of
carburetor to prevent excessive leaning or enrichment
of the mixture under vapor-locking conditions. From
data thus far obtained, in cooperation with the Army
and the ?Savg, on fuel-line temperatures in airplanes
during flight, it appears increasingly etident that the
temperature of the gasoline in the tank as the airplane
leaves the ground is the major controlling factor in
vapor lock.

Type testing of commercial aircraft engine8.—Three
torque-stand testing units have been in service at the
Arlington engine-testing laboratory most of the year
and a fourth unit is being provided.” By operating aLI
units on a 2-shift basis during the past two months
the testing of engines has been brought practically up
to date. Of 52 engines received for testduring the
year, 26 passed, 28 failed, and 3 were withdrawn.
The engines which failed included 10 new typ= and
4 -which had each received at least one previous test.

Seven engine types failed two or three times each
during the year, whereas several others passed on re-
test after an initial failure. The most common sources
of major failure were as follows: Crank shaft (4),
crank case (4), cyIinder (8), piston seizure (3), and
exhaust valve (3). At the end of June 54 en=gineshad
received approved-type certificates from the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

The development of aircraft engines has kept pace
with research -work during the past year. Every ef-
fort has been made to increase the power output of
the present liquid-cooled and air-cooled engges. Re-
finement of design, increased rerolutions per minute,
increased compression ratio, and the use of supercharg-
ing have led to a material increase in the horsepower
developed. The normal brake mean effective pressure
of engges now in operation is about 130 pounds per
square inch, and from experimental tests indications
point to the fact that this fi=gu.remay be raised to 160
pounds per square inch.

Considerable interest has been shown by the indus-
try in fuel-injection systerm, and marked progrees has
been made in several experimental projects. The re-
sults obtained so far are very promising and tend to-
ward the belief that the eventual elimination of the
carburetor is definitely possible.

There is an increasing demand for an aircraft engine
of higher power than is now available, not only for the
military .wvices but for commercial aviation as well.
This need has become pronounced with the increasing
demand for Iarger paasenger<arrying airplanes which
require from 2,000 to 3,000 horsepower. with the
present enbginesan aircraft of this large size necessi-
tates a desi=w which is not particularly eflicient struc-
turally nor aerodynamically. ~ccordingly several en-
gine manufacturers are in-instigating the possibilities
of engines having an output between l,M)O and 2,000
horsepower, and have actual experimental projects
under way.

The low-drag cowling has been used considerably in
commercial aircraft, especially in the high-speed class.
Its effectiveness in reducing the resistance of the radial
erqgineis attested by the fact that alI the high-speed
records in this country for the past year have been
made with airplanes having radial engines fitted with
this type of cowling.

The Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department
and the mat&ieI division of the Army Air Corps have
continued the development of the accepted standard
types of engines used by the services.

Development work has been continued on the ~~iss
V-1570 and D-12 engines, with a view to obtauung
wtisfactory operation and performance, using higher

.
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compression ratios! supercharging, and Prestone
cooling.

The Curtiss V-1570 is a I%cylinder V-type water-
cooled engine with geared drive, and is rated by the
Department of Commerce at 600 horsepower at 2,400
r. p. m. This engine has been fitted with a heavier
crank shaft and has been retied to permit the rdtain-
mentmf higher speeds.

The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co. has continued de-
velopment work on the Wasp 9-cylinder radial engine.
This engine is rated at 42o horsepower at 2,000 r, p. m.
and is standard equipment for a number of types of
service airplanes and is e~tensively used in commer-
cial service.

The Hornet engine, manufactured by the same com-
pany, is rated at 525 horsepower at 1,900 r. p, m. and
is still one” of the most used of the larger-powered
radial air-cooled engines,

This company has also developed the Wasp Junior
engine, which is rated at 800 horsepower at 2,0W
r. p. m.

The Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Co, has continued
tha development of the Chieftain (H-1640). This is
a 12-cylinder 2-ro-iv radial engine rated at 600 horse-
power at 2#00 r, p. m. The arrangement of provid-
ing two rows of cylinders and a 2-throw crank shaft
makes possible the reduction of the overall diameter
and the ehnination of the counterweight that is re-
quired on all single-thro-i$crank shafts for fixed radial
engines.

The Curtiss Challenger (R-600) engine is a 6-
cylinder radial, having two rows of three cylindm
each, with the cylinders staggered. This engine is
still largely used in commercial aircraft-. During the
past year the Challenger and the Chieftain engines
have undergone minor refinement which has led to
greater reliability.

The Wright V-1460, 12-cylinder inverted V-type
air-cooled engine has been rated between 480 and 500
horsepower at 2,00&r. p. m;- The cylinder dimensions
are 4~8-inch bore and 61/2-inch stroke, with a piston
displacement of 1,456 cubic inches

In the series of radial air-cooled engines developed
by the W~~ht Aeronautical Corporation known as the
J-6 series there are three engines, a ti-cylinder engine
rated at 165 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m,, a ‘7-cylinder
engine rated at 240 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m., and a
9-cyEnder engine rated at 300 horsepower at 2,OOO
r. p. m, In the development of the J-6 series the
Wright Aeronautical Corporation has kept in mind
the advantages of interchangeability of parts.

The Wright Cyclone engine, known as the R-1750-A,
has been superseded by the R-1820-E, which is a
9-cylinder radial engine rated at 57i5horsepower at
1,900 r. p, m. This engine is being used by the Navy
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Department as standard equipment for some of the
larger-type service airplanes and seaplanes,

The Packard Motor Car Co. has concentrated de-
velopment work on the compression-ignition engine,
and during the past year material progress has been
made in the reduction of smokeand in smoothing out the
operation. This engine has already been used in com-
mercial aircraft. Other companies interested in the
development of compression-ignition oil engines for
aircraft purposes are the Allison Engineering Co. and
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

The following is a list of the engines which have . .
received approved-type certitlcates issued by the De-
partment of Commerce. In all there are 64 engines
now available, and the majority of them are of the
radial air-cooled type having either 5,7, or 9 cylinders.
It is interesting to note that in this group there are
39 engines covering a wide variation of horsepowers,
ranging from 65 to 575.

lnve~ted .&cylinder in-line air-cooled: Hp.
Michigan Rover ------------------ 55
Michigan Rover ------------------ ?5
l’Tright ClipsyL-320-------------- 90
Chevrolair Do------------------- 90
Menasco 1%-ate A+-_------------ 90
Chevrolet Model 333-------------- 120

Four-cylinder in-i%w air-cooled:
American Cirrus Mark III-------- 90
knerican Cirrus Hidrive --------- 95
Dayton Bear____________________ 100
American Cirrus Mark HI, super-

charged _______________________ I1O

S&a-cylinder in-line air-coo~ed inverted:
Fairchild 6-390 ------------------ 120
Chevrolair D-6 ------------------ 165

Eight-cylinder T air-cooled:
Milwaukee Tank 502 (V470) -----115

Thr.w-@uler radiut air-cookd:
Szekely SR+-------------------- 80

Four-oylinh mdial aiwcooled:
Fairchild Caminez 447-C --------- 120

Five-oyhder radiul air-cooled:
Lambert Velie ~1-5 (R-250 )------- 65
LeBlond 60 (5D) ---------------- 65
LeBlond 70 (5DE) --------------- 70
LeBlond 85 (5DF) -------------- 85
Warner Scarab------------------- 90
Lambert R-266 __________________ 90
Kinner K-5--------------- 100
General Airmotors Moore --------- 120
Khmer B-5 (R-440) -------------- 125
Wright J-6 R-540 ------- -_---- --- 165
Kinner C-5 Model (R-715) ------- 210

R. p. 111.

1,900
1,975
1,950z, ~. --–

1,925
2,100

2,100 ‘“-

2,100

1, 5oo._..._

.2,100

2,150
2,175

1,650

1,750 ‘-

900

1,900 “-”
1,950
1,950” ““
2,125 ““
.2102.5
2,375
1,810
1,600
1,925
2,040
1,900
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&’w7y2inder radial air-cooled: Hp. R. p. m.
Brownback Tiger C!400______ 90
Curtiss Challenger R-WO--------- 185

. +!5’eren-cylinder~adid air-cooled:
LeBlond 90 (7D) ______”_- 90
LeBlond 110 (7DF) _____–___ 110
~VarnerScarab___________________ 110
Alliance Hess Warrior ____________ 115
.\xekn-________ ---_ -____ —-- 115’
Kimball Beetle K___ -- 120
Aircraft Comet _________————— MO
western Ie7--------_-—---—----- 130
Jacobs LA-1----——--.--–--—---- 140
MacClatchie Panther Model X–2-- 150
Comet Model T-E--------__–—---- 165
Continental A-70-——--—-——------- 165
Wright J-6 R-760----–---————— 240

JVine-cyh%der radial air-cooled:
Aeromarine Rad B____________ 115
Lycoming R*5 --------------- 185
Lycom~~ R-680 _________________ 215
Wright J-5 Whirlwind___– _______ 220
Wright J-6 R-975 ---------------- 300
Pratt &~titney Wmp Jr--------- 300
Wright R-975-C (10.15 :1, impeller

gears) ______________ 400
Pratt & Whitney R-1340-C Wasp__ 420
Pratt & Whitney A1340-C

(geared) ---------------------
Pratt & TVhitney SC (10:1, im-

peller gears)-_-__-__---__——
Pratt & Whitney R–1690-A, geared

2:1 ----------------————-
Pratt & Whitney Hornet __________
Wright Cyclone R-1750-A --------
Pratt & ?Vhitney R-1860, Series B--
Wright Cyclone Model R-1820-E_ -

Twehve-cyhder radial ah-cookd:
Curties Chieftain H-1640--------

Eight-oyhkder P waW-coo7ed:
Arnold Harris ______________

Twelve-cy7inder F water-cooled:
Curtias ~U---------------------
Packard 3ii-1500, direct----------
Curtiss Conqueror ~-1550---------
OurtiasConqueror GV–1570, geareiL
Packard 3A–2500, direct__________

G0mpre8sion-ignition:
Packard DR-980______________

41630-314

425

450

500
525
525
575
575

600

90

435
5%
600
600
84)0

1,’700
2,000

1,975
2,150
1,850
1,925
1,800
1,850
1,825
1,850
1,800
1,900
1,900
2,000
2,000

1,925
2, OCQ
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

2,300
2,000

2,050

2,100

1,.900
1,900
1,900
1,950
1,900

2,200

1,400

2,300
2,100
2,400
2,400
2,000

1,950

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS FOR
AIRCRAFT

ORGANIZATION

The present organization of the committee on mate-
rials for aircraft is as follows:

Dr. George K. Burgess, Bureau of Standards,
chairman.

Prof. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards,
vice chairman and acti~~ secretary.

Lieut. R. S. Barnaby (C. C.), United States
Xavy.

S. K. Colby, United States Aluminum Co.
Warren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Commander Garland Fulton (C. C.), United

States Navy.
Henry A. Gardner, bstitute of Paint and Var-

~=h Rese~&.
Dr. H. W. GiIIett, BatteHe Memorial Institute.
Prof. George B. Haven, 31assachusettsIkstitute

of Technology.
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of bwica.
J. B. Johnson, matfriel division, Army Air

Corps, Wright Field.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Com-

mittee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Lieut. AIfred J. Lyon, United States Army, ma-

t6rieI ditision, Air Corps, Wright Field.
Lieut. Commander H. R. Oster (C. C.), United

State9 Navy.
H. S. Ravvdon, Bureau of Standards.
E C. Smith, Central Alloy Steel Ch-poratiori.
G. W. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory,

——

.-. —

—

.-

.

—

Forest Serti&.
Starr Truscott, National

for Aeronautics.
Hon. Edward P. Warner,

FUNCTIONS

Following is a statement of

-—
Advisory Committee

editor of “A\iation.”

the functions of the
committee i% materials for aircraft:

1. To aid in determining the problems gdating to
materiaLafor aircraft to be solved experimentd.ly by
governmental and private agencies.

2. To endeavor to coordinate, by counsel and sug-
gestion, the research and experimental -work involved
in the investigation of such problems.

3. To act as a medium for the interchange of infor-
—

mation regarding investigation of materials for air-
craft in progress or proposed.

4. To direct and conduct research and experiment on
materials for aircraft in such laboratory or labora-
tories, either in whole or in part, as may be placed
under its direction.
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6, To meetfrom time to time on call of the chair-
man and report its actions and recommendations to
the executive committee.

The committee on materials for aircraft, through its
personnel acting as a medium for tl~e‘interchange of
information regarding investigations on materials for
aircraft, is enabled to keep in close touch with research
in this field of aircraft development. Much of the re-
search, especially in the development of light alloys,
must necessarily be conducted by the manufacturers
interested in the particular problems, and both the
aluminum and steel industries are represented on the
committee. In order to cover effectively the hwge and
varied field of research on materials for aircraft four
subcommittees have been formed, as follows:

Subcommittee on metals:
H. S. Ravrdon, Bureau of Standards, chairman.
Dr. H. W. Gillett, Battelle Memorial Institute.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
J. B. Johnson, mattkiel division, Army Air

Corps, Wright Field.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commit-

tee for Aeronautics (ex otlicio member).
E. C. Smith, Central AIloy Steel Corporation,
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics.
Prof. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards.

Subcommittee. on tcood8 and glue8:
G. W. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory,

Forest Service, chairman,
H. S. Betts, Forest Service.
George W. Lewis (exofficio member).

Prof. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards.

fhdcommitttie on coverings, dope8, and protectwe
coating8 :

C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, chairman.

Dr. VT.Blum, Bureau of Standards.
Warren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Henry .A. Gardner, IiRtitute of Paint and Var-

nish Research.
Prof. George B. Haven, MassachusettsInstitute

of Technology.
George W. Lewis (ex otllcio member),
James E.,Sullivan, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy

Department.
P. H. Walker, Bureau of Standards.
E. R. Weaver, Bureau of. Standards,

Subcommittee on aircraft d=ru.cture8:
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics, chairman.
Lieut. C. E. Archer, United States Army,
C. P. Burg&s, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy”

Department t

. .

Richard Gazley, Aeronrtutics Branch, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

Capt. Carl F, Greene, United States Army, ma-
t&iel division, Air Corps, Wright Field,

Charles Ward Hall, Hall-Aluminum Aircraft.
Corporation.

Lieut.. Iloyd Harrison (C, C.), United States
Navy.

George W, Lewis (ex officio member).
Lieut. R. D. MacCart (C. C.), United States

~avy,
““Charles J. McCarthy, Chance Vought Corpora-

tion.
Prof. J. S, Newell, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.
Dr. L, B. Tuckerman, Bureau of Standards.

Much of the research in connection with the develop-
ment of materials for aircraft is financed directly by
the Bureau of Aeronautics of the h’avy Department,
the mat6riel division of the Army Air Corps, and the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and
many of the problems are apportioned to the Bureau
of Standards for investigation.

MEETINGS OF TEE COMMITTEE

Meetings of the committee were held several times
during the year to consider reports on the work being
conducted by the subcommittees.- Particular attention
was given the continuation of work on the develop-
ment of methods for protecting light alloys, particu-
~arly duralumin, from corrosion. This work was
begun some years ago and has always formed a major
subject for investigation.

SUSCOMMITTEE ON METALS

The study of the propertiw of metals as related to
their application to aircraft construction has been car-
ried out at the Bureau of Standards, in cooperation
with the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Depart-
ment, the mattkiel division of the Army Air Corps,
and the-NationalAdvisory Cknmnitteefor Aeronautics. .
Spec&d attention has been given to the ~bject of the
permanence under service conditions of tha light alloys
which in wrought form are used for structur@ pur-
poses, The study of the corrcsion resistance of the
duralumin type of alloy has been continued and
marked “progresshas been made in the development of
suitable protective measures to be observed in its use.
The study of its endurance under fatigue stresseshas
aIso be& continued and tentative values for its fatigue
resistancehave been obtained.
lntem y8tatliw emhitthnwnt of 8heet dwwhmu’n—

_Weathe~-eapo8ure te8&-The exposure tests at Coco
Solo, Hampton Roads, and Washington have been
continued-this year being the third of the &year pro-
gram,. A1though the te@s have already definitely dem-

.-
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onstrated that embrittlement by corrosion can be
expected to occur in sheet material which has been
heat-treated by being quenched in hot -water, conclu-
sive evidence is as yet lacking that material heat-
treated by being quenched in cold -watermay not show
the same deterioration when sufficienttime has elapsed.
Hence the necessity for continuing the tests for the
5-year period initially pkrmed, So far, however, the
0.083-inch sheet material which was quenched in cold
water has shown practically no susceptibility to de-
terioration of this kind under the conditions encoun-
tered in the exposure tests

The rate of corrosive attack of the specimens for
practically all the materials exposed becomes much
lower as time elapses. The initial rate, that is, during
the first year, for those materiaLa which showed
marked susceptibility to intercrystalline attack was
much higher than that of the past year. The more
pronounced rate of embrittlement is shown by dura-
lumin -whichhas been aged at an elevated temperature.
This is true regardless of the method of quenching
used.

Thee exposure tests indicate that none of the coat-
inga which have been tested is 100 per cent satisfac-
tory. Howe~er, those pigmented with aluminum and
those consisting of linseed oil pi=-ented with carbon
black or iron oxide and zinc chromate have proved
superior to the others

Methods of improving the adherence of the coating
to the base metal and thus increasing the protection
have been studied in the laboratory. The m of the
anodic treatment on durahunin prior to the application
of a coating (such as aluminum-piagqnented spar
varnish) has proven ~ery effectire. Even under very
serere corrosive conditio~ such as corrosion accom-
panied by repeated flexural stressing of the material,
the advantage to be gained by applying coatings in
this way is very evident.

Exposure tests of thin sheet duralumin (0.008 inch)
and Alclad durahunin (0.010 inch), in which the ten-
sion specimens were cut from the sheet after exposure
have continued to show the marked advantage of the
aluminum-coated sheet over plain duralumin. The
decrease in the tensiIe properties of each, hovvever, is
more marked than is shown by thicker material such
as 0.083-inch sheet exposed for the same period.

Expoeure te8t8 of nuzgndum and magne.8ium al-
bys.—E.sposure tests of sheet materiaIs and cast bms
were started at Coco Solo, Canal Zune, and at ‘iVash-
ington, the general method and scope of the -work
~ing similar to that used in the war tes on
cluralumin. It was found necessary to discontinue
the tests at Coco Solo after a few months on account
of the marked Ucrevice corrosion” which occurred
where the specimens mere attached to the rack.
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None of the protective coatings used afforded high
resistance to crevice corrosion. The specimens ex-
posed at Washington are still under observation.
Many of the specimens are showing flaking of the
coating after one year’s exposure to the weather. h
many cases the flaking is very marked. In general,
however, the change in the tensile properties of the
metal has not been nearly so pronounced as the change
in the condition of the coating.

B@h-frequency fatigue t#t8 of light alloy dieet
&em”al.-The set-up of air-driven high-frequency
fatigue testing machines at the Bureau of Ekandards
now comprises se~en units, which are in operation 15
hours each day. The machines are so arranged that
they are readily convertible for specimens which have
either a 5 or 6 inch nodal dktance and which vibrate
at frequencies of 310 and 215 cycles per second,
respectively.

Extreme fiber stresses up to 24,0(XI pounds per
square inch are obtainable -with these machines.

The imwstigation of the fatigue properties of a
series of the aluminum and ma=gmsiumalloys has been
continued, and it. is hoped that this part of the pro-
gram will be completed by January 1, 1931. It. is
planned then to start a series of tests on welded speci-
mens having the weld at the center of the bar.

At the pressnt time tests have been completed on
the longitudinal specimens of seven of the materials
and on the transverse specimens of three of the mate-
rials under consideration. Longitudinal specimens
are cut with the longest dimension in the direction of
rolling. Transverse specimens have the longest dimen-
sion at right angles to the direction of roiling.

Below is gi-w.n a list of the materials and their en-
durance limits as determined by the tests: .

Longitudinal and tranmwrse8pe&nen8

MATERIAL lik@7DUSMWE k

3fAH 4 per cent aluminum, 0.4 per cent
manganese balance magnesium
as rolled-.-.-.--—————

2SH Commercially p u r e ahrn.inum,
cold-rolled ------

3SH L25 per cent ma~aanese, balance
aluminum, cold-rolled -----

Lm@tudinal 8~etimt??18

17ST “ Duralumin/’ 4 per cent copper,
0.5 per cent manganese, 0.5 per
cent magnesium, balance alumi-
num, quenched and aged------

25EYW4.5 per cent copper, 0.8 per cent
manganese, 0.8 per cent silicon,
bakmce aluminum, quenched
and aged .-____ -__=———_.

—-
..=

.—
-

.-

-..

—

.—

..

.—
—

—

.—

.-

PorlnasDer
equare hh

5,000-6,000
-—.

-.—
10,000

,.-—

12,000 ‘- —

.—

15,(!00 - “ --

u. 000
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MATERIAL ENDURANCE LIMIT

Longitudinal apeoimen8-Continued

tilSW 0.6 per ‘cent ma=mesiurn,1 per
cent silicon, balance ah.uninum,
quenched and aged ----------- 10,500

51ST 0,6 per cent magnesium, 1 per
cent silicon, bahmcs aluminurn,
quenched and aged ----------- 13,000

Fatigue of Alckd duTalumin.—The comparative
flexural fatigue tests on corroded and uncorroded A1-
clad duralumin, in cooperation with the Aluminum
Co. of America, have been continued.

Confirming the results reported last year, the tests
indicate that the corrosion of the ~clad specimens
has not appreciably decreased their endurance under
alternating stress. The corroded durahmin speci-
mens, however, showed a definite lovrering of their
resistance to alternating stress as the corrosion in-
creased.

Identij%ation of cai+on-8teeJ and chTomhn+nolyb-
denum 8teel ai~plane tubing.—Both carbon-steel and
chromium-molybdenum steel tubing are widely used
in the structures of airplanes. Although they have
markedly different physical properties, they can not
be distinguished by visual inspection and often be-
come mixed.

During the year a study was made of methods for
distin=tihing bet~~en th~ two kinds of steel tubipg.
The study was of an exploratory nature, the aim being
to find rapid nondestructive tests for establishing the
identity of these two kinds of tubing when mixed.

The results of the laboratory study have been sum-
marized.for publication in Technical Note No. $50. In
brief, these results show that a magnetic method based
upon coercive force is entirely feasible for this pur-
pose.

A method already in curr~t use in the mill depends
upon the determination of hardness by the Rockwell
method. The National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics has issued a Technical Nyote (FCoi”342) de-
scribing this method. Methods depending upon other
kinds of hardness tests than the Rockwell are not so
reliable and dependable as the method already in use.

By means of the spark test, tubes can be very readily
sorted. With the use of a high-speed abrasi~e w-heel
to produce the sparks the damage to the surface ap-
pears to be negligible. Skill in the.use of this method
can be very readily acquired.

At present there is no simple and reliable chemical
‘~spot” test for the chromium-molybdenum steel as
there is for nickel steel. Further study is necessary
and the current work is being directed along this par-
ticular line. .

COMMITTEEFORAERONAUTICS
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SUBCOMBtITTEZON WOODS AND GLUZS

During the past year the work has consisted chiefly
in the preparation of-reports on the investigations pre-
viously conducted. Four of these reports have been
published as Technical Reports of the committee.
The final one is in preparation and wiIl be published
shortly.

The reports published are as follows:
No. 334, ” The Torsion of Members Having See-

tions Common in Aircraft Construction,” by
George W. Trayer and H, W. March.

No. 844, “ Design of P]yw~d Webs for Air-
plane Wing Beams,” by George W, Trayer.

No. 345, “ Design of-Airplane Wing Ribs,” by
J. A. Newlin and George W, Trayer.

No. 347, “A Method of Calculating the Ulti-
mate Strength of Continuous Beams,” by
J. A. Newlin and George W. Trayer,

The final report no-iv in preparation is on the sub-
ject of failure due to elastic instability, including the
wrirdding of thin outstanding fla~~es, the twisting of
compression members with thin outstanding parts, and
the lateral buckling of beams. It is felt that the re-
port will be valuable in comection with metals as well
as with wood.

SUBCOMlfITTEEONCOVERINGS,DOPES,AND PROTECTIVE
COATINGS

Much of the work on the development of coverings,
dopes, and protective coatings is carried on at the. __
Bureau of Standards and by the mat4riel division of
the Army Air Corps and the Naval Aircraft Factory.

Ga8 ceu faJ%c8.-0ne problem that has been con-
tinued during the year is the development of a stitis-
factory substitute for goldbeater’s skin fabric. A ma-
terial consisting of a mixture of viscose and latex pro-
vided very good resdts in the laboratory, but when
made up into gas cells and placed in the Los Angele8
it did not have sufficient durability to compete with
goldb~ater’s skin fabric. It was believed that the
manufacturing process was responsible. Three other
attempts were made by other manufacturers to pro-
duce a satisfactory viscose-latex fabric and all three
were failures

Another type of fabric consists of rubberized cloth
on which are spread several layers of a glycerin-latex
mixture. Two gas cells have been constructed of this
fabric, one of which has been in the Log Angeb8 for
nine months and the other seven months. These celki
have stood up very well and appear to meet the re-
quirements in all respects. The cost of this type of
fabric is approximately one-half that of the viscose
latex or of goldbeater’s skin, and its diffusion to.helium
is slightly more. It is’ proposed that half of the gas
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cells of the new airship nom being built for the United
States Navy shall be of this fabric.

Protective coatinga fop duralumin and m.agne&nn.—
Exposure tests of coatings for aluminum and mag-
nesium alloys have been continued in cooperation with
the subcommittee on metals. The test specimens have
been exposed at Coco Solo, Canal Zone, at Hampton
Roads, Vs., and at the Bureau of Standards. Physi-
cal tests are made of the specimens after exposure to
determine the change in properties due to corrosi~e
attack. The coatin~= which have given the best pro-
tection are spar wmish pi=aented with ahnninum
powder and carbon black or iron oxide-zinc chromate
in a vehicle of linseed oil.

Zubatitute for silk cloth for parackutea—The ex-
perimental cotton cloths developed in this in-restiga-
tion, together with two commercial ones, were made up
into parachutes and given drop tests by the naval air
station at Lakehurst, N. J. The data obtained from
theee tests clearly iridicate that the cotton-cloth para-
chute cIosely approaches the dk parachute in perform-
ance as to rate of descent, opening time, stren=g, and
ability to function when stored in the packed condition
for 60 days. The cotton cloth, however, increased the
weight of the equipment from 1S to 19 pounds. This
increase in weight is -wellwithin practicable limits.

As cotton parachutes have been in uss for some time
by commercial aviators on account of their lower cost,
the results obtained from this investigation -wiL1be
reassuring to them, while the military services, which
use silk exclusively, are assured of a domestic source
of supply in case of emergency.

The investigation is practically completed and a
report of the entire viork is in preparation. Howe~er,
before the work is concluded another parachute vdl be
fabricated from yarns and cloth, spun and woven in
accordance with the data so far obtained.

During the year Technical Note No. 335, entitled
“The Structure and Properties of Parachute C!loths~
by H. J. hfcNichols and A. F. Hedrick, was published.
This note akio contains a description of a machine for
measuring the elastic propertiw of cloth under flexure
and information as to the effect of the weave on the
tearing n&stance.

SW?y of merchatz’on. of cotton for aeronautical
uea.-The broad purpose of this investigation is the
improvement of domestic cotton textiles for aero-
nautical uses. One of the principal requirements”of
airpIane wing-cover cloth, balloon cloths, parachute
cloth, webbinb~, etc., is maximum strength for a given
weight. The streqgth-weight ratio for cotton yarns
and cloths depends primarily upon the kind of staple,
length of the cotton, the size, twist, and ply of the
yarn, and the mercerization process, Of these, mer-
cerization cspeciaIIy requires investigation because
ordinary commercial mercerization is concerned with
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luster and appearance rather than with increase in
strength-weight ratio. Isolated experiments indicate
that mercerization may result in an increase of 40 or
50 per cent in the strength-weight ratio, but the optim-
um conditions for obtaining the maximum increase ‘“
are not known. It is the object of this investigation to
make a systematic study of mercerization from the
point of view of domestic cotton aeronautical textiles.

It is believed that significant progress in the devel-
opment of aeronautical textiles in the United States
will result from an increase “in the strength-might
ratio of cotton cloths, and it is probable that such an
increase can be obtained through a study of the mer-
cerization process.

In the study of the mercerization process there ap-
pear to be four factors which affect the properties
of the yarn. These are the tension of the yarn during
mercerization, the strength of the alkali used, the
temperature maintained during the pro-Q, and the
time.

An apparatus has been designed and is now being
built in which a skein of yarn maybe placed and these
factors definitely established and studied.

SUBC035iITTEE ON AIRCSAFT S’lTIUCTUItES

Practically all the in-instigations under the coagui-
zance of this subcommittee are conducted at the J3u-
reau of Standards. These investigations are under-
taken at the request of the Aeronautics Branch of
the Department of Commerce, the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the Navy Department, the mati%iel division
of the hmy Air Corps, or the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautic. Some of the more im-
portant investigations in progrees or completed during
the past year are outlined below.

fltrength of welded joints in tubular members &
The results of the first series of tests madeaz%raft.—

for the Aeronauti~ Branch of the Department of
Commerce on some 165 -welded joints have been pub-
IiShed by the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics as Technical Report No. 348. Work has been
started on a second program sponsored by the Na-
tional Advisury Committee for Aeronautics in which
(1) aeveraI new types of joints developed from in-
formation obtained from the &at series will be tested,
and (2) an investigation of the conditions which pro-
duce high residual stresses and cracking in welded
members will be made.

&nong the joints which will be tested (part 1) are:
Type of lattice joint reinforced by an inserted gusset
cut away between the tubes, which it is belie-redshould
give lower residual stresses than the previous type;
a lattice joint hav@ more intersecting tubes than the
types previously tested; and T and lattice joints loaded
in such a vvay as to cam bending stressesin the tubes
at the weId.
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The previous investigation showed that the stragth

of a lattice joint could be increased about 20 per cent
by welding a gusset plate into the joint. It is believed
that greater strength will be obtained if the residual
stresses are negligible in the specimen. In order to
study the conditions producing such stresses (part 2)
an attempt wiIl be made to determine at least approxi-
mately the stresses produced in gusset plates and to
measure the disp~acementsof the members of several
typical joints resulting from the welding operation.

Fomn factor8 for .kbing of duralwnin and” steel
under com..binfxlcohnn and beam load8.-The tubing
used in the original program covered a some-whatlim-
ited range of wall thicknessesand of outside diameters.
The resdts of the experiments on thesetubes were used
in the preparation of a series of design charts (Tech-
nical NToteNo. 807 of the National Advisory (%m-
mittee for Aeronautics). From these charts the
strength of duralumin and of chromium-molybdenum
steel tubes under various combinations of. axial com-
pression and transverse loads may be obtained. These
apply to materials which comply with Army-Navy
Specification No. AN-9092 (1929 issue) for duralwnin
and Army Air fkrvice Specification No. 10231-B, June
21,1926, for chromium-molybdenum steel. During the
past year the program was considerably extended to
include tubas of both durahunin and chromium-
molybdenum steel having ou@de diameters of 1 inch,
1Yz inch, and 2 inches and having ratios of ou~ide
diameter to wall thickness ranging from about 15 to 60.

All the experimental work on the .durahunin tubes
has been completed. The experimental work on the
chromium-molybdenum steel tubes will in all proba-
bility be completed by the end of this calendar year.
Charts similar tu those in Technical Note No. 807 will
be drawn for all of the tubes.

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that this
method of presenting the results can be used satis-
factorily for the other tubes which are being tested.

The maximum rtitio of the outside diameter to the
wall thickness of tubes which can be obtained commer-
cially at present is about 60. There is little doubt that
with improvements in the methods of manufacture
tubes having a greater ratio of diameter to wall thick-
ness will be commercially available. The advantages
of using tubes having a high value of this ratio make it
extremely desirable to have accurate information on
the strength of such tubes.

The study of the relationship between the tensile
properties and modulus of rupture of duralumin and
chromium-molybdenum tubing has been continued as
much as possible without interfering with the remain-
der of the program but no definite rasults have km
obtained.

As the relations are not simple, no satisfactory ,
answer can be expected without considerably more
research,

Air8hip girder8 and a&8hip stru.ok’a~ me?nber8.—
The method of obtaining the minimum cross-sectional
areas of girders of nonuniform cross section has been
developed until it can be considered a routine pro-
cedure.

A girder of this type 5 meters long and several lat-
ticed girders (Log Angeles type) have been tested in
compression.

Terminal loops as used in the bracing wires of the
U. S. S. Los Angeka were teded to determine their
behatior under varying load. If the wire was not
preformed it was found that relatively low tensile
loads caused high flexural stressesin the Imps. These
tests have been extended to inolude the investigation
of preformed loops having small radii which were
developed by the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation.
These tests are in progress.

h connection with the ammal survey to deter~n~”
the condition of the U. S. S, Log An.gele8, about 230
samples of channel and lattice material were tested.
Although the tests indicated a SIOWprogr~ in the
corrosion since the previous sampling, no sample was
found in which the corrosion had progressed enough
to reduce the strength of the girders below the cle-
signed values. .——

End @ati.on of 8trut8.-Compressiori members in ...–
aircraft are usually not “ pin-ended)” nor are they
comp]eteIy u &edOJ) A condition between these cOm- - ..

monly prevails; the end actuaHy rotates under load .
and is acted on by a restraining couple which is pro-
portional to the amount of this rotation. At the re-
quest Qf the Bureau of Aeronautics, the Bureau of
Standards is attempting a quantitative evaluation of
the strength afl?ordedby various degrees of fixation.

The technique of testing has reached a satisfactory
stage of development. The partial fixation of the __ ..__
ends is simulated in a testing machine by casting
Wood’s metal around the ends of the test specimen set
in steeI cups. The cup at each end fits securely into
a test fixture which is seated on a knife edge, and as a
compressive load is applied the fixture rotates about
the knife edge. The amount of this rotation is con-
trolled by means of two helical springs which act
against arms extending from the fixture at right
angkw to the knife edge. By varying the number of
active coils in the springs the degree of end restraint
can be controlled. .

A complete series of cl~rotium-molybdell~ll~ltubes,
1~2 inches in diameter and 0.058 inch thick, has been
tested with free ends, and also another series of simi-
lar tubes with a restraint of 132,000 pounds-inch per
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radian of rotation of the fixture at each end -was
tested. The slenderness ratios varied from about ~
to 150. Each specimen was tested in duplicate, and
the results were found to agree satisfactorily,

Apparatus is being prepared for another series of
tests with tubes of the same kind and size as thoaa
already tested but with greater end restraint.

Technique of testing fiat plates under nornud pT&-
tnme.-The large-sized apparatus for this investigation
was completed during the past year and teated on
sample plates covering the extreme sizes.

This apparatus can be used for testing specimens
from 2% inches square up to 80 by 90 inches.

In consultation with the Bureau of Aeronautics, a
program of tests on unsupported flat plates of 17-ST
durahnnin in the sizes used in seaphne construction
has been prepared. The tests will be started as soon
as the material is received.

Upon completion of the tests on unsupported plates
it is planned to test plates reinforced by ribs and
other stiffeners.

Inelaetk behavicw of durah.mzk and alloy ideek in
ten8ion and compreeeion.-Because of testing iiifli-

culties, practically alI materials are bought on the
basssof their properties as determined by tensile tests.
The fact that 10VVcompressive strengths have some-
times been obhined for cold-worked tubing purchased
under specifications which gave requirements for the
tensile properties only, makes it d=irable to determine
the relation between the tensile and compressi~e prop-
erties of tubing of different materiaLs.

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Navy Department and the National ~d~ry Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, compressive and tensile t=ts
are being made on tubes and on typical sections used
for the chord members of airship girders. Compres-
sive and tensile tests of specimens cut from flat sheets
will ako be made.

For these teats l-inch Tuckerman opticaI strain
gages are being deai=~ed so that specimens l% inches
long can be used for the compressive teas.

Torsional 8trength of tubing.—The data available
to the aircraft designer on the torsional strength of
thin-wailed tubes are not suiliciently complete for de-
sign purposes. Such tubes are used for the axea of
rotation of control surfaces of airplanes and are sub-
jected under some conditions to high torsional stresses.

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, approved by the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, an investigation of the tor-
sional strength of thin-walled tubing has been under-
taken. Both duralumin and chromium-molybdenum
steeI tubes are included in the program. The former
have both circular and noncircular cross sections
(“built-up” sections), and the Iatter have only circu-
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lar sections. These are the materiaLs and sections
which are most widely used at the present time in
aircraft construction.

The torsional properties of the tubes, proportional
I.imit or yield point, and ultimate strength in torsion
will be determined for a number of tubes having out-
side diameters from three-fourths to 2 inches and wall
thicknesses from 0.03 to 0.12 inch.

The experimental work on the fit series of tests
is in progress. Apparatus and methods of testing
have been -worked out which so far as can be judged
at this time will give satisfactory results. The teats
of about 20 chromium-molybdenum steel tubes have
been completed.

The way in which the specimens fafi will be care-
fully studied in an attempt to determine that wall
thiclm~ for each diameter and material, below which
the tube fails by collapse due to critical instability and
above which the tube fails by shear.

REPORT OF COM311!M’EEON PROBLE}lS OF AIR
NAVIGATION

ORGANIZATION

In response to the need for the ccwrdination of scien-
tMc research being conducted by a number of different
agencies, both within ~d fithout the Goverment, on
the problems of air navigation, particularly in the
fields of navigation instruments, aerial communica-
tions, and meteorological problems, the National Ad-
visory Committee for Aeronautics in 1928 established
a new standing coriunittee on problems of air naviga-
tion, with members representing the principal agen-
cies concerned with the development of aids to air
navigation.

The committee on problems of air navigation is at
present composed of the following membars:

Hon. William P. McCracken, jr., chairman. - ‘“
Dr. L. J. Brigga, Bureau of Standards.
Lloyd Espenschled, berican Telephone &

Telegraph Co.
Brig. Gen. B. D. Foulois, Unit@ii States Army,

Air Corps, ‘War Department.
Paul Henderson, National Air Transport

(fit.) .
Capt. S. C. Hooper, Thited States Navy, Di-

rector of Naval Communications, Navy De-
partment.

Dr. J. C. Ehmsaker, Goodyear-Zeppelin Corpo-
ration.

George ~. Lewis, National Advisory Commi&
tee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).

(%L Charles A. Lindbergh.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, weather Bureau.
C. bf. Young, tiktant Secretary of Commerce

for Aeronautics.
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FUNCTIONS

The functions of the committee on problems of air
navigation are as follows:

1. To determine the problems in the field of air navi-
gation that are most impmtant for investigation by
governmental and private agencies.

2, To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the re-
search -workinvolved in the investigation of approved
problems.

3. To act as a medium for the interchange of infor-
m~tion regarding investigations and developments in
air navigation, in p~~gre~ o~_proposed,

4. To meet from tune to time on call of the chair-
man and report its actions and recommendations’ to
the executive committee.

In order to cover ell+tiveliy the hinge and varied
field of research and development on problems of air
navigation, subcommitteeson problems of communica-
tion, on instruments, and on meteorological problems
have been organized under the committee on probIems
of air navigation.

SUBCOMMITTEE0~-PEOBLEM9OFCOmmCATION

The membership of the subcommittee on problems of
communication is as follows:

L1oyd Espenschied, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., chairman.

Dr. J, C. Hunsaker, Goodyear-Zeppelin Cor-
poration, vice chairman.

C. H, Helms, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, secretary.

Maj. William R, B1air, United States Army,
Sigrnd Corps, War Department.

Dr. J, H. Dellinger, Bureau of St~dards.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
W. G. Logue, Radiomarine Corporation of

fbnerica.
J. L. McQuarrie, International Telephone &“

Telegraph C%.
.

Lieut. Commaider Joseph R. Redman, United
States Navy, Office of the Director of Naval
Communications, Navy Department.

“Eugene Sibley, Aeronautics Branch, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

The work of the subcommittee during the past year
centered on the cliscussion of the important problems
of radio communication which have a direct bearing on
the navigation of aircraft with a view to determining
what fundamental research is desirable to further
progress along these lines.

The United Statw is rapidly ~blishing a compre-
hensive system of airways imvohing operation over
both land and water, The safety of the navigation of
aircraft over these airways is greatly dependent upon

the use of radio systems. Radio directional and com-
munication systems are being provided extensively not
ordy in the commercial field but by the military
services of the Government as well.

The United States, in common with other countries, ‘
is therefore in the position of building up n large
system of air transport, dependent to a considerable -.
extent upon radio, without there bei~m available a
quantitative knowledge of the radio-transmitting me-
dium between ground and aircraft upon which to base
the design of the necessary communication systems. ::
The transmission conditions may be expected to vary
between day and night, different seasons of the year,
and between diffe~~nt air routes. “If no” stucly were
made of thesa conditions, a certain amount of general
knowledge -would be obtuined in the course of events
as a result of experience, but this knowledge would be
quite inadequate as a basis on which to design reliable
radio-communication systems.

These radio developments have had to go forward
in advance of definite kno-ivled=nas to the c]laractw-
istics of the radio-transmitting medium between
~vound and airplane m to what frequencies are best
for a given type of service and as to the range and
reliability of the various frequencies. The relatively
low-frequency waves employed by the beacons are
reasonnbly reliable for moderate distances, but the
range cd these waves to aircra’ft for reliable reception
and also in respect to interference with distant bea-
cons is not very definitely determined, The higher
frequencies (short waves) used for 2--ivay commu-
nication are erratic and therefore less reliable, and
relatively little quantitative data on their character-
istics in respect to aircraft use are avail~ble.

Recognizing the need of fundamental data on the :.
characteristics of ~e transmission medium over the
airways of the country, the National. Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, on recommendation of the sub-
comfiittee on problems of communication, has invited
attention to the need for a quantitative survey of radio
transmission to and from aircraft. The proposrd has
received the endorsement of the Secretaries of War,
h’avy, and Commerce. Under their cognizrmce this
survey is to be planned and directed, and viill be prose-
cuted by the Aeronautics Branch of the Dtparfment of ‘--
Commerce in connection with current investigations of
radio-communication methods to develop air-naviga-
tion facilities.

SUBCOMMITTEEONmST~UMENTS

The subcommittee on instruments is qt present OR
ganized as follows:

Dr. IL, J. ‘Briggp, Bureau of_ Standards, chair-
man.

lila.rshall S, Boggs, Aeronautics Branch, De-
partment of Commerce.
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Dr. TV.G. Brombacher, Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Samuel 13urka,Dayton, Ohio.
C. H. Colvin, Society of Automotive Engineers.
Lieut. A. F. Hegenberger7 United States Army,

Mat6rie1 Division, Air Corps, Wright Field.
Dr. A. W. Hull, General Electric Co.
Carl W. Keuffel, KeuffeI & Easer.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committ-

ee for Aeronautics (ex oficio member).
Lieut. T. C. Lonnquest, United Stat= Navy,

Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy-Department.
H. J. E. Reid, National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics.

A number of the instigations in connection with
the de-relopment of instruments for air navigation me
conducted by the Bureau of Shmdards in cooperation
with the Bureau of Aeronautics of the h’avy, the Army
Air Corps, and the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. These investigations have been carried
out under the cognizance of the committee on aerody-
namics and are outlined in the report of that commit-
tee. Among the in-vestigationsunder way during the
past year are the determination of the temperature co-
etlicientof the elastic moduli of diaphragm and spring
rnateriaLsfor aircraft instruments; study of the tilc-
tion of pivots in bearings; survey of the present status
of the measurement of speed on aircraft; and inve.st.i-
gation of damping liquids for aircraft instruments.

Report on pre~ent 8tatu8 of aircraft in8trument8.—
In accordance with request of the committee on prob-
hns of air navigation, the subcommittee on instru-
ments has been engaged in a general survey of the Eeld
of air navigation instruments,and has pkeparecla sum-
maqy of the present stxttus of aircraft instrument de-
velopment. This summary will be published as Tech-
nicul Report No. 371 of the h’ationaI Adviswry Com-
mittee. It was believed inadvisable to limit the scope
of this report to a consideration of the class of in-
struments ordinarily called air-navigation instruments,
because the safe operation of an aircraft may depend
as melr upon the satisfactory performance of other
aircraft instruments. The scope of the report -wasac-
cordingly enlarged to inchrde aircraft instruments in
general. The report contains sections on speed, alti-
tude, navigation, power plantl oxygen, and fog-flying
instruments~and summarizes the instrument problems
existing at the present time. The most important of
these problems are those relating to navigation in fog
and to landing during fog and other conditions of poor

. visibility, the satisfactory solution of which will prob-
ably depend largely on the use and development of
radio equipment and special instruments.
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON 3MTEOEOLOGKAL PFtOBLBMS

The membership of the subcommittee on meteoro-
logical problems is as follows:

Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Weather Bureau,
chairman.

Thomas H. Chapman, Aeronautics Branch, De-
partment of Commerce.

W. R. Greggl Weather Bureau.
Dr. W. J. Humphreys, Weather Bureau.
Dr. J. C. Hnnsaker, Goodyear-ZeppeIin Cor-

poration.
George TV. Lewis, National Advisory Commit-

tee for Aeronautics (es otticio member).
Lieut. F. W. Reichelderfer, United States Navy,

na-ral air station, Lakehurst.
Dr. C. G. Roasby, Massachusetts Institute of

Technolo~.
Capt. Bertram J. Sherry, United States Army,

Siggal Corps, War Department.

The principal agency engaged in the study of
meteorological problems as related to air navigation is
the Weather Bureau. Hovre~er, practically emry or-
ganization concerned with the operation of aircraft is
interested in problems of this nature, and studies along
this line ha~e been conducted by the Signal Corps and
Air Corps of the Army and the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the bra-r-yin connection with the operation of air-
craft.

The chief problems which ha~e received considera-
tion by the subcommittee on meteorological problems
during the past year are the structure of the atmos-
phere, particularly -wind gustiness; fog and fog dis-
persal; and ice formation on aircraft in flight.

~ethds for rnecz?zm?mentof az”rgIMt8.-A study has
been made at the Weather Bureau of methods for the
measurement of fluctuations of wind vebcity. As a
result of this study the conclusion has been reached
that the cup anemometer is best suited for this pur-
pose, surpass@ all other velocity-measuring apparatus
in simplicity, aturdines, durability, stability of cali-
bration constants, absence of material friction, instant
response to winds from any azimuth, and facility with
which indications can be transmitted any reasonable
distance.

In order to realize to the full the advantages of the
cup anemometer, adequate means of registration are
required. After a study of the entire problem and
examination of numerous possible methods of re@s-
tration, the Friez cup anemometer, which is of the
electro-ma=~etic type, was adopted;in conjunction with
an Esterline-b=~s galmmometer for registration pnr-
poses. Records are mnde on a moving band of paper>
yielding curved lines for the time scale. In order to
secure accelerations from these record sheets, a special
celhdoid scale was devised, on which numerous curved
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lines represent a scale of increasing accelerations by
suitable units, This scale when placed over the record
sheet permits the evaluation in a highly satisfactory
manner of the accelerations at various points on the
record.

With this measuring apparatus steady accelera-
tions-that is>definite uniform surges of increase or
decrease of velocity-in excess of 40 miles per hour
per second have been measured. This rate of change,
if continuing for two ~onds, would represent an
increase in wind velocity of 80 miles per hour. In.
addition to these steady accelerations, irregular in-
creases or decreasss.of velocity were measured, these
always taking place at relatively slower rates, but nev-
ertheless covering a considerable change of velocity.

The practical application of this apparatus to the
needs of aviation depends to a great extent on the par-
ticular purpose for which the information is desired.

&udi.e8 of wind gu&ine88~nd temperature inver-
s@n8 at ihzkehW8t.-The serological office at the naval
air station, Lakehurst, N. J., has carried on the study
of abrupt wind shifk, wind gustiness, and temperature
inversions as they relate to airship operation. Nfost
of the records of. gustiness and wind shifts have been
obtained by Dines anemobiagraphs fitted with fast-
motion record drums, Two other types of wind-
velocity recorders are now in use for this purpose-
one, the selsyn bridled anemometer type, the other the
whirling-cup generator type which records on a sensi-
tive recording voltmeter. Two of the Dines instru-
ments are mounted on a base line for study of space
charactwistics of gusts. Severe fluctuations in wind
of short duration are frequent, but sustained fluctua-
tions of duration su%icienth affect an airship have
been infrequent during the past year. Collection of
records is being continued and plans have been made
to increase the number of installations so as to obtain
further information on the space characteristics of
gusts and wind shifts

The temperature inversion studies were conducted
by means of thermographs mounted on a lt%-foot mast.
The study has not been compIeted, In the near future a
new type of temperature recorder vvill be installed for
collection of further data. R.&sultscompiled to date
have yielded some interesting information pertaining
to airship operation..

Fog and fog di~perm-L-At a meeting of the sub-
committee on meteorological problems held on June

26, 1930, there was discussion of the problem of fog
dispersal. It appears from experiments thus far con-
ducted that there is very little promise for the devel-
opment of a commercial method of CIearingaway fog,
although it is possible to clear away enough for certain
military exigencies in cases where the question of cost
is not of primary importance. The three principal
methods of fog dispersal to which consideration has
been given are: First, to sprinkle a quantity of l~ygro-
scopic material through the fog; second, to have a
number of airplanes scatter electrified sand or other
electrified particlw through the fog; and third, to
heat the air sufficientlyto cause evaporation of the fog, -

In ixmnection with the problem of fog dispersal,
there was discussion as to the desirability of conduct-
ing a theoretical study to determine whether the elec-
trification of particka of water would lead to their
coalescence.

The subcommittee has been in touch with the work
of the Guggenheim Fund on the development of-
methods of safe flying through fog by means of in-

.

struments, and with the experiments conducted by the
Army Air Corps on the use of electrified sand fur
fog dispersal.

Ice .fownation on aircraft .—An investigation of ice
formation on airpIanes in operation has been con-
ducted by the ‘iVeather Bureau during the past two
winters in cooperation with National Air Transport
(Inc.)-.” The purpose of the investigation was to de: _
termine the various conditions under which ice forms, ~._ _,_
with a view to the formulation of rules or guiding
principles for the ef%ient forecasting of ice-forming
conditions before they occur. The plan included thu
placing of recording aerographs on airplanes of nir-
mail companies in regular flight. The information
obtained confirmed in general the results of the study
made&me time ago by the LangIey Memorial Aero-
nautical Laboratory, indicating that the temperatures
most favorable for the formation of ice are between
0° and –2° or – 3° C., and that though ice does form
in ‘lower temperatures it is simply rime and is nob
heavy enough to be dangerous.

The subcommittee has kept itself informed of the
work of Dr. W. C. Geer on the development of ~ rub-
ber “ overshoe” for the prevention of ice formation,
and of the investigations conducted in the 6-inch re-
frigerated wind tunnel at the Langley Memorial Aero-
nautical Laboratory.



TECHNICAL

PART l-v

PUBLICATIONS OF THE COIUJII~EE

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has issued technical publications during the past year
covering a wide rana~ of subjects. There are four
series of publications, namely, Technical Reports,
Technical Notes, Technical Memorandums, and Air-
craft Circulars.

The Technical Reports present the results of funda-
mental research in aeronautics carried on in different
laboratories in this country, including the LangIey
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, the aerodpamical
laboratory at the Washington Navy Yard, the Bureau
of Standards, the Weather Bureau, Stanford Uni-
-rersity,and the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology.
In all cases the reports were recommended for pub-
lication by the technical subcommittees hawing cogni-
zance of the in~estigations. During the past Fear 28
Technical Reports were submitted for publication

Technical Not= present the results of short research
investigations and the results of studies of specfic
detail problkms which form parts of long investiga-
tions. The committee has issued during the past year,
in mimeographed form, 80 Technical Notes.

Technical Memorandums contain translations and
reproductions of important foreign aeronautical arti-
cles of a miscellaneous character. A total of 52 Tech-
nical Memorandums was issued during the past year.

Aircraft Circulars contain translations or reproduc-
tions of articles descriptive of new types of foreian
aircraft. During the past year 25 Aircraft Circulars
vrere issued.

Summaries of tie 28 Technical Reports and lists of
the Technical Notes, Technical Memorandums, and
Aircraft Circulars follow:

SUMMARIESOF TECHNICALREPORTS

The First Annual Report of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics for the iiscal year 1915 con-
tained Technical Reports h’os. 1 to 7; the second an-
nual report, hTos.8 to 12; the third annual report, hTos.
13 to 23; the fourth annual report, Nos. 24 to 50; the
fifth annual report, h’os. 51 to 82; the sixth annual
report! Nos. 83 to 110; the seventh annual report, Nos.
111 to 132; the eighth annual report, Nos. 133 to 158;
the ninth annual report, Nos. 159 to 185; the tenth
amual report, Nos. 186 to 209; the eleventh annual
report, Nos. 210 to 232; the’ twelfth annual report,

Nos. 233 to 256; the thirteenth annual report, Nos.
257 to 282; the fourteenth annual report, 7SOS.2S3 tO
308; the fifteenth annual report, NOS 309 to 336; and
since the preparation of the fifteenth annual mp~rt ,
for the year 1929 the cofittee has authorized the
publication of the folIowing Technical Reports Nos.
937to 364:

Report iVo. 9$7, entitled “ The Gaseous Explosive Re-
action at Constant Pressur~The Reaction Order
and Reaction Rate: by F. W. Sterens, Bureau of
Standards.
This investigation was carri@ out at the Bureau

of Standards at the request of and with the tlnancial
assistance of the N’ational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.

1. In the case of the gaseous explosive reaction at
constant pressure the data given in this report show
that the statistical expresion, I’= [F]nl [03]nz, de-
ri~ed from the order of the stoichiometric equation
written for complete combustion of a fuel, is propor-
tional to the spatial rate at which an equilibrium is
established in the gaseous explosive system, and that
this reIation is found to hold for high reaction orders
where very complex hydrocarbon fuels are involved
in the transformation.

2. The above relation, since it is based solely upon
the initial and fmal condition of the transformation, is
independent of the microprocesses, whatever these may
be, resdting in the fiaI union of the initial acti-re
components in the proportions required by the re-
action constant K for the temperature and pressure
at which the reaction takes place.

3, The data also provide interesting confirmation of
the assumption that high-order reaction processes con-
sistof many simultaneous simp~erones, each running
its course within the reaction zone “ according !O its
own order and mechanism independently of any other
reactions occurriig at the same time?’ The proba-
bility of the correctness of this asumption is chiefly
ahovm by the fact that the equivalent reaction order
of a composite fuel may be determined from the reac-
tion orders of its components and, further, that the
velocity constant, kF of the fuel may abo be deter-
mined from the velocity constants of those components.

4. The data given in this report all cover the “ ex-
plosive limits” of the fuels investigated. Incidental
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to the purpose of the investigation reported the
‘rexplosive limits “ will be found to be expressed for
the condition of constant pressure in the fundamental
terms of concentrations (partial pressures) of fuel and
oxygen. ~t may be seen from the results givem that a
fundamental relation clearly exists betvwen explosive
range and the magnitude of [F]~~t of the fuel.

Report ?Jo. 3S8, entitled “ The Effect of Reduction
Gearing on Propeller-Bocly Interference as Shown
by Full-Scale Wind-Tunnel Tests,” by Fred E.
Weick, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics,
Full-scale tests have been made in the propeller re-

search tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics on a 10-foot 5-inch propeller on a gearei!
J-5 engine and also on a similar 8-foot Ii-inch pro-
peller on a &irect-i&ive J-5 engine. Each propeller
was tested at two different pitch settings and with a
large and a small fuselage. The investigation was
made in such a manner that the propeller-body iriter-
ference factors were isolated, and it was found that,
considering this interference only, the geared pro-
pellers had an appreciable advantage in propulsive
etEciency,partially due to the larger diameter of the
propellers with respect to the bodies and partially
because the geared propellers were Iocated f@her
ahead of the engines and bodies.

Report ZVo.3%9, entitled “ Full Scale Wind Tunnel
Tests with a Series of Propellers of Different Di~m-
eters on a SingIe Fuselage,” by Fred E. Welck,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Aerodynamic tests were made with four geometri-

cally similar metal propellers of different diameters,
on a Wright Whirlwind J-5 engine k an open-cockpit
fuselage. The tests were made in the 20-foot propeller
research tunnel of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. The results show little difference in
the characteristics of the various propellem, the only
one of any importance being an increase of efficiency
of the order of 1 per cent for a 5 per cent increase of
iiiarneter,within the range of the tests.

Report lVo. 3,@, entitled ‘tFull Scale Wind Tuhnel
Tests on Several lfetal Propellers Having Different
Blade Forms:’ by Fred E, Weiclq National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
This report --giv~ the full-scale aerodynamic char-

acteristics of five different aluminum-alloy propellers
having four different bIade forms. They were tested
on an open-cockpit fuse]age with a radial air-cooled
engine having conventional cowling, in the 20-foot
propeller research tunnel of. the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautic, at Langley Field, Va,
The results show that (1) the differences in propulsive
efficiency due to the differences in blade form were
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small; (2) the form with the thinnest airfoil sections
had the highest efficiency; (3) it is advantageous as
regards propulsive eficjency for a propeller operfiting
in front of a body, such as a radial engine, to”have its
pitch reduced toward the hub.

Report ??o. 941, entitled 6’The Design and Develop-
ment of an Automatic Injection Valve with an An-.
nular Orifice of Varying Area,” by William l?.
Joichim, Chester W. Hike, and Hampton H. I’os-
ter, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic%

The injection valve described in this report was dc-
s;gned and developed at the Langley Memorial Aero- ..:.
nautical Laboratory of the National Advisory Comm-
ittee for Aeronautics. in connection -with a general
research on aircraft oil engines. The purpose of this -.
investigation was to provide” an automatic injection
valve of simplg construction which would produce
a finely atomized oil spray of broad cone angle and
would fulfill the requirements of fuel injection in air-
craft oil engines. The injection valve designed has
only six parts-that is, 2 concentric nozzle tubes flared
at one end, 2 body parts, and 2 nuts. The nozzle tubes
are provided with seats at the flared ends to form an
annular orifice which automatically varies in area
-with the injection pressure. Adjustment of the nuts
determines the valve-opening pressure. The fuel
passage.to the orifice is provided by the clearance space
between the nozzIe tubes. When sufficientoil pressure
is developed by the fuel pump, the flared encls of the
,nozzle tubes move apart slightly and the oil passes
through the annular orifice, producing a broad conical -_
spray. The nozzle tubes are so constructed as to cause
the cylinder gases to heat them approximd.ely 500° F,,
which preheats tl.e oil and tends to reduce the ignition
lag.

The results of tests mnde with the N, A. C. A. sprny
photography equipment on this injection valve indi-
cate tlw effect of swreralfactors on spray penetration.
For a duration of injection 0.003 seconcl, and a valve-
opening pressure of 2,500 pounds per squnre inch, a
chan~e, of injection pressure from 6,000 to 10,000
pounds per square inch increased the penetration 25
per cent. For a constant speed and fuel quantity per
cycle a chnnge of valve-opening preesure from 2,003 to””-
5,000pounds per square inch, which cnused a corre-
sponding change in maximum injection”pressure from
6,700 to 10,500 pounds per square inch, incremed tho ‘-
penetration 5 per cent. A change of spray-chnmber
air density corresponding to a change of compression
ratio from 11.2 to 15.3 decreased the spray penetration
8 per cent. Curves are presented showing these effects
together with the effe@ of engine-operating tempera-
ture on the valve-opening pressur~

Analysis and engine tests indicnte that the fuel
spray from this type of injection valve has character-
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:istics which reduce the time lag of autoiaaition and
yromote efficientcombustion in high-speed oil en=gine.%

Report No. &U?, entitled “Effect of Turbulence in
Wind Tunnel Measurements,” by H. L. Dryden and
A. hL Kuethe, Bureau of Standards.
This investigation -wascarried out at the Bureau of

.Standards at the request of and with the fi.nancird
~sfitan~ of the Kational Advisory Ckumn.itteefor
Aeronautics, The paper gives some quantitative meas-
urements of -wind-tunnel turbulence and its effect on
the air resistance of spheres and airship models, these
-measurementshaving been made possible by the hot-
wire anemometer and related apparatus developed at
the Bureau of Standards. The apparatus in its origi-
nal form was described in Technical Report Are. 3!?0
and some modifications are presented in an appendix
to the present paper.

One important resdt of the present work is a curve
by means of which measurements of the air resistance
of spheres cm be interpreted to give the turbulence
quantitatively. Another is the ddnite proof that the
discrepancies in the results on the N. P. L. standard
airship models are due mainly to differences in the
~urbulence of the wind tunnels in which the tests were
made.

h attempt is made to interpret- the obser~ed re-
sults in terms of the bowndary-layer theory, and for
this purpose a brief account is given of the physical
bases of this theory and of conceptions that have been
obtained by analo=~ with the laws of flow in pipes.

Report No. 3.#?,entitled” Effect of Variation of Chord
and Span of Ailerons on Rolling and Yawing Mo-
ments at Several bgles of l?itch~ by R. H. HeaId,
D. H. Strother, and B. H. Monisl, Bureau of
Standards.
This report presents the resuIts of an extension to

higher angles of attack of the investigation described
in Technical Report h’o. 298, of the rolling and yawing
moments due to ailerons of ~arious chords and spans
on two airfoils having the Clark Y and U. S. A. 27
-wing sections.

The measurements were made at various angles of
~~itch but at zero angle of roll and yaw, the wing
chord being set at ariangle of + 4° to the fuselage axis.
In the case of the Clark Y airfoil the measurements
have been extended to a pitch angle of 40°, using
ailerons of span equal to 67 per cent of the wing semi-
span and chord equal to 20 and 30 per cent of the wing
chord. It is planned Iater to extend the investigation
to hinge moments of the ailerons for the conditions
co~ered in the rolling and yawiqq moment tests.

The work was conducted in the 10-foot wind tunnel
of the Bureau of Standards on mu models of 60-inch

~Pan and lo-inch chord”

Report No. 3U, entitled ‘The Design of Plywood
Webs for Airplane Wing Beams/’ by George W.
Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory.
This report of the Forest Products Laboratory deaIs

with the desia~ of plyvmod webs for wooden box
beams to obtain maximum strength per unit weight.
A method of arriving at the most efficientand economi-
cal web thickness, and hence the most suitable tit
shear stress, is presented, and working stressesin shear
for various types of webs and speci~ of plywood are
gi-ren. The questions of diaphragm spacing and re-
quired glue area between the viebs and the flange are
also discussed.

l--eport No. S@, entitled UThe Design of Airplane
Wing Ribs:’ by J. A. Nen-lin and George W. Trayer,
Ford Products Laboratory.
The purpose of the investigation described in this

report was to pbtain information for use in the desi=m
of truss and plywood form=, particularly with refer-
ence to wing ribs. Tests were made on many designs
of wing ribs, comparing different types in various
sizes. Many tests were also made on parallel-chord
specimens of truss and ply-wood forms in place of the
actual ribs and on’ parts of wing ribsj such as truss
d~agonalsand sections of cap strips.

It was found that for ribs of any size or proportions,
when they were desi=med to obtain a -weII-balanced
construction and were carefdly manufactured, dis-
tinct types are of various efficiencies; the efficiency is
based on the strenggh per unit of weight. With ideal
construction the truss comes first; second, a lightened
and reinforced plywood type; third, a fuII plywood
web type with stifkners; fourth, a plywood web with
lightening holes and no reinforcing; and fifth, a full
-iveb with no stiffeners. If a type falIs out of this
order, the probable reason is either that it is poorly
designed or that it was desiamed with some special
consideration for manufacturing details and is, there-
fore, not so strong for its weight as it can be made.

Each type has its place in airplane desia- because
manufacture@ difficulties set up practical Iimits for
the various types. For example, shallow trusses can
not be manufactured and assembledwithout ~greatdiffi-
culty. Neither can a reinforced plywood truss be sub-
stituted for a full plywood type when to obtain
maximum efficiency an extively thin plywood must
be used.

In alI types of ribs the heavier are the stronger per
unit of weight. Reductions in the weight of wing ribs
are accompanied even in dicient designs by a much
greater proportional reduction in strength.

Obtaining maximum efficiency in truss designs wouId
require all diagonals to be of cruciform cross section
and all members to be proportioned according to their
individual stresses.
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Members with thin, outstanding flanges and with
little torsional rigidity, especially U sections, fail by
twisting, at times carrying ogly 50 per cent of the cal-
culated compression Ioad. Slight modifications in
cross section without change in area increase the tor-
sional rigidity diciently to overcome this twi~ng.

In resistanceto both end loads and bending, U and T
sections built up of wood and plywood in combination
are inefficient as compared with sections having the
grain of the wood aI1parallel to the axis of the piece.

Compression diagomds are more suitable in the
panels adjacent to the spars than tension diagonals,
since tension diagonals have been found more difficult
to hold at the joint than compression diagonals.

Bending stressesin plywood typea can be calculated
with a fair degree of accuracy provided that the”ply-
-wood is of sdicient. thickn~ or is so braced as to
prevent buckling and the rib is so braced as to pre-
vent bending of the caps out of the plane of the rib.
Form factor must be taken into account, and in calcu-
lating the moment of inertia only that part of the ply-
wood having grain parallel to–the axis of the rib
should be irduded,

No tests were made from -whichthe required vertical
rigidity of the webs can be determined absolutely, but
approximately it may be said that any unit of length,
including ‘itsproportional part of the stiffeners, should
be able to carry, as i pin-end column, two-thirds of the
load that will come upon this unit of length when the
rib is loaded to failure.

Plywood webs with a balsa core proved very satis-
factory from a construction standpoint and in full
webs were found to be strong per unit of weight in
comparison with other plywooda. When lightening
holes were added, however, the strength dropped very
rapidly because of the ease with which the face plies
tore the balsa core apart around the holes at the least
tendency to buckle, Even shrinkage and a-rolling
stresses may cause rupture of the balsa core at the
edges of the lightening holes.

In general, vertical- face grain in plywood webs
gives consistently greater strength when a full web is
used, but longitudinal face grain is better when a web
with lightening holes and stiffeners is @cd. ,

Webs of sirgle-ply spruce,in comparison -with~-piy
poplar plywood -webs of the same total thickness,
proved stronger th~. the plywood -when lightening
holes were present and somewhat weaker when no
holes were present.__

Two-piece cap strips in mo~ designs are p~ferable
to single-piece cap strips.

Wide diagonals and web members are subject to
large indeterminate secondary stresses, which often
start faihmea. A simihmconcentration of stressoccurs
around lightening hoIes, causing buckling,

The coefficient of fixity for diagonal members under
compression appears to be about one and one-half in
a plane at right angles to the plane of the rib.

Maximum efficiency appears to be obtained with a
ratio of spar spacing to height of about 6, except for
full plywood types ~thout stiffeners, for which the
ratio appears to be about 11,

Double compression members with a spacer block at
the center vwre found to be about one-half as “strong
as the same members brought tugether and glued
throughout their length when the length is such as to
throw both in the Euler cohunn class.

Small stiffeners glued near the edges of lightening
holes. were found very effective in reducing buckling;
the small resulting percentage of increase in weight ._
will often be accompanied by several times that per-
centage increase in strength, Reinforcing around
lightening holes to avoid buckling shou~d be equally _
satisfactory in-metal construction.

The appendix of this report contains other com-
ments on various designs and a description of charac-
teristic faihms.

Report No. $.@, entitled” Water Pressure Distribution
on a Flying Boat- HuI1,” by l?. L. Thompson, Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

The investigation described in this report was con-
ducted by the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department. This is the third of a series of
investigations of thq water pressureson seaplane floats
and hulls, and completes the present program, It con- ‘“-
sists of determining the water pressures and accelera-
tions on a Curtiss H–16 flying boat during landing and
taxiing maneuvers in smooth and rough water.

The rwults show that the greatest water pressures
occur near the keel at the main step, where the maxi-
mum pressure is approximately 15 pounds per square
inch. From this point maximum pressures decrease
in maemitudetoward the bow and chine, Pressures of-
approximately U pounds per square inch were cx-
periencqd at the keel slightly forward of the middle of
the forebody when taking off in rough water. The
area of the forebody subjected to considerable prw.sure
is roughly a triangle having its base at the step and its ---
apex on the keel at the load water line forward. On
the bottom between steps a maximum pressure of 8
pounds per square inch is nearly uniform. A vertical
acceleration of 4.7 g is the greatest value encountered
in landings and is considerably greater than any other
value recorded, It was found that 3 g is approxi-
mately the maximum to be expected in take-offs in
rough water and that this value was exceeded during
only a few landings. A longitudinal acceleration of
0.9 g was once at$ained in a landing in rough water .-
and 0.7 g is not unusual for take-offs in rough water.
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The masimum lateral accderation attained in cross-
wind hmdings is approximately 0.5 g. The results
show that the landing loads were usually borne by an
area near the main step arid that rough -water may
cause large loads to be applied near the middle of the
forebody.
Repoti No. 347, entitled CA Method of Calculating the

Ultimate Strength of Continuous Beams/’ by J. A.
Newlin and George W. Trayer, Forest Products
Laboratory.
In the design of continuous beams subjected to trans-

verse load only it has been common practice to e.ssti-
mate maximum loads by substituting the numerical
value of the modulus of rupture, as obtained in bend-
ing testis, in the usual equation of three moments.
Further, for combined tial and transverse load~ml
two methods of calculation hme been used. The more
common one is the application of the generalized equa-
tion of three moments, while the other is an extension
of the ordinary equation of three moments to allow
for the moments introduced by the direct tension or
compression load. In the second method the deflection
in the span at the point of maximum moment is cal-
culated? neglect@ the eflect of axial load, and the
product of the axial load and this deflection is added
to the moment determined by the ordinary equation of
three moments.

Both of these methods are used to calculate maxi-
mum loads?although neither is properly applicable be-
yond the elastic limit. The purpose of the study de-
scribed in this report was to investigate conditions
after the elastic limit has been passed. As a result of
the study a method of calculation which is applicable
to maximum-load conditions has been developed. The
method is simpler than the methods now in use and
applies properly to conditions where the present
methods fail to apply.

The experimental work was conducted at the For@
Products Laboratory in cooperation with the Bm%au
of Aeronautics, Navy Department, and the results sub-
mitted to the Xational Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics for publication. Over 300 continuous beams
-weretested under transverse load and under combined
axial and transverse load. Loads obtained in test for
beams of rectangular section -wereas much as 50 per
cent in exeeswof loads calculated by the usual meth-

. ods, with the a~erage about 25 per cent. For I beams
the a-rerage increase was about 40 per cent. Fortu-
nately, the error in the usual calculation is on the side
of safety, but it is too great to be neglected in good
design. .
Report No. S.@, entitled “ Strength of W~ded Joints

in Tubular Members for Aircraft? by H. L. Whitte-
more and W. C. Brueggeman, Bureau of Standards.

This investigation was made by the Bureau of
Standards in cooperation with the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics for the Aeronautics
Branch of the Department of Commerce. The object
of the investigation is to make available to the air-
craft industry authoritati~e information on the
strength, weight, and cost of a number of types of
welded joints. This information will also assist the
Aeronautics Branch in its work of licensing airphm=
by providing data from which the strength of ~ @TWI
joint may be estimated. As very little material on
the strength of aircraft welds has been pubhhed, it is
belie~ed that such tests made by a disinterested gov-
ernmental Laboratory should be of considerable value
to the aircraft industry.

Following the program prepared from information
supplied by manufacturers, 40 joints were welded un-
der procedure specifications and tested to determine
their strength. The weight and time required to
fabricate were aLw measured for each joint.

Report LSO.S@, entitled ‘{A Proof of the Theorem
Regarding the Distribution of LHt Over the Span,
for Xinimum Induced Drag,” by W. F. Durand,
Stanford University.

The proof of the theorem that the elliptical distri-
bution of lift over the span is that which wiIl give rise
to the minimum induced drag has been given in a

variety of ways, generalIy speaking too di5cult to be
readiIy followed by the graduate of the average good
tecluiical school of the present day. In the form of
proof set forth in this report, an effort is made to
b~ the matter more readily within the grasp of this
class of readers. The steps in the proof, briefly out-
lined, are as foIlows:

L Given a basic distribution of Iift acres the span
denoted by (a) with a second supplementary distribu-
tion denoted by (1). Then it is shown that the in-
duced drag of lift (a) in the downwash due to lift (1)
and the induced drag of Iift (1) in the downwash due
to Iift (ti) are equal, and that the total effect of the
smaII distribution (1) .on the induced drag vdl be
measured by twice either of these small quantities.

2. Next two smalI ch~~es are assumed in a basic
distribution (a). Thes are represented by (1) and
(2), and are further aasumed to be equal in amount
and opposite in aIgebraic sign, thus leaving the orig-
inal Iift unchanged in amount, but changed in distri-
bution. Under these conditions it is then shown that
hi order for the distribution (a) to be that for mini-
mum induced drag, the change in induced drag due to
this small change in distribution must be zero.

8. It is neti shown that for any pair of small
changes such as (1) and (2) the only value of the
basic downwash which will meet the condition of step
(2) is downvmsh constant across the span.

4. It is lmown mathematically that the elliptical
distribution across the span is that which gives a con-
stant value of the downwash and hence as a result of
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(1), (2), (3), this must be the distribution which will
give the minimum value of the induced drag.

Report No, $50, entitled “ Working Charts for the
Selection of Aluminum AIIoy Propellers of a Stand-
ard Form to @crate with Various Aircraft En-
gines and Bodies,” by Fred E. Weick, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Working charts are given for the convenient selec-
tion of aluminum alloy propellers of a standard form
to operate in connection with six different engine-
fuselage combinations. The charts hare been pre-
pared from full-scale test data obtained in the 20-foot
propeller research tunnel of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. An example is also given
~ofig the use of the charts.

Repo~t No. 351, entitled ‘t Full Scale Wind Tunnel
Tests of a PropiJler with the Diameter Changed by
Cutting Off the Blade Tips:’ by Donald H. Wood,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Tests were conducted in order to determine how the
characteristics of a propeller are affected by cutting
off the tips. The diameter of a standard 10-foot metal
propeller was changed successively to 9 feet 6 inches,
9 feet O inches, 8 feet 6 inches; and 8 feet O inches.
Each propeller thus formed was tested at four pitch
settings in the propeller-research tunnel of the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics with an
open-cockpit fusela=wand a D-lg engine.

A smaIl loss in propulsive efficiency is indicated.
ExampIw are given showing the application of the
results to practical problems.

Report No. 35g, erititled ‘cLarge-Scale Aerodynamic
Characteristics of Airfoils as Tested in the Variable
Density Wind Tunnel;’ by Eastman N. Jacobs and
Raymond F. Anderson, National Advisory Cam-
mittee for Aeronautics,

In order to give the large-scale characteristics of a
variety of airfoiIs in a form which will be of maximum
value, both for airplane design and for the study of
airfoil characteristk, a colkction has been made. of
the results of airfoil tests made at fuI1-scaIe values of
the Reynolds Number in the variable-density wind
tunnel of the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. They have been corrected for tunnel-wall
interference and are presented not onIy in the conven-
tional form but also in a form which facilitates the
comparison of airfoils and from which corrections
may be easily made to any aspect ratio,

An example showing the method of correcting the
resuIts to a deiired aspect ratio has been given for the
convenience of designers. In addition, the data have
been analyzed -witha view to finding the variation of
the aerodynamic characteristic of airfoils with their
thickness and camber.

Report No. 353, entitled “Airfoil Pressure Distribu-
tion Investigation in the Variable-Density Wipd
Tunnel/’ by Eastman N. Jacobs, John Stack, and
Robert M. Pinkerton, National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

With a view to extending the knowledge of the aero- .=
dynamics of lifting surfaces, the distribution of pres-
sure over one section each of six airfoiIs has been
measured in the variable-density wind tunnel of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The
following airfoils were @stigated: N. A. C. A. 85-J,
N. A, C. A. 84-J, N. A. C, A, 84, N. A. C. A. WI,
CIarkY, and R. A. F. 30.

Preksure-distribution diagrams, as well as the inte-
grated characteristics of the airfoils, are given for
both a high and a low dynamic scale ReynoIds Num-
ber or Vi/h for comparison with flight and other wind- . _
tunnel tests,respectively. It is concIuded that the scale -
effect is very important only at angles of attack near
the burble. The distribution of pressure over an air-
foil having a Joukowski section is compared with the
theoretically derived distribution. A further study
of the distribution of pressure over all of the airfoils
resulted in the development of an approximate method
of predicting the pressure distribution along the chord
of any normal airfoil for all attitudes within the
working range if the distribution at one attitude is
known.

Report No, 364, entitled “Aircraft Woods: Their
Properties, Selection, and Characteristics:’ by L. J.
Nfarkvrardt,Forest Products Laboratory.

Wood has been one of the pioneer materials in air-
craft construction. Its salient qualiti*a high ratio
of strength to wei@t; lightness, affording readily the
size of member required to resist twisting and lateral
buckling; ease of manufticture; facility of repair with-
out specialized equipment and without highly skilled
labor; and adaptability to small-scale production—
have always permitted it to serve usefully. Although
a lack of uniformity in the quality of wood is perhaps
the most important factor now militating against its
continued use in present-day quantity production, the
existing detailed knowledge of the properties and the
causes of variation in them, determined at the Forest
Products Laboratory and submitted to the National
Advisory Committe for Aeronautics for publication,
makes it possible to select aircraft materitd with as-
surance and places design on a reliable basis.

Strength values of various woods for aircraf t design
for a 15 per cent moisture condition of material and
a 3-second duration of stress are preiented, and also a
discussion of the various factors affecting the values.
The toughness-test method of selecting -wood is dis-
cussed, and a table of acceptance values for several
species is given.
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This report presents, further, information on the
properties of various other native species of mood com-
pared with spruce, and discusses the characteristics
of a considerable number of them from the stand-
point of their possible application in aircraft manu-
facture to supplement the wlods that m-e no-iv most
commonly used.

Report No. Mb, entitled “ Comparative FIight Per-
formance with an N. A. C. A. Roots Supercharger
and a Turbocentrifugtd supercharb-~ by Oscar W.
Schey and Alfred W. Young, National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
As there are no-w several types of superchargers in

servi~ information on the comparative performance
obtained with each type of supercharger vvould be of
value in the selection of a supercharger to meet defi-
nite service requirements. As a part of the proagpun
to obtain this information, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics conducted tests, using a
modified DH-43~2 airplane with a turbocentrifugpd
and with a Roots typ supercharger. The rate of
climb and the high speed in level flight of the airplane
were obtained for each supercharger from sea leveI to
the ceiling. The unsupercharged performance with
each supercharger mounted in place was also
determined.

The results of these tests show that the ceiling and
rate of climb obtnined were nearly the same for each
supercharenr, but that the high speed obtained with
the turbocentrifugal was better than that obtained
with the Roots. The high-speed performance at
21,(K)0feet WE 122 ancl 142 milks per hour for the
Roots and turboccntrifuga], respectively.

Report No. /?56, entitled “ Strength of Rectana@ar
Flat Plates Under Edge Compression,” by Louis
Schuman and Goldie Back, Bureau of Standarcls.
Flat rectangular plates of duralumin, stainkss iron,

3fonel metal, and nickel were tested under loads ap-
plied at two opposite edges and acting in the plane of
the plate. The edges parallel to the direction of load-
ing were supported in V grooves. The plates were
till 24 inches long and varied in width from 4 to 24
inches by steps of 4 inches, and in thickness from 0.015
to 0.095 inch by steps of approximately 0.015 inch.
There were also a few 1, 2, 3, and tl-inch wide speci-
mens. The loads were applied in the testing machine
tit the center of a bar which rested along the top of
the plate. Load was applied until the plate failed to.
take any more load.

The tests show that the loads carried by the plates
generally reached a maximum for. the 8 or 12-inch
-width and that there -wasrelatively smaII drop in load
for the greater -widths. This is explained by the fact
that -when the plate buckles, since the greatest defect-
ion occurs at the center, its vertical chords will

41w14

shorten more there than at the ends. In consequence
there will be ‘1sssload on the plate at the center and
more to-ward the ends where it is better supported to
resist bending and can continue to take ~~ad after
buckIing has occurred. In this way the Ioad carried
by plates of a given thickness -would tend to be con-
stant for all plates wider than that at which the nlaxi-
mum Ioad is reached.

Deflection and set measurements perpendicular to
the phine of the plate were taken and the form of the
buckle determined. The number of buckles was found
tf~correspond in general to that predicted by the theory
of buckling of a plate uniformly loaded at two oppo-
site edges and simply supported at the edges.

The tests mere made by the Bureau of Stanckmds
in cooperation with the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
ISav-y Department, and the results submitted to the
A’ational Advisay Committee for Aeronautics for. pub-
lication. The materials chosen were those suitable fur
aircraft construction. The data obtained VW be of
~Ceimthe desi~mof floats, pontoons, wings, etc., of air-
craft when the plating is subjected to pressure against
the edges. It is desired to make this construction as
light as possible, yet strong enough to take the required
loads without permanent deformation.

l?eport No. 357, entitled “Aircraft Accident~31ethod
of Analysis,” by committee on aircrnft accidents,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
This report is a revision and expansion of the report

prepared by the special committee on the nomenclature,
subdivision, and classification of aircraft accidents,
which was isued as Technical Report h’o. 303 of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The
revised report includes the chart for the analysis of
aircraft accidents, combining consideration of the im-
mediate causes, underlying causes, and results of acci-
dents, as prepared by the special committee, with a
number of the detlnitione clariEed; a brief statement
of the organization and work of the special committee
and of the committee on aircraft accidents; and sta-
tistical tables giving a comparison of the types of acci-
dents and causes of accidents in the military services
cm the one hand and in civiI aviation on the other,
together with explanations of some of the important
differences noted in these tables.

Report No. 358, entitled “ Temperature C!oefticientof
the Modulus of Rigidity of Aircraft Instrument
Diaphragm and Spring Materials,” by W. G. Brom-
bacher and E. R. Melton, 13ureauof Standards
Experimental data are presented on the variation of

the modulus of rigidity in the temperature range
–20° to + 50° C. of a number of metals which are of
possible use for elastic elements for aircraft and other
instruments. The method of the torsional pendulum
was used to determine the modulus of rigidity and its
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temperature coefficient for aluminum, duralumin,
Monel metal, brass, phosphor bronze, coin siIver, nickel
silver, three high-carbon steels, and three alloy steels.
The temperature “inefficient m is defined by the
relation—

1 dQ
‘=gn

in which Q and G. are the .moduli of rigidity at the
temperatures To C, and 0° C. The differential dG/dT
was found to be a constant except-for two metals. The
effect of heat treatment on m was determined for a
number of the materials. It vw observed that tensile
stressaffected the values of the modulus by amounts of
1 per cent or less.

Report No. S59, entitled “An Investigation of the
Effectiveness of Ignition Sparks,” by Melville F.
Peters, Wayne L. Summerville, and Merlin Davis,
Bureau of Standards.

The effectiveness of ignition sparks was determined
by measuring the volume (or mass) of hydrogen and
of oxygen which combines at low pressures. The
sparks were generated by a magneto and an ignition
spark coil. It was found that with constant ener~
the amount of reaction increases as the capacitance
component of the spark increases. The use of a series
spark gap may decrease or increase the amount of re-
action, the effect depending upon the amount and the
distribution of capacitance in the circuit. So far as
the work has progressed, it has been found that sparks
reported by other investigators as being most efficient
for igniting lean mixtures ca~- the la;gest amount of
reaction. Differences between the amount of reaction
with a maagnetospark and an ianition spark coil were
noted. The method appears to offer a means of deter-
mining the most efficient spark generator for internal-
combustion engines as well as determining a relation
between the character of spark, enere~, and effective-
ness in igniting inflammable mixtures,

Report No. S60, entitled “ Pressure Distribution over
a Symmetrical Airfoil Section with Trailing Edge
Flap:’ by Eastman IS.Jacobs and Robert M. Pinker-
ton, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Measurements were made in the variable-density
wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics to determine the distribution of pressure
over one section of nn R. A. F. 30 “(symmetrical) air-
foil with trailing edge flaps. In order to study the
effect of scale, memurements -weremade with air densi-
ties of approximately 1 and 20 atmospheres.

Isometric diagrams of pressure distribution are
given to show the effect of change in incidence, flap
displacement, and scale upon the distribution. Plots
of normal force coetllcient versus angle of attack for
different flap displacements are given ti~how the

effect of a displaced flap. Finally, plots are given of
both the experimental and theoretical characteristic
coetlicientsversus flap angle in order to provide a com-
parison with the theory. It is concluded that for
amall flap displacements the agreement for the pitch-
ing and hinge moments is such that it warrants the”” ‘–
tie of the theoretical parameters. However, the agree-
ment for the lift is not as good, particularly for the
smaller flaps. In an appendix an example is given
of the calculation of the load and moments cm an air-
foil with hinged flap from these parameters.

Report No. W, entitled’{ Experimental -Dettirnlination “–”
of Jet Boundary Corrections for Airfoil Tests in
Four Open Wind-Tunnel Jets of Different Shapes;’
by Montgomery Knight and Thomas A. Harris, Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
This experimental investigation was conducted pri-

marily for the purpose of obtaining a method of cor-
recting to free-air conditions the results of airfoil forc~
tests in four open wind-tunnel jets of different-shapes.
Tests were also made tu determine whether the jet
boundaries had any appreciable effect cm the pitching
moments of a complete airplane model. The investi-
gation was conducted in the atmospheric wind tunnel _
of ~~eLangley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.

The method of obtaining the airfoil corrections uti-
lized the results of force tests made in each jet on
three similar monoplane airfoil set-ups of different .-
sizes. The data from the tests in one of the jets which
was circular were extrapolated to the condition of in-
finite air space, and the results were found to agree
with those obtained by means of Prandtl’s theoretical
method of correction. On this basis corrections were
then obtained for all the other airfoil tests.

Satisfactory corrections for the effecb of the bound-
aries of the various jets were obtained for all the air-
foils tested, the span of the largest being 0.75 of the
jet width. The corrections for angle of attack were, in
general, larger than those for drag. The boundaries
had no appreciable effect on the pitching moments of
either the airfoils or the complete airplane model. In-
creasi~o the turbulence appeared to increase the mini-
mum drag and maximum lift and to decrezse the
pitching moment.

Report No. 362, entitled “An Extended Theory of
Thin Airfoils and its Application to the Biplane
Problem/’ by Clark B. MiIlikan, California Insti-
tute of TechnoloW.
The present paper gives a new treatment, due essen-

tially to Von Karman, of the problem of the thin
airfoil. The standard formuke for the angle of zero
lift and zero moment are lirst developed and the
analysis is then extended to give the effect of disturb-
ing or interference velocities, corresponding to an
arbitrary potential flow, which are superimposed on a
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normal rectihear flow over the ai!rfoil. h approxi-
mate method is presented for obtaining the velocities
induced by a 2-dimensional airfofi at a point some
distance a-may. In certain cases this method has con-
siderable advantage o-w the simple “ lifting he”
procedure usua~y adopted. The interfe-ce effec~
for a %dimenaional bipIane are considered in the Iight
of the previous anaI@s. The results of the earlier
sections are then appIied to the general probkm of the
interference effects for a tM.imensionaI biplanel ad
formuhe and charts are given which permit the char-
acteristics of the individual wingg of an arbitrary
biphne without sweepback or dihedrd to be cdcu-
Iated. Ii the fktal section the conclusions drawn from
the application of the theory to a considerable number
of qycial ca~ am fic~d, and C~TeS are giv~
illustrating certain of these conclusions and serving
as exampIes to indicate the nature of the agreement
between the theory and experiment.
Report ~Yo.W?, entitled “Pressure Fluctuations in a

Common-RaiI FueI-hjection E@te%” by A. M.
Rothroc~ National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics
The tests described in this report were conducted at

the Lan@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to
determine experimentally the instantaneous pressurw
at the discharge orifice of a common-rail fuel-injection
system in which the timing wdve and cut-cdl- vaIve
were at some distance from the automatic fuel-injec-
tion valre, and aIso to determine the methods by
which the pressure fluctuations could be controlled.

The instantaneous pressures at the discharge orifice
of a common-raiI fueI-injection system were deter-
mined by analyzing the stem-lift records of an auto-
matic-injection val~e. The fuel injection was obtained
by rdeasing fueI from R reservoir under high premme
by means of a cam-operated timing valve. The period
of injection was controlled by the opening of a cam-
operated by-pare valve which reduced the fuel pres-
sure between the tin@ vaIve and the injection vaI-re.
An injection system of this type asmres the same iate
of fuel discharge regardless of engine speed. The
results show that pressure wave phenomena occur be-
tween the high-pressure reservoir and the discharge
orifice, but that these pressure -wavescan be controWd
so as to be advantageous to the injection of the fueL
The results also gire data applicable to the design of
such an injection system for a high-speed compreesion-
ignition engine.
Report No. W-J, entitled “ The Pressure Distribution

Over the Wings and Tail Surfaces of a P’iV-9 Pur-
suit AirpIane in FIight,” by Richard ~. Rhode,
NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautic.
The investigation described in this report was con-

ducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Lab-
oratory, by the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics at the request of the Army Ah Corps, to
determine (1) the ma=guitudeand distribution of aero-
dynamic loads over the wings and tail surfaces of. a
pursuit-type airplane in the maneuvers Iikely to im-
pose critical lods on the various subassembliesof the
airphme structure; (2!) to study the phenomenon of
the movement of the center of pressure and the varia-
tion of the normal force codicient in accelerated .
fight; and (3) to meawre the normal accelerations at
the. center of .mavity, VVing-tipltmd tafll in order to
determine the nature of the inertia forces acting simul-
mneously with the criticaI aerodynamic Ioads.

The investigation comprised simultaneous measure-
ments of pressure at 120 stations distributed over the
right upper wing, left lower W@l right horizontal
tail surfaces, and complete vertical surfaces in one
installation and the .wme number of points distributed
o~er those portions of the wingg in the slipstream
and the Ieft horizontal tail surfaces in another in-
stallation, during a seriw of level flight rune, puLI-ups~
rolls, spk=, divesj and inverted-flight maneuvers.
Measured ahio were the accelerations mentioned Aovq
aqgular velociti~u, air speed, and control positions
simultaneously with the pressmes

The results obtained throw fight on a number of
important questions involvirg structural desi=m.
Some of the more interesting results ha-re been dis-
cussed in some detail, but in general the report is for
the purpose of making this collection of airplane-load
data obtained in flight available to those interested in
airpIane structure.

LIST OF TECHXICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE
PAST YEAR

%0. The Drag and Interference of a NaceIIe in the
Presence of a Wing. By Eastman N. Jacobs.

321. The Ilupact on SeapIane Floats Dur@ Landing.
By Th. von Karman.

322. The Effect of the Wiig of Single Engine Air-
planes on Propulsive Efficiency as Shown by
FulI-ScaIe Wind-TunneI Tests. By Fred E.
Weick and Donald H. Wood.

323. Wiid-Tunnel Tests on Airfoil Boundary Layer
Control Us@ a Backward OpeI@ SIot. By
Montgomery Knight and MWard J. Bamber.

324. ~~d-Tnnnel Tests on an AirfoiI Equipped with
a Spfit FIap and a Slot. By MiIIard J.
Bamber.

325. Wind-TunneI Presure Distribution Tests on a
Series of BipIane Wing 310dek Part II: Ef-
fects of Changes in Decalage, Dihedral, Sweep
back, and Overhaq. By Montgomery Knight
and Richard W. Noyes.

326. ‘iViid-TunneI Pressure Distribution T&s on an
AirfoiI with TraiIing Edge FIap. By CsrI J.
TVenzinger and Oxcr Loeeer, Jr.
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327. Some Studies on the Aerodynamic Effect of the
Gap between Airplane Wings and Fusslages.
By Shatsml.1 Ober.

328. The Effect of FueI Consumption on CyIinder
Temperatures and Performance of a Cow-led
Wright J-5 Engine. By Oscar W. Schey.

32$. Some Effects of Air Flow on the Penetration
and Distribution of oil Sprays. By A. 3L
Rothrock and E. G. Beardsley.

330. Wind-Tunnel P ressure Distribution Tests on ti
Series of Biplane Wing Models. Part III: ,W-
fects of Clmngas in Various Combinations of
Stagger, Gap, %mepback, and DecaIage. By
3fontgomery ~lght and Richard W. Xoyes.

331. Rate of Heat Transfer from Finned Metal Sur-
faces. (Progress Report on Investigations at
Aeronautical Engineering Department, Massa-
chusetts Institute of TeChnOlO=T.) By C.
Fayette Taylor and A. Ilehbock.

332. Injection Lags in a Common-Rail Fuel Injection
System. By A. 3L Rothrock.

333. Test of ~ Adjustable Pitch Model Propeller at
Four Blade Settings. By E. P- Lesley.

334. Comparative Performance Obtained with
XF70-1 Airplane Using Several Different En-
gine Cowlings. By Oscar W. Schey, Ernest
Johnson, and Melvin N. Gough.

.335.The Structure and Properties of Parachute
Cloths. By II. J. 31c.1.licholasand A. F. Heif-
rick.

33& The Effect of Wing Tip Floating Ailerons on the
Autorotation of a Monoplane Wirg ModeL By
Montgomery Knight and Carl J. Wenzinger.

337. Pressure Distribution on the Tail Surfaces on n
PW–9 Pursuit Airplane in Flight. By Richard
V. Rhode.

338. Some Effects of Air and Fuel Oil Temperatures
on Spray Penetration and Dispersion. By
A. G. Gelalles.

339. Refrigerated Wind Tunnel Tests on Surface
Coatingg for Pre}-enting Ice Formation. By
hfontgomery Knight and William C. Clay.

MO. Full Scale Drag Tests on Various Parts of Fair-
child (FC2TV2) Cabin Monoplane. By Wil-
liam H. Herrnstein, Jr.

341. Calibration and Lag of a Friez Type Cup Ane-
mometer. By Robert M. Pinkerton.

342. Identification of Aircraft Tubing by Rockwell
Test. By Horace Knerr.

343. Strength in Shear of Thin Curved Sheets of Al-
clad. By George M3chaeI S~ith.

344. Performance of a High-Speed Compression-@i-
tion Engine Using Multiple OrMce Fuel In-
jection Nozzles. By J. A. Spanogle and H. H.
Foster.

345. The Prevention of the Ice Hazard on Airplanes.
By Wiiliam O. Geer and Merit Scott.

346. Span Load Distribution on Two Monoplane
Wing ModeIs as Affected by Twist and Sweep-
back. By Montgomery Knight tinclRichard W. _
Noyes.

347. The Pressure Distrilmtion Over a Douglas IV@ . “
Tip on a Biplane in Flight. By Richard V. –
Rhode and Eugene E. Lundquist.

348. Alterations and Tests of the “ Fmmboro” Engine
- Indicator. By John H. ColLins,Jr.

349. An Investigation of Airplane Landing Speeds.
By Kenneth F. RIdley.

LIST OF TECHNICAL 31E240RANDU?4SISSUED
DURING THE PAST YEAR

No.
533. Handley Page Metal Construction. From Flight,

May 9, 1929.
.

534. Experiments with a Wing Moclel from Which the
Boundary is Reniowd by Suction. By (Mar
Schrenk. Trmdation from Luftfahrtfor- -–
schung, June 11, 1928.

535. Information Obtained from Airplane Flight.
Tests in the Sear 1927-28. By W. Hiibner. ,=
Trandation from ZStschrift fiir Flugtechnik .
und 310tor1uftschiffahrt, April 29, 1929.

536. Fire Prevention on Airphmms. Part I. By J. —
Sabatier. Trrmslation from Bulletin Tech-
nique No. 56, of the Service Technique et In- --—
duatriel de L’Aeronautique, January, 1929.

537. Fire Prevention on Airplanes. Part IT. By J.
Sabatier. Trrmslation from Bulletin Tech-
nique N’o. 56, of the Service Technique et In-
dustrial de L’Aeronrmtique, January, 1929.

538. Cantilever Wings for Modern” Aircraft. Some
Aspects of Cantilever Wing Construction with _
Special Reference to Weight and Torsional
Stiffnees. By H. J. Stieger. From Aircraft
Engineering, Auguaa, 1929.

639. Unsymmetrical I?orces in art Airplane CEW By
R. Vogt. Translation from Z&tschrift fiir
F1ugtechnik und Motorluftsshiffahrtl June 14,
1929.

540. Mathematical and Experimental Irwestiggtion of
Heat Control and Power Increase in Air- _
Cooled Aircraft Engines. By F. Gosslau.
Translation from Zeitschrift fiir F1ugtechnik
und Motorluftschiffahrt, October 7, 1928. -.

541. Technical Details in the Structural De-relopment —
of Rohrbach Seaphmes. By Gotthold 31athias
and Adolf HoIzapfeL Translation f mm Zeit-
schrift fiir F1ugtechnik und 310torMtschif- ‘—
fahrt, July 15, UW1.



542. Contribution to the
and E. Petemohn.
fiir ange~andte
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Aileron Theory. By A. Betz
Translation from Z&s&rift

J1athematik und Mechanik,
Auggst:1928, Vol. VIII.

543. Calculation of the Pressures on Aircraft Engine
Bearings. By O. Steigenberger. Transition
from Zeitschrift fiir l?lugtechnik und 310tor-
luftschiilahrt, March 14, 1929:

544. Airplane Drag. By Carl T?ipfer. Trmslation
from Die Luftrracht, September, 1929.

545. The Bahmce of Moments and the Static lh-@-
tudinal Stability of Airplanes. By Horst
MuIler. Tramlat ion from Zeitsshrift f iir F1ug-
technik und Motorluftechiffahrt, January 28,
1929.

54& Structural Details of the Giant Dornier Seaplane
Do. X. By Corrado Gustosa. Translation
from Rivista Aeronautic, October, 1929.

547. Contribution to the Study of Normal Burning in
Gaseous Carbureted Mixtures. By hL R.
Duchene. Part I. Translation from Service
Technique et Industriel de L’Aeronautique,
Bulletin Technique No. 54, December, 1928.

M& Contribution to the Study of Normal Burning in
Gaseous Carbureted 3f-ixtures. By M. R.
Duchene. Part H. Translation from Service
Technique et Inch~striel cle L’Aeronautique,
Bulletin Technique No.”5+ December, 1928.

549. Coefficients of Flow of Standard Nozzles. By
H. 31uelIer and H. Peters. Translation f mm
Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure,
NO. 27, Jdy 6, 1929.

550. Combating Airplane Fires. By Henri Brunat.
Translation from a booklet published by the
Comite Francais de Propaganda Aeronautique,
Paris.

551. Relation between the StabiIity Characteristics
and the Controlhbility of German Airplanes.
By Walter Hiibner. Translation from Zeit-
schrift fiir Flugtechnik und Motorluftschif-
fahrt, October 28, 1029.

552. The Relation between the Tensile Strength and
the Hardness of 3fetaIs. By O. Schwarz.
Translation from Zeitschrift des Vereines
deutscher Ingenieure, June 8, 1929.

553. Experimental Inwst igrdions Concerning the Lim-
its of Detonation in Gaseous Mixtures. By
Rudolf Wendhmdt. Part I. Translation from
Zeitschrift f iir Physikalische Chemie HO, 637.
1924.

554. Experimental Imrestigations Concerning the Lim-
its of Detonation- in Gaseous Mixtures. By
Rudolf Wendlandt. Part II. Translation
from Zekwhrift fiir PhysikaIische Cbemie lM,
227, 1925.
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555. The Boundary Layer as a Means of Controlling
the Flow of Liquids and Ga~ By Oskar
Schrenk. Translation from Die Naturwissen-
schaften, VOL 17, h’o. 34, Au=at 23, 1929.

556. The Ekwtrodynnmometric Balance of the Small
Wind Tunnel of the French Service of Aero-
nautical Research. By P. Rebuffet. Transla-
tion of a lecture delivered before the i%ciete
de Navigation ~erienne, June 5, 1929.

557. ?Jeasurernentof Protlle Drag on an ~irplane in
FIight by the 3foment um hlethod. By klartin
~chrenk. Part I. Transhdion from Luft-
fahrtforschung, 31ay 18, 1928.

558. 3feasurement of Profde Drag on an AirpIane in
Flight by the blornenturn 31ethod. By 31artin
Schrenk Part II. Translation from Luft-
fahrtforechung, Wy 18, 1928.

559. Eatier ~etal Propeller with Pitch Variable in
Flight. By Pierre Legke. From L’Aeronau-
tique, December, 1929.

560. The 1929 Rhon Soaring-FIight Contest. By
Alexander Lippisch. From Ze&chrift fiir
Flugtechnik und hlotorluftschiffahrt, Fel)ru-
ary 28, 1930.

561. Lnproving the Performance of 31ulti-Engined
Airplanes by lieans of Idli~~ PropeHefiThe
“ Free-Wheel” Propeller. By 3L Pi.I1ard.
From a pamphlet pubIished by Ferran & Co.
in 1929, 3krsei11e, France.

562. llxperirnental Investigation of Aircraft Propel-
Iers Exposed to Oblique Air Currents. By O.
Flachsbart and G. Krober. From Zeitschrift
fiir F1ugtecbn& und 3fotorluftschiffahrt, De-
cember 14, 1929.

563. Balmmed and Servo Centrcd Surfaces. From the
Aerophme, Februa~ 26, 1930.

564. Recent Tests of TaiI1ess Airphms. By Alexan-
der Lippisch. From L>~erophiIe, February
1-15,1930.

565. Development of the Junkers-Diesel Aircraft En-
gine. By Dr. Gasterstiidt. From htomobil-
technische Zeitschrift, January 10 and 20, 1930.

566. Experimental Research on the Friction of Pivots.
By A, Jaquerod, L. Defossez, and H. 31tigeIi.
From Journal Suisse d’Horlogerie et de Bijou-
terie Nos. 11 and 12, 1922; and Nos. 1,2, and 3,
1923.

567. The Magnus Effect in Theory and in Reality.
By F. AMborn. From Zeitschrift fiir Flug-
technik umd 310torMtschiffahrt, December 28,
1930.

568. Contribution to the Theory of Propeller Vibra-
tions. By F. Liebers. From Z&sclmift fiir
Technische Physik, VOL X, 1929.
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569. A Po~ible Method for Preventing the Autorota-
tion of Airplane Wings. By Oakar Schrenk.
From Zeitschrift fiir F1ugtechnik und Motor-
hlschiffahrt, November 14,1929.

570. UGloster ‘Y Metal Construction. From FIight,
April 18, 1930.

571. Propulsion by Reaction. By 31aurice Roy.
From La Technique Aeronautique, January
15, 1930.

572. Impact Tests on Rubber Compression Springs for
Airplane Landing Gears. By K. Hohenemser.
From Zeitschrift fiir Fluggechnik und 310tor-
luftschiffahrt, Wrch 28, 1930.

b173.Air Forces and Air-Force 3foments at Large
Angles of Attack and How They are AtEected
by the Shape of the Wing. By Richard Fuchs
and WiIhehn Schmidt. From Zeitschrift fiir
Flugtechnik und 3fotorIuftschiffahrt, January
14, 1930.

674. Calculation of Pressure Distribution on Airship
Hulls. By Theodor von Karman. From Re-
port No. 6 of the Aerod~amical Institute of
the Technical Hi@ School, Aachen, 1927.

575. Investigation of the Variations in the Velocity of
the Air Flow about a ‘Wing Profde. By Wal-
ter Repenthin. From Zekschrift f iir Fluggech-
nik und 310tor1uftwhiffahrt, JuIy 15, 1%29.

576. The Vortex Theory and Its Si=@&ance in Avia-
tion. By A. Betz. From UnterrichtsbIatter
fiir 3fathematik uud ~aturwissenschaften, VOL
34, ~0. 12, 1928.

577. Determination of the Best cross Section for a
Box Beam Subjwted to Bending Stresses. By
A. von Baranoff. From 1927 Yearbook of the
D. V. L. (Deutsche VersuchaanstaIt fiir Imft-
fahrt).

578. Calculation of Tapered Monoplane Wings. By
E. btutz. From Schweizerische Bauzei-
tug, April 5, 1930.

579. Structural Details of German Light Airplanes.
By 31artin Schrenk. From ZeitschrMt des
Vereinea deutscher Ingenieure, March 15, 1930.

580. Theory of the Landing Lnpact of Seaplanes. By
Wilhelm Pabst. From Zeitschrift f& Flug-
technik und Motorkftschiffahrt, May 14,1930.

581. Load bumptions for Calculating the Strength
of Airplanes From D. V. L. Building Specifi-
cations for Airphmes.

.582.Effects of the End Fixation of A@ane Struts.
By Alfred Teichmann. From Zeitmhrift fiir
F1ugtechnik und 310torluftschiffahrt, May 28,
1930.

583. Determination of the Maximum Control Forces
and Attainable Quickness in the Operation of
Awplane Controls. By Heinrich HerteL

From Zeitschrift fiir Fh@echnik und hlotor- ._
hftschiffahrt, January 28,1930.

584. Flight Tests for the Determination of Static Len- __
gitudinal Stability. By Hermmn Blenk
From the 1930 Yearbook of the D. T. L.

LIST OF AIRCRAFT CIRCULARS ISSUED DURING
THE PAST YEAR

lN&.The Bristol Bulldog (British)-A i%r@e-Seat
AII-Steel Fighter. From a circular kyed by
The Bristol Aeroplane Co. (Ltd.), England;
and FLight, July 11, 1929.

104. The A. B. F1ygindustri K 37 (Swedish Junk- . -
ers)-~ Iio-w-WiiW ~-3feta1 Wtary Air- ...
pkme. ‘l%msIation from a circular issued by
A. B. Fly=tidustri, 31a1mo, Sweden.

105. The Saunders CL@ i%rk Commercial Seaplane
(British)-A High-Wing 3ionop1ane Flying .._

Boat. From a circular tied by S. E.
Saunders (Ltd.), England.

106. The” 310rane Saulnier 222” Airplane (French)— —
~ Single-Seat Pursuit 310nop1ane. By Andre. ---
Frachet. Translation from Les ties, June 6,
1929.

107. The Weymann-Lepere W. 17. Z. 10 Observation
Airplane (French)—A High-W&m 310noplane.
Translation from L’~eronautique, November,

.-

1929.
108. The comper ~ (~)~ fh.oift bl~e (~g- ._

&h) —~ High-Wing Single-seat 310nop1ane.
From Flight, January 17,1930.

109. The Dornier Do. X Flying Boat (Gernmn)-A
Giant High-Wing 310nopIane. By CIaude
Dornier. Translation from a lecture before
the Wissenachaftliche Geaellschaft fiir Luft-
fahrt in ~owunber, 1929.

110. The Liore-Olitier Le Of?~OCommercial Seaplane
(French)—A High-Wing Cantilever ~lono- ‘-
plane. Translation from L’Aeronautique, De-
cember, 1929.

ill. h Wreaux lSO&? Ohssvation Airpkne ._
(French)—A High-Wiiu T-rro-Seat hlono-
plane. By hdre Frachet. Translation from _ —
Les Ailes, NoYember 21, 1929.

W. The Latecoem M ~ommercial AirpIsne
(French)-A Ten-Passenger High-Wing ..::

Monoplane. Translation from a pamphlet
issued by the Societe hdustrielle d’Aviation
Latecoere. “

113. The Dyle and Bacalan DB 70 Commercial Air- .-
plane (French) -An AR-hfetal High-Wing
hfonoplane. Trsnslation from a cirdar of

—

the Societe Aerienne BordeIaise; and l% AiIes,
Kownber 14,1929.
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114. The Potea 39 Observation Airplane (French)—
An A1l-3fetal High-Wing Two-Seat Mono-
plane. From L’Aeronautique, February, 1930.

115. The Farman F. 300 Commercial Airplane
(French)—A High-Wing Semicantilever
Monoplane. From a description received from
Paris Office, N. A. C. A. See also L’Aeronau-
tique, February, 1930.

116. The Junkers (3 $8 Commercial Airplsne (Ger-
man) —A Giant High-Wing Monoplane. From
Zeitschrift dcx Vereines deutscher hgemieure,
January 4, 1930-

117. The De Havilland JIoth Three Airplane (Brit-
ish) —A I@h-Wing Commercial Monoplane.
From FIight, April 25,1930.

118. The Junkers Junior Light Airplane (German)—
A Two-Seat AI1-31etal Low-Wing Cantilewr
Monoplane. From a pamphIet pubIished by
the Junkers Aircraft Co., Dessau, Germany.

119. The A~TOTrainer Airplane (British) —A Train-
ing Biplane. From Flight, May 2,1930.

120. The Cierm Autogiro Mark III (British) -Arm-
strong-Siddeley UGenet Major” Engine. From
l?light, May 9,1930.

121. The Caproni 90 P. B. llilitary Airplane (Ital-
ian)—~ Giant Biplane of 6,000 Horsepower.
From ~eronautica, ApriI, 1930, and Bollettino
Aeronautic, Nos. 1-3, January to Wrch, 1930,
pubIished by the Caproni Clo.,Wan, ItaIy.

122. The Comte A. C. 3 11.ihtary Airplane (Swiss)—
A High-Wing Semicsntilever Mono p 1a n e.
From Aero Revue, April, 1930; and Ike &les,
3fay i5, 1930.

123. The Dyle and Bacalan D. B. 80 Day Mail Air-
plane (French)-b A1l-2detal High-Wing
310nop1ane. From L’Aeronautique, ?day, 1930;
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and from a document furnished by the %oiete
Aerienne Bordelak.

1!24.The Wibault $W l?. ~. 3 Airplane (French)-A
Three-P1ace Observation High-Wing 3fono-
pktne. From L’Aeronautique, July, 1930.

125. The Short ~aletta Commercial Seaplane (Brit-
iah)-An AU-hletal High-Wing Twin-Float
IKonoplane. From Flight, July 25, 1930.

126. The Henderson Hendy 302 Cabin Airplane
(British)-A Two-Seat Lo-iv-Wing Cantilever
Monoplane. From Flight, Aubgust22, 1930.

uT. The Bm~et 970 General-Purpose hfifit~y &?-
plane (French)-A Two-Seat All-Steel Ses-
quiplane. By R. J. De31arolles. From Air-
craft Engineering, September, 1930.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS -

During the past year the committee issued a bibliog-
raphy of aeronautics for the year 1928. lt had pre-
viously issued bibliob-phies for the years 1909 to
1916,1917 to 1919,1920 to 1921,1922,1923, 192+41925,
1926, and 1927. A bibliography for the year 1929 is
now in the hands of the printer and should be ready
for distribution during the coming year. ~ bibliog-
raphy is now being published annually by the com-
mittee. All issues of the Bibliography of ~eronautics
to date were prepared by Paul Brockett.

citations of the publications of all nations are in-
cluded in the language in which the publications
origimdly appeared. The arran=nmentis in dictionary
form, with author and subject entry, and one alpha-
betical arrangement. Detail in the matter of subject
reference has been omitted on account of cost of pres-
entation, but an attempt has been made to give suili-
cient cross reference to make possible the finding of
items in special Linesof research.
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PART V

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS IN AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT

AERODYNAMICS

Previous summaries of the progress in aerodynamic
development have callecl attention to the fact that tke
m~in theoretical foundations of tliis new science have
been firmly laid and that the present work is news.
sarily restricted ta extensions of or additions to exist.
in.g theory. This does not mean that no important
theoretical work is being done; it means that practi-
cally all of the present work is along lines previously
laid out and that no new outstanding general problems
tire in sight. With this explanation it may be stated
with confidence that problems of a basic or fundamen-
tal nature are now receiving far more attention than
td any time in the past, and that these concentrated
effortx are world-wide.

It is neceeswy ‘to the proper understanding of the
work of the hTatioiialAdvisory Committee for Aero-
nautics that full. recognition be given to the conditions

~ uncler which the committee functions. A very large
part of the committee’s -workis undertaken to meet the
immediate neecls of air commerce and the military
ancl the naval services. Whenever possible, this type
of work is conducted in the form of general investi-
gations which include the specific problems in ques-
tion, but it is inevitable that a large proportion of the
availalde time and eflort must be expended on the
specific problems.

For several yeare the major problems investigated
or considered have been concerned with the genera]
subjects of safety in flight, impro~ernent of aerody-
namic e5ciency, and improvements in general design
imcloperation. ‘Ile problem of the spin is considered
the most important now under investigation, and it is
felt that definite progress has been Wade during the
past year. The completion of the new 5-foot vertical
wincl tunnel enables the committee to concentrate its
efforts on a systematic testing program in conjunction
with the flight tests now under way. Many problems
of aerodynamic eficiency and design which can not be
adeqtiately investigated in the variable-density tunnel
or the propeller rwearch tunnel can readily be handled
in the new 30 by 60 foot full-scale wind tunnel now
nearing completion. The testing of full-scale airplanes
under the accurately controlled conditions in the new
tunnel is certain to extend enormously our lmowlettgg
of scale and interference eflects, and thus lead to
marked improvemenfi general design.

68

The increasing importance of seaplanes and flying
boats has led the committee to design and construct u
seaplane towing channel which will have a capacity
ndequate for accurate tests under conditions corre-
sponding to those of very large seaplanes with very
high landing speeds. This channel, having a length of
2:050 feet and a carriage speed of 40 miles per hour,
is scheduled for earIy completion. It represents a very
important addition to the committee’s equipment.

There follows below a brief summary of the work
doneduring the past year, with an indication of the
lines to be investigated in the future.

Spinning.-The airplane spin is considered the most
important general problem now under investigation, in
that a satisfactory method of prevention or even a
positive control would result in a marked increase in
safety. The problem resolves into two parts, one con-
cerned with the prevention of involuntary spins near
the ground and the other concerned with the recovery
from a spin at higher altitudes.

Considerable work has been done on the theory of --
the spin in this country and abroad, and particularly
in England, where the importance of the problem has
also long been recognized. During the past year defi-
nite probmeashas been made by the committee, first,
with a theoretical study to determine the basic fuctors
for investigation; second, with the provision of a ver-
ticaI wind tunnel and autorotrdion dynamometer for
the study of changes in models; and, third, lJy the
development of a method for accurate instrumental
measurementof flight path, velocities, and attitude as
1 function of time in actual spins.

Wind-tunnel tests hare been made to determine the
:tlect of roll and yaw on rolling moments for various
wing shapes and arrangements. Tests have also been
made on “ floating ailerons” on rectangular and
.apered wings. The effect of yaw on rolling moments
was ~ery much reduced by taper and by the biplane
mrangement. F1oating ailerons ahio reduce the auto-
rotation tendencies. These investigations are being
:ontinued.

Flight tests have been made on the NY–1 airplane
to investigate the effect of wing loading, balance, and
massdistribution on spinning characteristics. Within
:he limits through which these can be varied with the
maximum disposable load, it was found that while
many of the spin characteristics changed appreciably,
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others-and in particular the number of turns required
for recovery~id not clange. Tests made with
greatIy reduced tail surfaces aka showed no appre-
ciable change in the time required for recovery. The
testsare being continued with another type of airplane,
the X112Y-1: which has a less favorable reco-rery.
These tests are being made with loads that can be so
released as to insure reco~ery from any spin. The
present program is to take an airplane which recorers
emdy and find a loading condition that makes recov-
ery diffictdt,so that the effect of various changes can be
studied under critimd conditions

Another part of this program is the measurement
of ellipsoids of inertia as a routine procedure on all
available airpkmes. These data are being classitled
occording to known spinning characteristics. A new
swinging gear developed by the committee enables
the moments of inertia to be determined quickly and
accurately.

Structural safety.—The determination of air loads
tind load distribution under various conditions of
flight continues to be one of the major activities of
the tlight research section. During the past year the
data obtained in pull-ups from dims have been ex-
ceedingly important. One of the outstanding results
is to show that in the average puli-up the maximum
acceleration occurs at a rather 10TVlift coefficient and
that some revision of the design loads for rear beams
will be necessary. This matter is being carefully in-
vestigated by special tests on pressure distribution for
low-angle conditions,

Pressure-distribution tests have been completed on
three types of wing tips fitted to the Douglas M-i?
uirplane. The preliminary results indicate that the
present design requirements for -wing tips are too
severe and that some reduction in design loads may be
mf ely made, but it is considered inadvisable to take
any action until further data are obtained with other
types of wing tips.

In response to requests from operators of air trans-
port lines, a special accelerometer has been developed
to give a centinuous record of accelerations encoun-
tered in bumpy air over long flights. The maximum
accelerations so far obtained under moderately severe
conditions, described as ‘t very bumpy,” appear to
range between – 0.2 g. and +2.0 g., but it is quite prob-
able that more se-iere accderations vi-iIIbe found in
extended operation.

Landing and drop tests have been completed on a
number of types of landing gears under comparable
conditions. These tests are to be continued until defi-
nite conclusions are justified. The present indications
are that the oleo and rubti-cord types are the most
efficient. The low-pressure air vvheel,although pssess-
ing many desirable quaIities, is not a satisfactory
shock-absorbirg de-rice when used alone.
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Reduction of drag.—~e reduction of drag is ob-
viously one of the most promising methods of improv-
irqgthe airplane. It now appears that the possibilities
in this field are much greater than were anticipated
when tlie original cowling investigation was started in
the propeller research tunnel. The reduction of drag
may logically be divided into two general chsses,”
direct and indirect. A direct reduction is obtained by
the use of better forms or a reduction of exposed parts.
An indirect reduction is obtained by reducing the in-
terference drag betmen various parts. The committee
is actively engaag in the study of “~th phases of this
subject. The major project in the propeller research
tunnel at the present time is the study of the location
of prover units with respect to the wing or wings.

bother research cksely connected with the nacelle-
wing interference investigation is that on pusher and
tandem propellers. This is a logical continuation of
the present work. Models for the preliminary tests
are being built and will be available for testing as soon
as the necessary electrical equipment can be secured.

Glide testson a Fairchild cabin monopkne are being
supplemented by tests on a model in the variable-
density tunnel to determine the component of total
drag due to various items. A summary of these items
gives the designer a very definite basis on which to
effect an improvement. One result of this work has
been to point out the great field for improvement in
drag of the landing gear. A comprehensi~e research
on landing-gear drag and its possible reduction is to
be carried out in the propdler research tunnel.

One phase of this subject is being covered by some
very important preliminary tests in the }’ariable-
density tunnel on interference between vvi.ngF,body,
and strut intersections. ‘The immediate problem is to
disco~er the particular combinations which produce
large adverse conditions and to find the most effective
methods of eliminating the adverse effects. The gen-
eral problem is to discover the general principles un-
derlying the phenomenon m that it wilI be possible for
the designer to predict the interference and to make
use of favorable effects. An effort is being made to
obtain information of a practical nature in the prelim-
inary investigations to a fundamental research.

h’taWty and contro7.—In connection -withthe spin-
~g ~Yestigation a Seriw of tests k being made on
various types of floating ailerons, which have ken
rewired by the. succw.s of the Curtiss Tanager in the
recent Guggenheim competition. There is an indica-
tion of improvement. in lkteral control near stalling
speeds sufficient to justify this study.

During the past year a study has been made of the
factors affecting stability and the measurements re-
quired in flight investigations. A program has been
prepared for stability tests on a small commercial air-
plane. The necessary apparatus has been assembled
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and is now be@ installed. A similar program has
been prepared on an airpkme fitted with slots and
flaps. In this case the measurements will include the
effect of the dots and flaps, alone and in combination,
the verticaI velocity at hnding, the landing qieed, the
effectivenws of the controls at low speed, and the
effectiveness of the long-travel landing gear in ab-
sorbing landing show.

Maneuverabt7ity.—Tl~eprevious work on fight-path
determination has ken extended considerably during
the past year, with tests on a number of new airplanes,
Included in this series were three types of Navy fight-
ers which were flown by a number of Navy pilots in a
routine manner, thus giving for the first time a fairly
exact knowledge of the flight paths and loads actually
encountered in service maneuvers. In this connection
it is very interesting to note that the pilots’ impres-
sions of rel’ative air loads and flight paths were not in
accordance with the actual facts. The airplane which
they considered to have the slow-eatpull-up and the
lightest loading actually had the fastest pull-up and
the heaviest air loads. This cofirms the conclusions
from previous work that maneuverability is an in-
herent quality of an airplane which is brought out by
the flight paths obtained under v%riousconditions and
that the pilot has very little iruhmce on the tial
result,

Airfoih.-There are being investigated in the varia-
ble-density wind tunnel a number of problems con-
cerned with airfoil characteristics. The most impor-
tant of these is the effect of thickness and mean
camber line shape. For this purpose a series of 96
airfoils with systematic variation in thickmss, mean
camber, and position of maximum thicknew has been
selected and the tests started.

In extension of previous -workfull-scale characteris-
tics have been obtained on a number of additional
widely used sections. Other investigations recently
completed or now on hand include a study of very
thick airfoil sections, a study of taper in phm form
and section, and a study of the effect of sag in wing
surface covering.

Comparative tes~ recently completed in the varia-
ble-density and propeller research wind tunnels show
excellent agreement with each other and with flight
tests.

Zce fomwztiOn.-The investigation of ice formation
and its prevention by the use of chemicals has been
continued. It appeais probable that no chemical or
simple surface treatment will give positive and lasting
protection. Tests show, however, that the expanding
rubber leading edge developed_ by Doctor Geer can be
made to operate quite satisfactorily and a commercial
firm is preparing to place it on the market. An in-
vestigation is now being made on the effectiveness and

practicability of internal heating of the wing under
various conditions.

Boundary Zayer and boundary layer oontrol.-’fiie
subject is now receiving widespread attention in this
country and abroad, since there is a possibility that
some practical application of great importance may
be developed. At the request of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, the Bureau of Standards
has extended its previously reported studies on stream-
line bodies to the study of the boundary layers on W
plates, A number of very important practical results
have already come from this vrork, among which are
a better understanding of the effectsOf turbulence and
a rather complete explanation of widely divergent
results in various wind tunnels.

During the past year a final report has been pre-
pared on the boundary layer control investigation
m.acleat Langley Field to cover the effects of slot posi-
tion and width with suction and with pressure,

PropeUe~8.-The investigation ofipropeller charac-
teristics as affected by nacelle and wing interference
is the major problem now under consideration in the
propeller research tunnel. During the past year, m
a part of this investigation, measurements have been
taken on the effect of locked and idling propellers and
also on the effects of pitch and yaw. Reports covering
these subjects have been prepared for publication.

Other work completed cluring the past year includes
a direct comparison between two families of propellers
differing only in the blade sections, one having the
Clark Y type and the other a modified R. A. l?. Otype
section. The Clark Y type showed slightly higher
maximum efficienciw, but the R, A. F, 6 type showed
better eiliciencies for climb and take-off conditiom.

Tests have also been completed and a report pre-
pared on the effect of cutting off the tips of a metal
propelIer to obtain smaller diameters. It was found
that a“reasonable reduction in diameter did not--cause
any appreciable loss in efficiency.

In addition to the wing and naceI1einterference in-
vestigation, which will require considerable time for
completion, tests are to be run in the future on pusher
and tindem propellers.

A&ship8.-The previous work on deceleration tests
has been continued with the IV-6’ and the metal-clad
ZMC+I airships.

Tests have been made in the variable-density tunnel
on two wooden models supplied by the Goodycnr-
Zeppelin Co., the ZR&# and a shorter model of 4,8
finenessratio. The etTectof surface with a high polish,
with a normal finish, and with the surface roughened
by emery was determined. At higher Reynolds Num-
bers a coating of emery increased the drag 60 per cent.
b appreciable discrepancy was introduced in the re-
sults by the changes which took place in the surface of
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the -wooden moaels during the tests. This effect was
so great that the Goodyear-ZeppeIin Co. has supplied
a metal model which is now being teste& These tests
are to be supplemented by tests in the propelIer-
research tunnel on a very large vvooden model now
being constructed at the Washington Navy Yard
The proposed testson the large model include preemne
distributions and control I@e moments, in addition
to the usual force and moment readings.

AIRPLANE STRUCWUEES

km OF Iksmxdtandardzkation of typeg.—h
analysis of the V28 approved-type certicates issued
for new desi=gnsby the Department of Canmerce dur-
ing the p~t year d.isclosestie following interesting
trends in design:

That there is a pronounced trend toward standardiza-
tion, especially in the 2, 3, and 4 passenger airplanes,
which amount to 70 per cent of the desiagqsappro~ed.

That monoplanes are more popular with designers
than biplanes, the count being 77 to 51.

That biplanes predominate for military types and
for 2 and 3 passenger types. There were a number of
new and promising monophme designs which may
sw~u the trend for miIitary types to the monoplane.

That monoplanes appear more popular in the 4 to 6
paes.engerclass.

That there is little to choose between the popularity
of open and closed types, there being 63 open ~d 65
dosed types approved

That closed types predominate in airplanes provid-
ing for more than three passengers, indicating a trend
to provide for passenger comfort.

That the new desiaa approd offer an amazing
range in passenger capacities of any number from 1
to 13. with other types providing seating capacities
for 15,20,21,32, and 33, respectively.

That single-engined types predominate -with 114
as compared to five 2-engged types, eight 3-engined
types, and one 4-en=ginedtype.

That for commercial air transportation the 3-en-
gined monoplane is favored, this type having a power
loading which permits taking off with full loads at
altitudes up to 7,000 feet and operating at full loads
at altitudes up to 10,~0 feet.

That for large transports the herican designer is
handicapped because herican engines of 1,000 to
1,500 horsepower are not a~ailable, and will not be
for a year or tvio.

That the de-relopmentof seaplanes, flying boats, and
amphibians is lagging as compared vvith the develop-
ment of landplanes: the count being 109 landplanes, 7
amphibians, 4 flying boats! 3 seapl~esj ~d 5 ~n-

vertible landplanes or seaplanes. Of the 7 amphibians,
5 were biplanes and 2 were monoplanes.
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That engine nacelks are located when poesible in or
below the wing, although the effect of engine location
on propulsive eilk.iency and interference drag, mup~ed -”

with suppression of vibration and noise, will udoubt-
cdly lead to placing the engines either in the leading
edge of or considerably above the wing.

Amphibian airplanw—The number of new designs
of amphibians emphasizes the general appreciation of
the advantages of this type in the operation of com-
mercial air lines and for miIitary purposes. In latest
commercial types the engine is located above the wing~
which not only assures freedom from water spray in
the operation of the e.rgine and propelIer but mini-
mizes the noise transmitted to the passenger cabin.
The newer designs are of the twin-engined type.

Landing gears.—Lantig gears have been practi-
cally standardized, and most of the new designs pro-
vide for. oleo shock-absorbing equipment. Although a
number of new type airph.nes have appeared with re-
tractable landing gears, this type of gear is not used
to any considerable extent, its use being limited to
those types of airplanes -where~ery high speed is de-
sirable. An appreciation of the necessity for decreas-
ing the drag of the landing gear is emphasized by the
number of new desia- where the structure has eiiher
been simplMed or provision made for the streamlining
of the Janding gear and the landing wheeIs.

Shock a6sorhrg.—The hydraulic shock absorber is
now universally used. This shock absorber is manu-
factured in a large number of types and sizes, so that
it is available even for the snallest deaiamof airplane
of the single-passenger type, The air-wheel type of
tire having a large cross-.%tional area and operating
under low air presures has many desirable qualities
but has eliminated the shock-absorbing mechanism,
and it has been found that it operates best when used
in conjunction with the shock-absorbing gear.

Wheel taiZdeidg.-only a very few of the new de- “
signs of small airplanes still provide for the use of a
tail skid. In aI.Iother types the use of a wheel with
either a hard or pneumatic tire has replaced the tail
skid. This is especially true in the larger types of
airplanes. The aImost universal use of the taiI vvheel
is due entirely to the success of wheel brakes on the
main landing wheels.

Brakea.—Brakes of standard types are avaiIable. to
aircraft manufacturers in combination with the wheel
structure. The availability of standard equipment of
this character makes possible the use of such equip-
ment on practically every new design.

Dt!j%renco between ditaq and commeroicd typu.—
There has been a steady demand for improved per-
formance of miIitary airplanes, particularly for rio-
Ient maneuvers at high speeds. This demand has
made necessary careful consideration of the require-
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ments for structural st~ngth, especially on certain
bombing types of airplanes, for maneuvers at high
spee&.

To provide for sufficient strength ,jn the aircraft
structure, it has been necessary to study carefully the
load distribution of such types in particular maneu-
vers, so that the structure can be strengthened only in
those parts that are severely stressed. This makes
unnecessary the raising of the structural requirements
of the whole structure, which would mean an undesir-
able increase in the weight of the airplane.

Certain types of commercial airplanes, with ,slight
modifications, are suitable for some military uses.
This is particularly true of large-type airplanes for
the transportation of troops and supplies, and certain
designs of the training type.

Sraucruru MmmuALs.—Although wood still holds
a prominent place in aircraft construction, the use of
metal, either steel or aluminum alloy, is gradually in-
creasing. Wood and fabric wings will be found on
the majority of airplanes, while metal fuselage struc-
tures are almostuniversal practice. However, the large
supplies of wood available, together with the informa-
tion and technical data on the use of wood as mresult
of research work of the I?orest Products Laboratory
contained in reports of the committee, indicate that
this material will be used to a considerable extent for
small airplanes for some time to come.

With the large-type airplanes the tendenq is” to-
ward the use of metal throughout. The increasing use
of metal in the construction of wings and fusela=gs,
particularly aluminum alloy, has made necassary the

intensive study of the problem of corrosion. This
study has resulted in the development of a number of
protective coatings of a very satisfactory type, The
problem of producing an aluminum alloy of greater
r~istance to corrosion is still being investigated.

The study of maamesiumalloys has been continued,
particularly in connection wjth their adaptation for
use in aircraft construction, rmd material progress has
been made in increasing their physical properties and
resistance to corrosion. The use of magnesium has
been extended to propeller blades and parts of the
engine and aircraft structure, This increased use of
this material has made necessary an extended study
of coatings for its protection against corrosion. At
present an alloy of special manufacture looks more
promising from a corrosion-resisting standpoint than
magnesium with a protective coatirig.

There has been an increased use of steel tubing,
particdar]y in airplane structures, with the develop-
ment of welding technique. The past year has seen a
gradual increase in the w of stainless steel, particu-
larly in connection with streamline wires, struts, wing

ribs, and seaplane floats. Fabrication of this mate-
rial is being studied and one method of spot welding
appears to hold considerable promise,

Although the possibilities of beryllium alloys look
promising, since they are lighter in weight and have
greater strength than ahuninum alloys, the cost of
production is too great at the present time for serious
consideration as a structural material. The indica-
tions are that it wiIl not be an important factor, unless
a method of producing the material is developed which
will substantially lower the cost.

AIRSHIPS

Airship progress in the United States during the
past year, while not striking to the eye, has neverthe-
lessbeen very real.

In the field of rigid-airship development excellent
pogrgss has been made on construction of the ZRSJ
(U. S, S. Akron), the first of the Navy’s two new rigid
airships. Erection of frames was started November,
1929. The end of 1930 will see complete erection of
all the framing except possibly the extreme bow and
stern portions and attachment of fin structures. A
successful “ proof test” for the purpose of checking
the calculated strength of the structure has been con-
ducted on a section of the airship near amidships,
Engines for this airship have been delivered and tests
to date have been satisfactory on the novel transmis-
sion tcrgive propeller thrust in four directions-ahead,
astern, upward, and downward. It is expected that
this airship vviJ.1be ready for trial flights about the
middle of 1931.

Operations of the Log Ange~e8 by the Navy and
several smaller airships by the Army, hravy, and pri-
vate interests have continued. The opcration by the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of a fleet of several small
nonrigid airships for training and advertising pur-
poses has been notably successful.

Intirder to appraise thoroughly the material condi-
tion of the U, S. S. L08 Angeles after over six years
DfmisceIlaneoueservice, a careful inspection of her was
conducted by the Naval Board of Inspection and %:
vey. This board found the present condition of the
LOLIAngeles to be good and saw no reason why she
should not be continued in service for two to four years
longer.

Important developments in methods for ground
handling of rigid airships and in equipment have been
under way continuously for the past several years.
,The past year has seen definite substitution of me-
chanical handling for man power in several phases
of ground handling. Further work is indicated be-
fore a iinal solution satisfactory for all phases of the
problem will be reached.
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Technical progress along variorq lines allied to air-
ships has been continued actively. Development in
the United States of a did-injection type engine suit-
able for airships is under WIy, b~~ it is too early tO
predict the outcome of these efforts. The search for
more suitable gas-cell material has produced a gelatin-
hitex fabric that has given very satisfactory resuks in
actual service for a period of nine months. Aerocly-
namic tests on models of the.new naval airships are in
progress. h airship envelope is being obtained by,
the Navy Department with which to conduct full-scale
tests with fuel gas m an airship fuel. One phme of
this problem is how to handle the repurification of
helium that has become polluted -with a fuel gas of
high hydrogen content. Better cements have been cle-
-reloped for making seamsin rubberized fabric. Speci-
fications for fabrics used in ligMer-than-air -work are
in process of revision rtnd standardization. A redly
satisfactory type 01 water-recovery apparatus that
will not add too much to the resistance of the airship
k still greatly needed for helium-~ed rigid airih@s.

With the opening of a new Government plant near
Amarillo, Tex., incremed quantit.iw of helium ha-ie
become available at levier unit cost.

Outside the United States, the G%# Zeppe?in has
operated on more or less regularly scheduled fights
and generally has carried full pmswqy ~ists. Her tri-
angular flight from Europe to South America to the
United States in June, 1930, was a striking achie~e-
merd, second only to her record-breaking voyage
around the world in 1929. A new and larger shed has
been completed at the Friedrichshafen works of the
Zeppelin Co., and work has started on a new and
Iarger airship known as the LZ-128.

The two British airships R-100 and R–MI had their
trial flights late in 1929.

The R–2# made a round-trip voyage from England
to Canada in July and August, 1930. This marked the
twelfth crmsing of the Athmtic by airships without
loss-sis vmstvrard and sis eastward ~oyag-. The
Pacific has been crossed once eastward. For nearly
two weeks the R-100 remained based on a mast near
Montreal! which is the latest development in a modern
mooring mast. Damage to fabric & co~er~e sus-
tained en route to Montreal was successfully repaired
while the airship rode at the mast.

The unfortunate disaster to the R–loll was a great
shock and adds to the toll of those who have sacrificed
their Livesto the development of airships. In the re-
ports on this disaster which have appeared in the press
there is no authentic report which throws suspicion on
the structural integrity of the airship. Undoubtedly
the large IOS of life was a secondary phase of the acci-
dent and resulted from hydrogen fire.

AIRCRAFT E??GINES

An important factor which has intIuenced aircraft-
mgine de~elopment during the past year has been the
ack of production and the consequent.activity in col-
lection with the impro~ement of present types of en-
;ines and the development of new types. In one year
:he number of engines having appro~ed-type certill-
:ates has increased from 32 to 64. The largest in-
:reasehas been in the field of the so<alled commercial
mgines, although improvement has been made in
:ypes of engines -which were originally desiagnedfor
military use.

In the field of commercial engines dwiamers have
xmcentrated on the radial air-cooled engine of 100 to
250 horsepower. For Iovver horsepowers there has
seen a distinct trend toward the in~erted in-line type
~ir-cooled engine of either four or six cylinders. The
~dvnntage of the inverted in-line type air-ccwled en-
gine is fully appreciated by aircraft desiawers, and
for the smaller types of airplanes this type of engine
will be farored.

For the military ser-ricesand for large multi-engined
commercial airplanes the radial air-cooled engine of
250 to 575 horsepower is almost excluaively used. For
higher horsepovvera the liquid-cooled engine has so
far premed more suqfi.d.

No essentially new design has been developed and
no startling imprownent has been made in aircraft
engin~c. Improvement has beeh concerned largely
with increassm the power output and reliability of
existing engine types.

In the radial air-cooled engine the horsepower has
been increased by the use of a new design of cylinder
vvbich giws a more e~en d~tribution of temperature
in the cylinder head. Improvement has been made in
cooIing the cylinder -ivall by the use of deflectors,
which guide the cooling air to the rear of the cylinders.

With the improvement in engine performance, there
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has been a corfisponding increaw in aircraft perform- “ -
ante, largely due to the general application of cowling
to the radial air-cooled engine installation. Low-drag
Covvlinagof the ring and A’.“A. C. A. type have been
applied, and the effectiveness of the cowling in recluc-
i~m t~~e~~ce of the air-cooled enafie ~ att~ted
by the fact that all the high-speed records in this coun-
try in the past year were made with airplanes powered
with rad~al air-cooled engines using the N. A. C. A.
type cowIing.

With the engineering materitds and fuels now avail-
able, the maximum power output of radial engines
seems to be Limitedto about 600 horsepower. There is
a real demand, both in the military services and in the
commercial fieId, for higher-powered engines. This
demand -will no doubt be met during the coming year
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by the developmat of liquid-cooled engines of 1,000
to 1,500 horsepower.

The succew of the mat6;iel division of the Army
Air Corps in the application of liquid cooling and the
use of ethylene glycol for engines in the military serv-
ice has led to the consideration of this type of cooling
especially for higher-powered engines.

With the developments in engine design during the
past year there seems to be a rather sharp line of de-
barkation in the application of the air-cooled and the
water-cooled engine as measured by the horsepower
required. As a result of research, more exact kno-ivl-
edge is now available to the aircraft-engine designer,
which makes possible a cyLinder design using higher
compression ratios and supercharging. In many of
the service types of engines experimental results indi-
cate the possibility, with improved design and special
fuels, of operating with a compression ratio_as high as
7 to 1, and the use of moderate supercharging, The
results of laboratory tests indicate the possibility in
air-cooled designs of developing 1 horsepower for
every 2 cubic inches of piston displacement., The
rated horsepower of enaginesnow available of either
the commercial or military type is 1 horsepower for
every 2~2 to 8 cubic inches of piston displacement.

This marked improvement in airplane-engine per-
formance will be the result of a design permitting the
use of higher compression ratios with moderate super-
charging and special aviation-engine fuels.

Progress has been continued by a number of manu-
facturers in the development of the compression-igni-
tion engine, The Packard Motor Car Co. has an-
nounced and started production of a 9-cylinder radial
air-cooled. compression-ignition engine. This engine
has received an approved-type certificate from the
Department of Commerce with a rating of 225 horse-
power at 1,950 r. p. m, Development of special en-
gines of this type is being continued by the Allison
Engineering CO.and by the Westinghouse Co. for the
Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department.

The chief problems facing the desie~er of compres-
sion-ignition engines are to provide a construction
with sticiently light weight and to obtain a higher
brake mean effective pressure. The tlnal development
of the fuel-injection engine may be a compromise de-
si~mproviding for the use of a fuel-injection system,
a low-volatile fuel, and spark ignition.

Special injection systems for the injection of gaso-
line and other fuels are bei~~developed by the Pratt&
Whitney Co. and by the Curtis-Wright Corporation,
the latter for the matlriel division of the Army Air
Corps. Satisfactory flight performance has been ob-
tained with the Wasp engine fitted with an injection
system using either gasoline or light oil.

There has been an increased interest in supercharg-
ing, as evidenced by the large number of engines

equipped with superchargers. Investigations con-
ducted at the committee’s laboratories show that at
sea-level conditions moderate supercharging will
greatly increase the brake mean effective pressure
without a large increase in maximum cylinder pressure
and with a slight decrease in specific fuel consumption.

The engine development for the coming year may
tend toward an increase in horsepower in engines of
the standard types now available, by rdinement in de-
sign, increase in compression ratio, increase in operat-
ing speeds, and the use of supercharging; the develop-
ment of higher-powered engines of the liquid-cooled
type; and the further development of the small in-
verted in-line air-cooled engine for use in small com-
mercial airplanes.

Another outstanding factor in aircraft-engine devel-
opment is the remarkable endurance records which
have recently been made, indicating the increase in
reliability of American aircraft engines. This in- _
crease is undoubted~y due to refinement in design and
to the seIection of impro~ed materials.

SUMMARY

Aviation has made steady and healthy progress dur-
ing the year 1930. The industry, handicapped by loss .._.
of business, extended its efforts to improve its product
to meet more exacting demands of the individual pur- .._
chaser and of the passenger public, This is evident .
from the increased demand upon the part of the indus- .,
try for technical information from the committe~
Airplanes are now purchased on the basis of proved
performance, not only as to safety but also as to econ-
omy in operation. The exacting demands of the
privatemperator and owner have required the best
efforts of the aeronautical engineer and of the aircraft
desigrrerand the use of the latest information resulting
from scientific research.

Among the important factors that have contributed
to the progress of aeronautics during the past year
may be mentioned: Consistent advance in technical
development; greatly extended use of aircraft for pas-
senger transportation; the activities of the Aeronau-
tics 13ranch of the Department of Commerce in pro-
viding improved and enhwged facilities in aid of.
air navigation, including radio beacons, lighted air-
ways, and intermediate landing fields; the activities of —
the Weather Bureau in providing weather-report serv- _

ices along airways; retrenchment and consolidations
within the aircraftindustry and elimination of surplus
organizations, resulting in a sounder fiancia~ structure
for the industry as a whole; enactment by Congres of
the Watres bill to promote air mail and passenger
carrying; well-organized and equipped laboratories for
scientific research; schools for training technical per-
sonnel and Federal rating of schools for training
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student pilots; and last but not least, the ~greatstabiliz-
ing factor, the Army and Navy 5-year aircraft procure-
ment programs.

The future of the industry, both manufacturing and
operating, is dependent upon the solution of many
probkms affecting the cost and the operating efficiency
of airplanes. These problems are both aerodynamic
and structural, involving elimination of rmmceesary
drag and exact lmoviledge of air forces to permit of
the lightest and most eficient design. Paralleling
aerodynamic development there muss also be a study
of thermodynamic problems, with a vie-ivnot only to
increasing the efficiency and reliability of the present
aircraft engine but also to providing an engine of a
lower povrer-weight ratio and of increased reliability.
Operation difficulties require further study of prob-
lems affecting the safe navigation of aircraft in fog,
or under conditions where navigation must be entirely
by instruments or by the aid of the radio beacon.

The aerodynamic problems demanding solution are
those affecting the safety of the airplane, and espe-
cially satisfactory control at stalling and landing
speeds; the reduction of the landing speed of the air-
pkme; and the decrease of parasite resistance. To
:whieve minimum air rwistance in fight th~ must be
comprehensive investigations of the desiemof the land-
ing gear, of the proper location of the engines, of the
design of the wing, and of its geometrical arrangement
with the fuselage.

Under this heading also come the problems involv-
ing freedom from noise and tibration in aircraft. AS
the comfort of passengers must be increased, the difii-
cult problems of elim.inating propeLIer noise, engine
exhaust noise, and vibration, become of pressing
importance and me receiving all possible attention.

The aircraft power plant is the heart of the air-
plane. The safety element is largely dependent upon
its reliability. The economy of fuel consumption of
the engine is an important factor in the cost of opera-
tion. Through improved design and the careful selec-
tion of proper materials, the reliability of aircraft
eng~= has been greatly increased, as has been pro-red
by the number of endurance records which ha~e been
established during the pnst year. .

Much attention is being given the problem of re-
taining or improving the reliability of the present en-
gine and at the same time, by means of supercharging
and the use of special fuel? increasing its horsepower
for a given weight .20or 80 per cent, with a reduction
in fuel consumption per horsepower-hour. To elimi-
nate or reduce crash fires much attention is be~a given
the development of the compression-ignition engine.

Future growth will require that additional air-ways
be established and equipped; that weather report serv-
ice along airways be increased; that passenger trarel

be made more comfortable and reliable; and that uni-
form State legislation be enacted that will harmonize
with existing Federal laws and re=tiations.

In the last analysis, however, the future of aviation
may be said to depend upon the degree to which safety
is increased and costs are reduced. The answer to
these fundamental problems is to be found through
the continuous prosecution of organized scientific
research.

The recent remarkable performances of the German
airship, the Qraf Zeppelin, including especially its
fight aro~d fie world ~d its trianggdar flight bc-
t.ween Europe, South kerica, and North America>
have demonstrated that it is practicable to build and
operate large rigid airships succedul.ly. The shoek-
~g d~aster to the British R-101 is no-w btig thor-
oug~y ~v~gated and we may know ultimately
-whetherthe desigyj construction, or operation of that
airship was to blame. Irrespective of the cause of the
crash, it is obvious that the loss of life was primarily
and probably altogether due to the use of hydrogen.
Our natural resources of helium give to the United
States a great advantage in airship operation.

Airships are considered to have great potential value
for both commercial and military purposes. The
committee believes that their values should be devel-
oped thoroughly until they are fully demonstrated;
that there should be an airship industry; and that air-
ship lines should be established on a basis that wilI
give to the United States an airship merchant marine.
In the opinion of tlm committee the best policy that
can be followed at the present time with respect to air-
ships is to give firm support to the present Navy rigid
airship dew.lopment pro=gpam.

The committee believes that the 5-year aircraft-con-
struction programs of the Army and Navy have not
only been folly jussfied from considerations of na-
tional defense, but aIso have had a most salutary effect
on the efficiency and morale of the Amy and Navy air
organizations and have exerted a stabilizing influence
on the aircraft industry. Wherefore the committee
recommends adherence to the principle of aircraft-
construction prcggpams continuing over a period of
years.

The eomrnitteebelieves that the establishment of air-
natigation fmilities and the furnishing of -iveather-
report service are tital to the future of air transporta-
tion in the United States, and that these activities
shonId be extended and improved as rapidly as prac-
ticable.

The committee beliews that a serious handicap to
the uss of air transportation, particularly over short
distances, is the remote location of airports from cen-
ters of cities and the consequent 10S of time on the part
of air trawlers.
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CONCLUS1ON

C1oser attention to funilamentak has brought about
material improvement in the performance, religbi~ty,
and safety of aircraft. There has developed among
manufacturers a keener competition to produce better
aircraft, and this has greatly accelerated t,heengineer-
ing application of the fruits of scientific research,

The research programs of the committee are care-
fully prepared in the light of the facilities and funds
available, and with information and advice m to the
needs of aviation furnished by the air organizations
of the War, Navy, and Commerce Departments.
These programs cover broadly the whole field of aero-
nautics and are framed to serve commercial as -well
as military needs, utilizing’ to the best advantage the

OOMMITTRE FOR AERONAUTICS

facilities of the committee’s aeronautical laboratory
and the existing facilities of other a=mncies. The con)-
mittee believes that the most effective answer to the
outstanding g#meral problems of increasing safety
and of reducing costs is to be found through the con-
tinuous prosecution of well-organized scientific rc-
searcl+ and accordingly the committee recomnlencls
continued support of its work in the fields of pure
and appliecl research on the fundamental problems of
flight.

Respectfully submitted.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FOR AERONAUT-KS,

JOSEPH S. AMES, Cha;rman.


